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A note about our products... Military Issue is proud to bring you the � nest quality products documenting the United States’ military history. To 
provide a comprehensive context for America’s armed forces, we carry products that represent enemy combatants such as Nazi Germany and Imperial 
Japan. It is not our intent to glorify those entities but to o� er you the most complete selection of historically accurate militaria available, lest we forget. 
A � nal reminder: the models, � gures and other collectibles in this catalog are not toys but rather are intended for collectors ages 14 and above.
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Dear Fellow Military Enthusiast,
    In the years just prior to the Second World War, 
America was beginning to gain its footing as a 
global naval force, deploying a fl eet of nearly 350 
major combat ships by December 1941. At war’s 
end, however, the U.S. Navy was unquestionably 
the world leader at sea, having added almost 1,200 
warships – including 27 newly emphasized aircraft 
carriers.
    Pay tribute to the USN with a new featured item, 
including our whimsical cover print capturing the 
decorated USS Texas along the East Coast. Our 

fi rst 2018 catalog also includes a diverse 
selection of our latest releases, among them a 
pair of JFK collectibles (page 3), a brand new 
Battle of Trafalgar section (page 49), and a value-
priced Vietnam documentary DVD set (back cover).
    So, fl ip through and choose your favorites! Then 
call us toll free at 800-989-1945, mail in the order 
form provided, or place your order 
online at MilitaryIssue.com.
    Thanks for 
shopping with us!
    – Greg Herrick
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On the cover:  USS Texas BB-35
James Flood.  As the world teeters precariously 
close to global war, the USS Texas – � agship 

of the newly organized Atlantic Squadron – 
casually tours New York Harbor in 1938, not yet 
knowing the historic role she’d play in North 
Africa, Normandy, and Iwo Jima. 
24½"x 15¼".                              #103060  $59.95

            USS Guam (CB-2) Kit
An impressive centerpiece in your Naval showcase, this 
premium 1/350 scale plastic kit – a replica of the USS 
Guam, an Alaska-Class cruiser assisting in the Okinawa 
campaign late in the war – features a separate hull and 
deck (with molded wood grain), realistic weaponry 
(including 305mm, 127mm, 40mm, and 20mm guns), 
lifeboats, a King� sher � oatplane, aircraft insignia, � ags, 
and a nameplate display stand. Assembly required. 
1,150+ pieces. Skill level 4. 27¾" long.        #104694  $159

Images of America
The Cruiser Houston
Lardas.  Twice serving as the � agship 
of the U.S. Navy’s Asiatic Fleet, the 
USS Houston was a heavy cruiser 
commissioned in 1930. Filled with 
more than 200 rare photos, this 
Images of America title examines the 
entire career of the Northampton-
Class warship – a favorite of President 
Roosevelt – whose loss at the Battle of Sunda Strait 
devastated its namesake city. 128 pages, 
211 B&W photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.  #104691  $21.95

            USS Guam (CB-2) Kit

159159

“Honor, Courage, Commitment”
Pay homage to the U.S. Navy’s core values – honor, 
courage, and commitment – with a new t-shirt or 
challenge coin!
T-Shirt – Old Glory waves in the background of this 
black t-shirt, which also features the branch’s seal 
screen-printed on the front. 100% cotton.   #104696
Challenge Coin – The Navy's three values are 
featured around the perimeter of this full-color 
challenge coin, made of study brass. 
42mm diameter.                              #104695  $14.95

M, L, XL:  $24.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $26.95

U.S. Navy Raised-
Letter Cap
Boldly embroidered 
with “Navy” in raised 

letters, this gunmetal 
cap – made of 100% 
cotton – also prominently features 
the eagle logo on the front.         #104697  $18.95

U.S. Navy Raised-
Letter Cap
Boldly embroidered 
with “Navy” in raised 

letters, this gunmetal 
cap – made of 100% 
cotton – also prominently features 
the eagle logo on the front. #104697  $18.95

U.S. Navy Raised-

Boldly embroidered 
with “Navy” in raised 

cotton – also prominently features 
$18.95

See Page 34 for 
the USS Alaska!

See Page 11 for More
USS Texas Items!
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New & Noteworthy   This is just a sampling of the new items in this edition of Military Issue. Find more throughout 
the catalog!

World War I .45-Caliber 
Magazine Pouch
Made of quality cotton webbing, this khaki-colored 
pouch has two pockets to hold your .45-caliber 
magazines! It also features dot fasteners 
and “JT&L® 1918” markings.                                                        #104566  $14.95

“Those Who Have Seen 
War…” T-Shirt
The words “Those who 
have seen war never stop 
seeing it” are screen-
printed on this olive drab 
t-shirt, as a silhouetted 
soldier hides in the jungle 
behind a map of 
Vietnam. 100% 
cotton.                  #104640

M, L, XL:  $24.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $26.95

          Wrigley’s Gum 
Metal Sign
Stylishly weathered for that unique 
vintage look, this aluminum sign 
recreates an advertisement for 

Wrigley’s Gum – a “handy 
refreshment for the sailor.” 

Includes mounting holes. 
12"x 18".             #104668  $21.95

Among the many celebrated pilots to � y the P-51 Mustang – re-designated 
F-51 in 1948 – was Capt. J.W. Rogers, who completed nearly 200 missions in 
Korea (one of which resulted in a rare MiG-15 kill). This 1/48 scale, die cast 
model is a Hobby Master replica of his “Buckeye Blitz IV” featuring signature 
nose art, an opening canopy, optional-position landing gear, authentic 
36th FBS markings, and a display stand. 9¼" wingspan.       #900174  $82.95

Made of quality cotton webbing, this khaki-colored 

14.95
Among the many celebrated pilots to � y the P-51 Mustang – re-designated 
F-51 in 1948 – was Capt. J.W. Rogers, who completed nearly 200 missions in 

M32B1 Recovery 
Vehicle Kit
Based on the chassis of the M4 Sherman, 
the M32 was a recovery vehicle with 
the gun turret replaced with a � xed-
position, pivoting winch. This 1/35 scale 
plastic kit of an M32B1 features realistic 
towing equipment, side-mounted 

accessories, quality tracks, a rotating 
machine gun, soldier � gures, and authentic markings. 

Assembly required. Skill level 2. 6½" long.                               #104218  $34.95

        PT 109
An American Epic of War, Survival, 
and the Destiny of John F. Kennedy
Doyle.  Widely acclaimed as the best account on 
the subject, this gripping narrative follows the 
entire ordeal endured by future president John 
Kennedy and the crew of PT 109. Torn in half by 
a Japanese destroyer in the Solomon Islands in 
August 1943, Kennedy and his remaining navy 
men were left for dead: until they swam to a 

                        tiny island and fought o�  starvation before being
                       saved six days later. 330 pages, B&W photos,
                    6¼"x 9¼", hardcover.
                                        #104453  Reg: $27.95  $18.95

NEW! Kennedy Figure – This 1/30 scale 
metal � gure features a � ne, hand-painted 
attention to detail – replicating JFK during his 
time in the U.S. Navy. 
2½" tall.                #104441  $19.95

.  Widely acclaimed as the best account on 
the subject, this gripping narrative follows the 
entire ordeal endured by future president John 

109. Torn in half by 
a Japanese destroyer in the Solomon Islands in 
August 1943, Kennedy and his remaining navy 

Silver Screen Icons
WWII Battlefront Europe
Featuring Hollywood blockbusters from the 1940s 
through the 1970s, this 4-DVD collection includes 
a quartet of � lms set in World War II Europe. Screen 
legends from Clint Eastwood to Van Johnson star in 
these classic titles – Battleground, The Dirty Dozen, 
Where Eagles Dare, and Kelly’s Heroes – as American 
forces press into Germany in 1944-45. 
9 hrs. 29 min.                                          #104665  $19.95

                                                                      Cutty Sark Kit
A British clipper launched in 1869, Cutty Sark – which remains on display in 
London today – served only brie� y as a trade ship, quickly phased out in favor 
of steam propulsion. A premium replica measuring three-feet long, this 1/96 
scale kit features a wood-structured deck, brass plating, authentic sails, a 
metal anchor chain, lifeboats, rigging pulleys, and a display stand. 
Assembly required. 698 pieces. Skill level 4. 36" long.               #104649  $149

accessories, quality tracks, a rotating 
machine gun, soldier � gures, and authentic markings. 

Assembly required. Skill level 2. 6½" long.                               

          F-51D Mustang   
            Model

1/48 
SCALE

Army – Black.  #104659             
Marines – Black.  #104660
Navy – Blue.  #104661       
Air Force – Blue.  #104662

Made in 
the USA.

See Page 17 for 
More Leader Figures!

See Page 52 for More
Nostalgic Metal Signs!

SAVE
OVER

 30%

Bald 
Eagle 
Military 
Caps                                       
A bald eagle 
clutches the � ag on these handsome caps – 
celebrations of the U.S. Armed Forces with the branch 
name boldly embroidered in textured 
lettering.                                                           $18.95 each

Ammunition
not included.
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Pre-WWI   Revolutionary War 

Sons of Liberty
An exciting History Channel miniseries, Sons of 
Liberty tracks the roots of American independence 
by following Sam Adams and his young crew of 
patriotic radicals who incited Boston against the 
British in the 1770s. See why and how the Revolution 
began with a look at the courageous deeds of not only 
Sam Adams, but John Adams, George Washington, 
John Hancock, and more! 5 hours.                                                                        #100881  $14.95

The Revolutionary War
Heroes and Battles

Filled with accurate reenactments, expert analysis and 
dynamic narration, this DVD includes four documenta-
ries that examine the key battles of the Revolutionary 
War. You get The Battle of Cooch’s Bridge, The Battle of 
Green Spring, Yorktown Battle for Victory and Von 

Steuben’s Continentals: The First American Army.   
3 hrs. 44 min.

#MV50890  $12.95

Revolutionary 
Flags
Both the Bennington 
and Grand Union � ags, 
each one patriotically � own during the American Revolution, are replicated 
here in quality polyester. Ready to hang with brass grommets. 
5'x 3'.                                                                                                                $16.95 each

A: Bennington 76  #65363       B: Grand Union  #M650947

A

B

Gadsden Flag 
Collectibles
Designed during the first year of the 
American revolution, the Gadsden Flag is 
a towering symbol of national pride and 
independence, featuring the coiled and ready-to-
strike snake with the iconic words, “Don’t Tread on Me.”

Caps – These handsomely embroidered caps, made 
of 100% cotton, are a great � t for any patriot!                $18.95 each

A: “We The People”                                                                       #101597      
B: “Don’t Tread on Me”                                                               #102781       

C: Shirt – Proudly display your American spirit with this stylish 
yellow t-shirt featuring the recognizable Gadsden imagery. 
100% pre-shrunk cotton.                                                               #100764

D: NEW! Throw Blanket – Perfect for display or everyday usage, 
this 100% polyester throw blanket is expertly tailored 
and comfortably soft. 50"x 60".                               #104493  $24.95
E: Cutout Challenge Coin – Made of premium bronze alloy, this 
colorful challenge coin features a cutout flag with the ready-to-
strike Gadsden snake on one side and the classic Stars 
and Stripes on the other. 1½" diameter.              #101181  $14.95
F: NEW! Metal Sign – A � erce bald eagle extends his talons on this must-have steel sign! 
11"x 17".                                                                                                                                                         #702647  $24.95

Printed in 
the USA.

M, L, XL:  $22.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $24.95C

      
       

D

Special 
Operations During 
the American Revolution 

Tonsetic. Though Washington and his Continental 
Army battled the British on conventional terms, 
the general also relied heavily on courageous 
volunteers to wage clandestine operations 

against the Crown. This captivating title explores these 
campaigns in great detail – including forces in the 

Northeast and Carolinas as well as inland frontiersmen targeting enemy forts 
and outposts. 288 pages, illustrated, 6¼”x 9¼”, hardcover.

#104456  Reg: $32.95  $16.45  

                                            3-Piece 
                                            U.S. Bicentennial 
                                            Silver Proof 
                                             Set
                                                                   Celebrating 200 years 
                                                                   of U.S. independence, 
                                                                    this commemorative 
          Bicentennial set includes a 1976 Eisenhower dollar,  
a Kennedy half dollar, and a Washington quarter, each of 
   which is in proof  condition and struck from 40% silver.
     Arrives in a handsome, U.S. Mint display 
      book.                                                            #93916  $49.95

                                            3-Piece 
                                            U.S. Bicentennial 
                                            Silver Proof 
                                             Set
                                                                   Celebrating 200 years 
                                                                   of U.S. independence, 
                                                                    this commemorative 
          Bicentennial set includes a 1976 Eisenhower dollar,  

E

American revolution, the Gadsden Flag is 

independence, featuring the coiled and ready-to-
strike snake with the iconic words, “Don’t Tread on Me.”

A

18.95

B

Special 

F

SAVE 

50%

a Kennedy half dollar, and a Washington quarter, each of 
   which is in proof  condition and struck from 40% silver.
     Arrives in a handsome, U.S. Mint display 
      book.                                                                  book.                                                            

          Bicentennial set includes a 1976 Eisenhower dollar,  
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Revolutionary War    Pre-WWI   

1726-1794 Dutch 
“New York Penny” Coin
Traders from the Dutch West India 
Company were the first European set-
tlers on Manhattan Island, where they 
circulated the company’s own currency. 
This historic coin is among the oldest to 
exchange hands during the revolution- 

     ary years of America! This authentic one-duit “New York Penny” was  
                    used long after the Dutch relinquished control of the island to 
the British. Includes an 11"x 7½" history folder.                            #M652300  $19.95

     ary years of America! This authentic one-duit “New York Penny” was  
                    used long after the Dutch relinquished control of the island to 
the British. Includes an 11"x 7½" history folder.                            

George 
Washington

Widely hailed as the “Father of Our Country,” George Washington was the 
commander-in-chief of the Continental Army during the fight for independence, 
the first President of the United States, and arguably the most influential American   
                 who ever lived.

A

“The Last Outpost” Kit 
Fought from 1754 to 1763, the 
French and Indian War ended 
with a British victory after nearly a 
decade of bitter � ghting across 

                                                                      North America. Recreate one of the 
                                                           many battles with this 1/72 scale kit 
                                  featuring a detailed outpost structure (with a bridge, 
watchtower, fences, and barricades) and 114 � gures (32 American, 
49 French, 16 Indian, and 17 British). Assembly required. 
188 pieces.                                                                              #104531  $79.95

                                                                      North America. Recreate one of the 
                                                           many battles with this 1/72 scale kit 
                                  featuring a detailed outpost structure (with a bridge, 
watchtower, fences, and barricades) and 114 � gures (32 American, 

LIMITED EDITION

D
LIMITED EDITION

C

Following the Revolutionary War, the American colonists began expanding 
further into Native American-occupied territory, which set o�  a series of 
brutal Northeastern Woodland Indian/Colonial Militia battles. Replicating 
warriors from each side, these 1/30 scale metal � gures come hand-painted 
and ready to display in your frontier showcase! 2½" tall.

A: Militiaman Standing                                    #100637  $36.95
B: Militiamen Reaching for Cartridge                #100638  $36.95
C: 2-Piece “Hand to Hand Combat”                   #M518744  $71.95
D: 3-Piece “Attack on the Military Road”            #M518896  $99.95
E: 2-Piece “The Ambush”                                #102072  $94.95     

E: Pistol – George Washington’s favorite pistol was made in London in 1748 
by Hawkins, one of the best known gun makers of the period. Replicating 
the priceless handgun, this pistol features a working � intlock mechanism 
and trigger, Washington’s signature on the back strap, and decorative 
metal grips. 13½" long. #M600235  $89.95
F: Folding Knife Set – Celebrate the legacy of a national icon with this 
functional pocket knife featuring an eagle embossed on the handle next to 
a Revolutionary-era American � ag and a picture of Washington. Knife arrives 
custom-mounted in a book-style display box. 7" long.

#M651887  $19.95

D

C

F

B

Order Today at 800-989-1945

E

                 who ever lived.

B

E

1/30 SCALE

Flags – Ready to hang indoors or outdoors, these 
polyester � ags are celebrations of Washington 
including the design � own at his headquarters 
during the war and the � ag of the Freemasons 
– the ancient fraternal brotherhood of which 
he was a proud member. 5'x 3'.      $16.95 each

A: Washington Headquarters  #M650963   
B: Freemasons  #102064     

C: NEW! Freemasons Pocket Watch – Featuring a silver-plated casing 
and 14” chain, this conversation-starting pocket watch also displays 
the Gold Mason Scottish Rite emblem on the outside and recognizable 
Freemason logo on the inside. Comes with push-button 
opening and a display box.                                                    #103726  $24.95
D: The New Nation – Lengel. Through his artwork, Mort Künstler brings 
to life the birth of the United States. Combined with text by renowned 
Washington scholar Edward G. Lengel, this unique history paints a portrait 
of the formation of America from Jamestown to the Revolutionary War to 
the War of 1812. 208 pages, 9"x 10", hardcover.  
                                                                       #M106531  Reg: $29.95  $14.95

SAVE 50%

A

B

� e Indian 
Wars
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Pre-WWI   Civil War 

Civil War-Era Flags
Made of quality polyester and featuring brass grommets, these colorful flags 
represent ones flown at Fort Sumter at the outbreak of the 
Civil War and the Union Cavalry Guidon. 5'x 3'.                                   $16.95 each

A: Fort Sumter  #M602518             B: Union Cavalry  #M601633

Civil War-Era Flags
Made of quality polyester and featuring brass grommets, these colorful flags 

The Blue & Gray Almanac
The Civil War in Facts & Figures, Recipes & Slang
No� .  Filled with trivia certain to stump even the most 
diehard Civil War bu� , this title covers everything 
from vocabulary to libations. Learn, for instance, 
about the “starvation parties” in Richmond, the large 
percentage of generals on both sides who served 
as lawyers, and the living presidents’ roles during the 
outbreak of hostilities. 304 pages, B&W photos, 
6¼"x 9¼", hardcover.                               #104487 $29.95

The Civil War
Commemorative Documentary Collection
Ten informative documentaries are featured on this 
3-DVD set, an exploration of the many historic events 
that de� ned the Civil War. Combining large-scale re-
enactments (on actual combat sites) as well as expert 
commentary, these programs explore the Army of 
the Potomac’s formation, the Battles of Atlanta and 
Chickamauga, and the in� uence of President 
Abraham Lincoln. 8+ hours.              #MV52592 $14.95

Over 8 hours!

  1860 Army 
   Revolver

 This museum-quality, non-� ring, metal and wood
   reproduction of the legendary M1860 revolver 

features a working loading lever, hammer, 
and trigger. 13½" long.                   #M600240  $99.95 

  
   Revolver

 This museum-quality, non-� ring, metal and wood
   reproduction of the legendary M1860 revolver 

features a working loading lever, hammer, features a working loading lever, hammer, 
and trigger. 13½" long.                   and trigger. 13½" long.                   #M600240 

                                                   Commonly worn by 
                                                    both the Union 
                                                   and Confederate 
                                                   soldiers in the

                                                   Western Theater of 
                                                  the Civil War, the

                                                slouch hat is a staple
of numerous national militaries, vintage and 
modern, throughout the world. These replica hats 
are both comfortable and fashionable, featuring a 
rugged wool and fur material, satin lining, 
and gold cavalry cord. 6" crown.         $99.95 each

  

Deluxe Civil War O�  cer Cord – Add an additional 
o�  cer’s cord to your slouch hat, which was worn by all 
enlisted Cavalry soldiers. It features a handsome 
gold � nish with black trim!             #M652600  $12.95

                                                   Commonly worn by 
                                                    both the Union 
                                                   and Confederate 
                                                   soldiers in the

                                                   Western Theater of 
                                                  the Civil War, the

                                                slouch hat is a staple
of numerous national militaries, vintage and 

                                                   Commonly worn by 
                                                    both the Union 
                                                   and Confederate 
                                                   soldiers in the

                                                   Western Theater of 
                                                  the Civil War, the

                                                slouch hat is a staple

The Civil War in Facts & Figures, Recipes & Slang
  Filled with trivia certain to stump even the most 

about the “starvation parties” in Richmond, the large 

as lawyers, and the living presidents’ roles during the 

29.95
                                                slouch hat is a staple
of numerous national militaries, vintage and 

                                                   Commonly worn by 

                                                   Western Theater of 
                                                  the Civil War, the

                                                slouch hat is a staple

 Civil War 
      Slouch Hats

Available Sizes:
Medium: 71/8 - 71/4 

Large: 73/8 - 71/2 
X-Large: 75/8 - 73/4

Weapons & Accessories

Civil War Holsters
Made of black leather, these premium quality reproductions of 
Civil War crossdraw revolver holsters include 
a realistic, period-style closure.                                    $39.95 each

                     Left Hip/Butt Forward  #M600253
                                                                                                                                                                    Right Hip/Butt Forward  #M600254

 This museum-quality, non-� ring, metal and wood

99.9599.95

 Civil War 
      Slouch Hats

Made of black leather, these premium quality reproductions of 

each

Union  #M652598          Confederate  #M652599

Abraham Lincoln
This hand-painted, 1/30 scale metal figure is a Civil War-era repro-
duction of Abraham Lincoln – the sixteenth president who kept the 
fracturing nation together in his fight against the 
secessionist Confederacy. 2½" tall.                          #102341  $36.95

Lincoln
Nominated for six Emmy Awards, this blockbuster 
mini-series event – written by legendary writer 
Gore Vidal – follows the tumultuous presidency of 
Abraham Lincoln. Sam Waterston gives an unforget-
table performance as the 16th president as he grapples 
with both political and personal obstacles while 
leading the nation through the Civil War. 
3 hrs. 8 min.                                             #100398  $9.95

Abraham Lincoln Bobblehead
Bearing a striking, albeit light-hearted, resemblance to "Honest Abe," this 
hand-painted bobblehead is crafted of high quality resin, measures 
8½" tall, and arrives in a colorful collector's box. #M601925  $24.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at 

Bearing a striking, albeit light-hearted, resemblance to "Honest Abe," this 

24.95

LIMITED EDITION

 2009  Abraham Lincoln 
Bicentennial 
Silver Dollar
Struck in observance of Honest 
Abe’s 200th birthday, the 

2009 Abraham Lincoln 
Silver Dollar was sold out 

just weeks after its release! 
This highly collectible proof version 

                                           of the popular coin, never before touched by 
ungloved human hands, features an obverse image of the sixteenth 
president and a reverse image of a famous Lincoln quote. 
90% silver. 1½" diameter.                                            #102342  $69.95

                                                                                                                                                        Baby Philadelphia Derringer 
Single-Shot Cap Pistol

Similar to the single-shot derringer that John Wilkes 
Booth used to assassinate President Lincoln on April 14, 1865, 

the Baby Philadelphia Derringer – easily concealed in a coat or 
boot – was also a favorite hideaway pistol of gamblers and card sharks. 

This non-� ring replica (available with or without a wooden 
display box and story card) features a working percussion 
� ring mechanism, ornate detailing, and “Derringer” 
markings. 6½" long.
Without Box  #M400264  $44.95 
With Box  #103364  $69.95

duction of Abraham Lincoln – the sixteenth president who kept the 

36.95

                                                                                                                                                        Baby Philadelphia Derringer 
Single-Shot Cap Pistol

Similar to the single-shot derringer that John Wilkes 
Booth used to assassinate President Lincoln on April 14, 1865, 

the Baby Philadelphia Derringer – easily concealed in a coat or 
boot – was also a favorite hideaway pistol of gamblers and card sharks. 

This non-� ring replica (available with or without a wooden 
display box and story card) features a working percussion 

192 Caps  #M651813  $5.95     320 Caps  #M651814  $7.957.95
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Confederacy    Pre-WWI   

Southern Flags
Boldly display your Southern pride indoors or out with these polyester � ags, 
featuring brass grommets and reinforced edging, recreating the National 
design as well as the recognizable battle flag. 5'x 3'.                         $16.95 each   

Southern Flags
A

A: 13 Stars and Bars  #M601642      B: Battle Flag  #M601631

B

Images of America 
Civil War Graves of Northern Virginia
Mills.  Often referred to as “open-air museums,” 
cemeteries o� er a unique perspective on a region’s 
historical past – no more so than northern Virginia. This 
Images of America volume examines the area, which 
features more than a thousand cemeteries ranging from 
small family land to sprawling national plots that help 
tell the story of the Civil War and its many fallen heroes. 

128 pages, 183 B&W photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.                 #102451  $21.95

Civil War Replica Currency Sets
Conversation-starting additions 
to any Civil War showcase, 
these currency sets 
are re-creations of 
coins and notes 
conceived and 
circulated by 
both the Union 
and Confederacy 
during the 1860s!
A: 5-Piece Coin Set – Includes proposed 
one-cent, half-dollar, five-dollar, and twenty-
dollar Confederate coins as well as a 
commemorative medal.          #M650975  $9.95
B: 18-Piece Note Set – Includes 12 Confederate 
and 6 U.S. notes.                                        #103748  $16.95

Civil War Replica Currency Sets

one-cent, half-dollar, five-dollar, and twenty-

9.95
 Includes 12 Confederate 

#103748 $16.95

Conversation-starting additions 
to any Civil War showcase, 
these currency sets 
are re-creations of 

and Confederacy 
during the 1860s!

A

B

“The Flag 
May Fade…”
With the Confederate 
battle � ag poised nobly in 
the backdrop, these

                                                                                                                                                                                collectibles features the words “The � ag may fade, but 
the glory never will.”                                                     
NEW! Throw Blanket – 100% polyester. 50"x 60".  #104492  $24.95
Metal Sign – Includes mounting holes. 12"x 18".  #M602415  $19.95

                                                                                                                                                                                collectibles features the words “The � ag may fade, but 

“The Flag 
Made in 
the USA.

Confederate
 Caps
 Boldly embroidered 
with the Confederate 
battle � ag, these 100% cotton 
caps are perfect for any 
proud Southern 
patriot!                        $16.95 each

“Border Patrol”  #102789         “American Heritage”  #102380

Back

battle � ag, these 100% cotton 

16.95 each

Back

#102789         “American Heritage” #102380

Nathan 
Bedford 
Forrest
Don Stivers.  
After capturing 
a Union artillery 
battery at Fort 
Donelson in 
February 1862, 
Nathan Bedford 
Forrest and his 
troops faced a 
retaliatory 
siege by 

Ulysses S. Grant. Due in no small measure to Forrest’s cunning command, 
however, nearly 4,000 of his soldiers rallied against the blistering conditions 
to safely cross the river – as captured in this dramatic wintery print. 
20"x 16½".                                                                                                 #104401  $159

Tennessee Hero Confederate 
Brigadier General John Adams
Lane.  Though rarely acknowledged alongside the titans 
of Civil War lore, John Adams was nonetheless one of 
the con� ict’s most in� uential commanders. Follow his 
early career, traversing the country from Maryland to 
California, prior to becoming one of the South’s best 
generals – refusing to leave the side of his men, despite 
critical injuries, while at the Battle of Franklin. 160 pages, 
47 B&W photos, 6"x 9", softcover.                                                #103844  $21.95

Charging Rebels
Running with their 
bayonet-equipped 
ri� es, these 1/30 scale 
metal � gures recreate 
five Southern soldiers – 
spiritedly charging into 
battle! 
2½" tall.   $19.95 each

A: Figure #1               #103998
B: Figure #2               #103999
C: Figure #3               #104000
D: Figure #4               #104001
E: NEW! Figure #5   #104443

Charging Rebels

A

and 6 U.S. notes.                                        #103748 

Charging RebelsCharging Rebels

#103748 and 6 U.S. notes.                                        #103748 

Charging RebelsCharging Rebels

B C

D

#103998
#103999
#104000
#104001
#104443 E
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Pre-WWI   Civil War Battles / Naval

Confederate 
Color Bearer
Add some “color’ to 
your Confederate 

          showcase! This 1/30 scale metal � gure is a hand-painted 
        replica of a Southern � ag bearer, complete with the color-
        ful � ag of the state of Texas. Arrives ready to 
       display! 4" tall.                                                 #104003  $26.95 

Confederate 
Color Bearer
Add some “color’ to 
your Confederate 

          showcase! This 1/30 scale metal � gure is a hand-painted 
        replica of a Southern � ag bearer, complete with the color-
        ful � ag of the state of Texas. Arrives ready to 
       display! 4" tall.                                                 

          showcase! This 1/30 scale metal � gure is a hand-painted 
        replica of a Southern � ag bearer, complete with the color-
        ful � ag of the state of Texas. Arrives ready to 
       display! 4" tall.                                                 

1/30 
SCALE

Gettysburg Map
A display centerpiece, this handsomely 
aged parchment paper features a 
Gettysburg map as it would’ve appeared 
in 1863, detailing where each army was 
                           on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd of 
                              July. 11½"x 15½".

#103736  $9.95

          showcase! This 1/30 scale metal � gure is a hand-painted 

Gettysburg map as it would’ve appeared 

9.95

Colt 1851 
Navy Revolvers
Designed by 
Samuel Colt 
between 1847 
and 1850, the Colt 1851 Navy cap-and-
ball revolver was used extensively throughout 
the Civil War by both Union and Confederate soldiers, 
including Confederate General Robert E. Lee. These 
museum-quality, non-� ring, metal and wood replicas of the famous 
revolver feature elegant scroll engraving on the barrel and frame, 
tall sailing ships engraved on the rotating cylinder, a working 
trigger and hammer, and more! 13" long.                                              $99.95 each

A: Silver Finish – faux ivory grips.                                           #M600251
B: Gold Finish – wood grips.                                                                 #M600293

Colt 1851 
Navy Revolvers
Designed by 
Samuel Colt 
between 1847 
and 1850, the Colt 1851 Navy cap-and-
ball revolver was used extensively throughout ball revolver was used extensively throughout 
the Civil War by both Union and Confederate soldiers, 
including Confederate General Robert E. Lee. These 
museum-quality, non-� ring, metal and wood replicas of the famous 
revolver feature elegant scroll engraving on the barrel and frame, 
tall sailing ships engraved on the rotating cylinder, a working 

and 1850, the Colt 1851 Navy cap-and-
ball revolver was used extensively throughout 

A

B

The Confederate Steam Navy
Canney.  This illustrated volume examines the 
entire history of the Confederate Navy during 
the Civil War, including the design, construction, 
combat, and contemporary descriptions of the 
Southern vessels. Featuring rare vintage photos, 
it takes readers through every ironclad, blockade 
runner, gunboat, commerce raider, and more, 
used by the Rebels. 192 pages, 

152 B&W images, 9"x 8", hardcover.                                       
#M106905  $39.95

Texans at Antietam 
Owen, McBride, and Allport. Both Northern and Southern 
veterans of the Battle of Antietam o� er personal    
testimony in this intimate portrait, capturing both   
perspectives of the campaign’s bloody � ghting.  
Through diary entries and letters home – as well as  
interviews and newspaper articles – this book examines  
what transpired and why the 1st Texas Infantry su� ered 

    a 50 percent casualty rate. 272 pages, 
                         illustrated, 6¼"x 9¼", softcover.                         #104488  $28.95

 Gettysburg 1938
 The Last Reunion of the Blue & Gray

 This DVD contains newsreel and radio broad-
   casts  that were recorded live during the 
  75th Anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg, 

  June 30-July 4, 1938. Almost 2,000 surviving 
veterans gathered for that � nal reunion on the battle- 

field. Sharing memories, the old veterans prayed for 
“Peace Eternal in a Nation United.” Also includes the free 

bonus program, Twilight of the Blue and Gray. 1 hr. 35 min.                              
#MV52551  $24.95

Known as the  “Old 
Wagon,”  the USS 
United States – a frigate 
launched in May 1797 
– was famously seized 
by the Confederates 
during the early years of 
the Civil War. Measuring 
nearly two-feet long, 
this 1/96 scale plastic kit 
is a quality re-creation 
of the warship as it 
appeared in the 1860s 
featuring a detailed 
deck (with captain’s 
quarters), rigging line 

and thread, realistic accessories and weaponry, and authentic markings. 
Assembly required. 1,339 pieces. Skill level 4. 22" long.              #104532  $199

Southern Belle 
Paddle-Wheel 
Steamship Kit
A great addition to any Civil 
War-era showcase, this 
1/64 scale plastic kit – a 
reproduction of a Southern 
Belle-style steamship – fea-
tures a rear paddle wheel, 

detailed decks, realistic accessories, authentic decals, and a display stand. 
Assembly required. 186 pieces. Skill level 3. 8" long.                                                     #104167  $29.95

USS 
United        
States Kit

Along the Lines of Devotion 
Smith.  Beginning on June 9 and following events through 
July 1, this must-have title explores the little-known 
battlefields of importance during the 1863 Gettysburg 
campaign. Learn the movement of troops, hear 
humorous anecdotes, and get detailed descriptions of 
the units present during � ghting at Barlow’s Knoll, 
Little Round Top, and Devil’s Den, among other 
locations. 160 pages, B&W illustrations, 
6"x 9¼", softcover.                                  #104490  $24.95

CSS 
H.L. 
Hunley 
Kit
A subma-
rine used 
by the Confederates, the CSS H.L. Hunley was the � rst combat submarine 
to sink an enemy warship (despite not being completely submerged at the 
time). A stunning replica of that sub, this 1/35 scale plastic kit features real-
istic surface details, photo-etched parts, authentic markings, and a display 
stand. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 12¾" long.   #102431  $34.95

Hunley 

by the Confederates, the CSS H.L. Hunley was the � rst combat submarine by the Confederates, the CSS H.L. Hunley was the � rst combat submarine 

 This DVD contains newsreel and radio broad-
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Wild West    Pre-WI

50-Pack Blanks – Fire o�  a few more “rounds” 
with this 50-pack of 8mm blanks!   
                                             #M651822  $24.95

Concord 
Stagecoach Kit
This 1/16 scale plastic kit 
of a Concord stagecoach 
– which transported 
passengers and mail 
between St. Louis and 
San Francisco before the 
dawn of the railroad – 
comes with a detailed 
interior; brake lever; roof 
railing; free-rolling wheels; decals; four horses, 
complete with harness reigns; six di� erent � gures; and more. 
Assembly required. 30" long; 250+ parts, skill level 2.     #M807262  $99.95

railing; free-rolling wheels; decals; four horses, 
1/16 Scale – 2½-Feet Long!

Old West Currency
1870s-80s 8 Reale “Cowboy Dollar” 
The reverse side of this 8 Reale “Cowboy 
Dollar,” struck in the 1870s-80s, features 
the famous cap and ray design, while 
the obverse features a bird wrangling a 
snake with the words “Republica Mexicana”.
                                                                                                 #102674  $99.95
snake with the words “Republica Mexicana”.snake with the words “Republica Mexicana”.snake with the words “Republica Mexicana”.

$99.95$99.95
Genuine Artifact!

                                                                                    
                                                              M1894 Blank-
                                                            Firing Rifle
                         Designed by John Browning just before the turn of the century, 
the Winchester M1894 – of which more than seven million were manufac-
tured – is considered by many to be the “ultimate lever-action weapon.” 
This blank-� ring replica of the Wild West mainstay is crafted of quality 
hardwood and features a 17" blued barrel and real-working action. 
36" long.                                                                                                #103370  $259

the Winchester M1894 – of which more than seven million were manufac-

                                                                                    
                                                              M1894 Blank-
                                                            Firing Rifle
                         Designed by John Browning just before the turn of the century, 

                                             

                                        40-Piece Bu� alo Nickels 
                                                          The Bu� alo Nickel is a celebration of the 
                                                           Old West, featuring an obverse image of an 
                                                           American Indian and North American bison on   
                                                           the reverse. This collection includes 40 Bu� alo  
                                                           Nickels (made of 75% copper and 25% nickel)     
                                                           struck in a variety of years throughout its  
                                                            minting. Lightly circulated condition.
                                                            21.2mm diameter. 

#100660  $59.95
20-Piece – Also available as a half-roll.                                   #102352  $34.95

Buy the full set 
and save 

nearly $10.

National Geographic 
The Old West
Hyslop.  Full of optimism and lawlessness, the 
Old West remains a fascinating era of U.S. history 
featuring enigmatic characters from cowboys to 
railroad barons. This exciting guide – featuring a 
rare selection of nearly 500 vintage photos and 
maps – explores the people, places, and techno-
logy that de� ned the time. 320 pages, 450+ color 
and B&W photos, 9½"x 11¼", 
hardcover.                                    #100661  $39.95

Representing a diverse cross-section of 
Indian warriors from the 18th and 19th century, these 1/30 
scale metal � gures – including Sitting Bull, Geronimo, and 
Pontiac – come hand-painted with a � ne attention to 
historical detail. 2½" tall.                                                                                                            $12.95 each

A: NEW! Morning Star              #104546       D: NEW! Ponitac           #104548
B: NEW! Chief Joseph          #104547      E: Sitting Bull           #103745
C: Cherokee Indian Woman     #103743          F: Geronimo                         #103746

 Ponitac           #104548

F

C

1/30 SCALE

A

Representing a diverse cross-section of 

B

D

M1873 Blank-
Firing Revolvers
Entering service in 1873, 
the Colt single action 
revolver became the 
standard pistol for the U.S. 
Army in the late 1800s. These 
blank-� ring replicas – the auth-
entic size and weight of the 
original – feature a free-spinning six-shot cylinder, 
an opening loading gate, a working shell ejector, and a stylish 

 wooden grip. 10½" total length; 5½" barrel.

  Black    #100870  $119       Nickel    #100871  $129
  50-Pack of Blanks                          #M651834  $24.95

Firing Revolvers

standard pistol for the U.S. 
Army in the late 1800s. These 
blank-� ring replicas – the auth-
entic size and weight of the 
original – feature a free-spinning six-shot cylinder, 
an opening loading gate, a working shell ejector, and a stylish 

 wooden grip. 10½" total length; 5½" barrel.

$119 $129

standard pistol for the U.S. 
Army in the late 1800s. These 
blank-� ring replicas – the auth-

Shipping 
restrictions apply.

Call for details.

Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse, 
Gold and Guns
MacLean.  The most detailed work ever produced on 
the obscure 1874 Yellowstone Wagon Road expedition, 
this volume – the product of years of cross-country 
research – features more than 300 rare photos! Some 
of the era’s greatest gold miners and gunslingers 
partook in the prospecting campaign, which set the 
stage for the subsequent Battle of the Little Bighorn 
and Great Sioux War. 384 pages, 342 images, 7"x 10", 

        hardcover.                           #102519  $44.95

 Indian 
WarriorsWarriorsWarriors

E

259

                         Designed by John Browning just before the turn of the century,                          Designed by John Browning just before the turn of the century, 

Be sure to protect your ri� e with this handsome suede leather scabbard! 
Features an opening draw-string � ap and fits most ri� es up to 

40" long.         #M651871  $79.95

Wild West 
Ri� e Leather 
Scabbard
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Pre-WWI   U.S. Cavalry 

 “Cavalry” T-Shirt
The bold screen-
printing on each 
side of this 100% 
cotton t-shirt 
– including the 
crossed sabers 
and Stetson hat 
– pays homage 

to the United States 
Cavalry. #103855

Front

 M, L, XL:  $19.95
 2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

     192 Caps:  #M651813  $5.95    
     320 Caps:  #M651814  $7.95
Dummy Shells – 6 dummy shells and 24 caps.    #101461 $7.95

     192 Caps:
     
Dummy Shells – 

7th Cavalry  Wagon Kit
Modeled after cavalry horse coaches driven by 
Lt. Col. George Custer’s 7th Cavalry during the 
Great Sioux War, this 1/15 scale kit features 
premium-quality wood for the platform 
and chassis, a canvas top, plenty of metal 
details, spoked wheels, and authentic 
markings. 17½" long; assembly 
required. 
  #M800392  $149

 Cavalry  Wagon Kit
Modeled after cavalry horse coaches driven by 

Col. George Custer’s 7th Cavalry during the 
Great Sioux War, this 1/15 scale kit features 
premium-quality wood for the platform 
and chassis, a canvas top, plenty of metal 
details, spoked wheels, and authentic 
markings. 17½" long; assembly 

149

          Custer’s Trials
A Life on the Frontier of a New America
Stiles.  George A. Custer was an enigmatic � gure, 
simultaneously heroically brilliant and egotistically 
bigoted. This new, compelling biography examines the 
general during the changing social landscape of the 

“Wild West” by exploring his role in the Civil War, his post-war failed attempts 
at Wall Street fortune, and his ultimate demise at the Battle of the Little 
Bighorn. 608 pages, B&W images, 6¾"x 9½", hardcover.  #M106590 

Reg: $29.95  $17.95

M1873 Army Revolver 
Cap 
Guns

                       Perfect for showcasing 
                       or reenacting, these 
metal cap guns – replicas of the 
“Peacemaker” Colt revolver – feature 
an antiqued � nish, wood grips, a rotating cylinder 
(that accepts dummy cap shells), and a colorful  
                      display box. 11" long.

M1873 Army Revolver 

“Peacemaker” Colt revolver – feature 
an antiqued � nish, wood grips, a rotating cylinder 
(that accepts dummy cap shells), and a colorful  

                        � e Battle of the 
                          Little Bighorn
In late June 1876, George Custer led his famed 
7th Cavalry Regiment against the Plains Indian tribes at the Battle of the 
Little Bighorn – ending in devastating defeat. Strikingly hand-painted, 
these 1/30 scale metal � gures replicate the general and a selection of his 
cavalrymen as they would’ve appeared in combat on those fateful days. 
Standing � gures measure 2½" tall.

A: Custer                                                                                #M518685  $34.95
B: Wounded Standard Bearer                                      #M518681  $44.95
C: Shooting Carbine                                                         #M518694  $34.95
D: Loading Carbine                                                           #M518679  $29.95
E: NEW! Kneeling/Shooting                                          #M519186  $29.95
F: NEW! Kneeling/Loading                                            #M518695  $29.95

U.S. Army Cavalry
Throughout history, armies have enjoyed 
the advantages of cavalry, namely their 
greater speed, height, and inertial mass 

compared to infantry. In this collection, 
you’ll enjoy A History of the U.S. Cavalry, which 

follows the evolution of tactics and technology 
into the 1950s; The Army’s Modern Bu� alo Soldiers, a pre-WWII � lm that shows 
an African American cavalry unit going through its paces; Army Mules and 
Horse Newsreels, which includes a section on Nazi horses; and war depart-
ment � lms on horsemanship. 1 hr. 55 min.                                                                                                     #MV52648  $19.95

The Chase at Rattlesnake Springs
Don Stivers.  
Enthusiastic 
members 
of both the 
Tenth and 
Twenty-
Fourth 
Cavalry ride 
into battle, 
weapons 
drawn, on 
April 6, 1880. 
Their West 
Texas rivals, 
the Apaches 
– led by 
warrior chief, Victorio – are sure to be waiting for them at 
Rattlesnake Springs. 25"x 17½".                                                        #104500  $159

Custer’s Personal Guidon
A replica of the swallow-tailed U.S. 7th 

Cavalry Regiment guidon – Lt. Col. George 
Armstrong Custer’s headquarters flag – flown 

during the Battle of the Little Bighorn, this 
screen-printed, polyester flag includes 

a canvas header, reinforced edging, 
and brass grommets. 5'x 3'.

#M650964  $16.95

M1873 Army Revolver 
Cap 
Guns

                       Perfect for showcasing 
                       or reenacting, these 
metal cap guns – replicas of the 

M1873 Army Revolver 

                       Perfect for showcasing 

Shipping restrictions apply. 
Call for details.

Blue Finish:  #M651809
Gray Finish:  #M652604

$99.95
 each 

LIMITED EDITION

1/30 SCALE

A

B

D E

F

C

SAVE 

40%
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Navies    Pre-WWI   
USS 

New York 
(BB-34) 
Kit

Serving the 
U.S. Navy for 

more than 30 years, 
the USS New York – commissioned in 1914 – 

was a lead-class battleship that participated in both World Wars. This 
1/700 scale plastic kit features a two-piece hull, a � nely rendered wood deck 
pattern, full weapons suite (including signature 14-inch guns), � oatplanes, 
and a nameplate display stand. Assembly required. 480+ pieces. 
Skill level 4. 9¾" long.                                                                     #104318  $59.95

A ship's bell is used to regulate 
the sailors’ duty watches. This 
handsome bell is made of heavy 
brass cast in sand, creates a clear 
and solid sound, and includes 
a sturdy wall mount and heavy 
cotton lanyard.        
                     #R06129  $89.95

A ship's bell is used to regulate 
the sailors’ duty watches. This 
handsome bell is made of heavy 
brass cast in sand, creates a clear 
and solid sound, and includes 
a sturdy wall mount and heavy 

89.95

Handmade of brass 
and copper, this boat-
swains whistle measures 
4¾" long and includes 
a 30½" long chain and 
instructions on how to 
make maritime whistle 
calls.       
     #M600405  $19.95 

Boatswains Whistle

Riggers Knife 
This knife features a 3½" blade, a 3" marlin spike, nickel-silver bolsters, 
a simulated wood handle, and a steel hook for easy attachment 
to a belt or tool pouch.                                                        #M650641  $34.95

Riggers Knife  

The Battleship Navy
The U.S. Navy, World War I to 1941
This DVD features 12 rare, historic � lms produced 
by the U.S. Navy during the critical decades prior to 
World War II. View newsreels of the � ght against the 
U-boat menace in WWI, see the development of the 
� rst aircraft carrier (USS Langley), and examine the 
Japanese attack against the river gunboat USS Panay 
that nearly provoked war four years prior to Pearl 
Harbor. B&W and color, 1 hr. 34 min.                                                                              #MV51022  $19.95

Images of America
U.S. Battleships
Featuring more than 200 photos each, 
these Images of America releases 
examine a pair of early 20th century 
U.S. battleships: the USS New Mexico 
(laid down in 1918 and serving in the 
Paci� c during the Second World War) 
and the USS Texas (who, after its 1914 
commission, saw action in the North 
Sea during the Great War). 128 pages, 200+ B&W photos, 
6½"x 9¼", softcover.                                                                                     $21.95 each

USS New Mexico (BB-40) – Taylor, Melzer, Brown, and Trapp. #104396
The Battleship Texas – Lardas.  #101674

USS Texas BB-35 Kit
This 1/350 scale plastic kit of the legendary USS Texas features a two-piece full 
hull, interior reinforcing bulkheads, full weapons suite, a fully rendered utility 
crane, ship boats, anchor chain, two OS2U aircraft models, a display stand, a 
commemorative nameplate, colorful decals, and a comprehensive painting 
guide with speci� cations for � ags, hull numbers, deck markings, and 
aircraft insignia. Assembly required. 19½" long.                      #M807456  $109

USS Texas BB-35 Kit

Pre-Dreadnought Battleship Kits
Take home a pair of pre-dreadnoughts with these 1/350 scale plastic 
kits: replicas of the French-built Condorcet and the Royal Navy’s HMS 
Agamemnon, each one serving faithfully during the Great War. They feature a 
two-part hull, full weapons complement, realistic deck texturing, numerous 
photo-etched parts, authentic markings, and a nameplate 
display stand. Assembly required. Skill level 4.                           $79.95 each

A: Condorcet – 16¼" long.  #104552
B: HMS Agamemnon – 15¼" long.  #104570

USS 
New York 

U.S. Navy for 
more than 30 years, 

the USS New York – commissioned in 1914 – 
was a lead-class battleship that participated in both World Wars. This 

5" Ship 
Bell 

CLASSIC NAVAL EQUIPMENT

A

B

Teddy’s Great White Fleet
Stan Stokes.  By order of U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt, a U.S. Navy battle 
fleet – the “Great White Fleet,” led here past the Rock of Gibraltar by the USS 
Connecticut (BB-18) – circumnavigated the globe from December 16, 1907 – 

February 22, 1909, to demonstrate America’s military power to the world. This
24"x 13" print is signed and numbered by the artist.                                                                                          #M700352  $59.95

LIMITED EDITION
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WWI   World War I Overview / Gallipoli 

Representing four World War I-
era armored vehicles, among 
the first ever to be used in combat, 
these 1/72 scale resin display models 
– exciting releases in our popu-
lar Wings of the Great War: 
Armor Collection – feature 
textured surfaces, accurate 
weaponry, realistic tracks, 
authentic markings, and a removable 
display base.
A: Rolls Royce Armored Car 
British. 2¾" long.  #70547
B: Schneider CA1 Tank  
French. 3½" long.  #70545
C: Mk. IV “Male” – German Army 
(captured from British). 4" long.  #700657
D: Mk. A “Whippet” – British Army. 3½" long.  #701692

Wings of the Great War 
Armor Collection
Wings of the Great War 
Armor Collection

the first ever to be used in combat, 

B

1/72 
SCALE

these 1/72 scale resin display models 
– exciting releases in our popu-

authentic markings, and a removable 

these 1/72 scale resin display models 
– exciting releases in our popu- C

A: Rolls Royce Armored Car 

 German Army 
(captured from British). 4" long.  #700657

 British Army. 3½" long.  #701692

authentic markings, and a removable 

Royal 
Australian 
Flag
This replica of 
Australia’s � ag is 
made of screened 
polyester and 
includes reinforced 
edging and brass 
grommets. 5'x 3'.                                       #M650967  $16.95

All Quiet on the Western Front
This is the original, Academy Award Best Picture 
and Best Director-winning � lm that follows a 

group of young and idealistic German soldiers as 
they come to learn the true horrors of the Great 
War. 1930 restored version, B&W, 
2 hrs. 10 min.                              #V9717  $14.95

Best Picture
Oscar Winner!

Bully Beef & Biscuits
Food in the Great War
Hartley.  A unique snapshot of the Great War, this title 
approaches the con� ict from a di� erent angle – examining 
the food consumed by both those on the battle� eld and 
their rationing family members back home. Learn all about 
what the combatants ate (from bully beef to “dog biscuits”), 
how provisions reached the front, and where the soldiers 
dined on their rare days o� . 384 pages, B&W photos, 
6½"x 9¼", hardcover.                                               #104451  Reg: $49.95  $19.95

The Great War
Strategies & Tactics of the First World War
Griess, ed.  The Great War marked the end of an 
era – a transition from largely localized con� icts 
     to global, mechanized combat. This illustrated 
    reference guide tracks the entire history, from 
Bismarck’s prewar Prussia through the League 
of Nations, by o� ering insight on the strategies 
and tactics used by both sides and how they 
in� uenced military theory for generations to 
come. 240 pages, B&W photos, 

8½"x 11", softcover.                          #104457  Reg: $21.95  $9.95

World War I
The Complete Story
This 3-DVD collection includes more than two dozen 
“episodes” – motion picture shorts, long-lost footage, 
still-shot maps and photos, and more – covering 
everything relating to World War I. See the “newest” 
combat weapons (from poison gas to tanks) as well as 
learning intimate details on � ghting in both the Eastern 
and Western theaters, e� orts on the homefront, and the 

sociopolitical repercussions. 
10 hrs. 45 min.           #102343  $22.95

Models Include a 
Terrain Display Base!

$3495
Each

A

D

SAVE
OVER

 50%

SAVE 

60%

Nearly
11 Hours!

GALLIPOLI CAMPAIGN
Fought for nearly eleven months beginning in February 1915, the 
Gallipoli Campaign of the First World War ended in failure for the British-
led invasion force – which included the Australians – when the Turks and 
their allies turned them away. Recreate the bloody con� ict with these 
1/30 scale metal � gures: replicas of Aussies, Turks, and 
a selection of their horses and weaponry. 2½"- 4" tall.
Australians
A: 2-Piece “The Morning Snack”                #104553  $129 
B: 2-Piece “The Fond Farewell”                      #104554  $89 
C: 2-Piece “Skippy and his Handler”            #104555  $59 
D: Bugler                                                                 #104556  $47 
E: Standing Horse #1                                         #104562  $59 
F: Standing Horse #2                                         #104563  $59 
G: Light Horse Trooper with Ri� e             #104559  $119 
H: Light Horse Trooper with Bayonet     #104560  $119

Gallipoli Campaign of the First World War ended in failure for the British-
led invasion force – which included the Australians – when the Turks and 

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.MilitaryIssue.comwww.MilitaryIssue.comwww.MilitaryIssue.com

Turks
I: 3-Piece “Casualties”  #104568  $99          
J: O�  cer with Flag
           #104561  $49

1/30 SCALE

A
B

C D

E
F G

H

I

J
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Medic 
Military Shirt
This olive drab t-shirt features 

a distressed, screen-printed 
army medic emblem on the 

chest to denote their protec-
tion as non-combatants. 
Made of 100% pre-shrunk 
cotton. #M403945

chest to denote their protec-

 M, L, XL:  $16.95
 2XL, 3XL:  $18.95
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Germany /  Russia / United States    WWI   

  German Sturmtrooper Badge
  Fashioned to look just like the prototype, this quality 
  badge (with pin back) replicates one worn by German 
sturmtroopers during the First World War. 
2" tall.                                                          #103781  $24.95

Once an Eagle
Based on Anton Myrer’s best-selling novel, which is 

required reading at West Point, this sweeping drama 
follows the lives of two career U.S. Army officers (Sam 
Elliott and Cli�  Potts) – one a ruthless, career-ob-
sessed schemer and the other a soldier’s soldier and 

consummate professional – from the outbreak of WWI 
through the aftermath of WWII. Co-stars Glenn Ford, 

Amy Irving and Melanie Griffith. 7+ hours on 
2  DVDs.                                                #MV52455  $19.95

Nicholas & Alexandra
This � lm – which won two Academy Awards 
in 1971 – chronicles the decline and fall of 

the last Russian royal family, Czar Nicholas II and 
Czarina Alexandra, from the birth of their hemo-

philiac son Alexis through their relationship with 
Rasputin, the turmoil of World War I, the abdication 

of the throne in 1917 during the Russian Revolution, 
and the family’s execution. Widescreen, 
3 hrs. 9 min.                                    #MV51481  $19.95

Oscar 
Winner!

Russian 3/5 
Roubles Banknotes
Representing a 3 roubles note 
from 1905 and a 5 roubles note 
from 1909, this Russian curren-
cy still displays its ornate detailing after 
more than a hundred years! 6¼"x 4".                        
                                                     $16.95 each

A: 1905 3 Roubles Note – The 1905 
3 roubles banknote was among the last 
Imperial currency printed, also representing 
the year Russia was defeated in the 
Russo-Japanese War.                          #101622
B: 1909 5 Roubles Note – This 5 roubles 
note, featuring its signature vertical format, 
represents the 1909 series which, inter-
estingly, continued to be printed and 
circulated by the Soviets even after 
the Russian Revolution!                #102528

A

1917 Model T 
Ambulance Kit
Replicating a 1917 Ford Model T 
out� tted as a combat ambulance, 
this 1/35 scale plastic kit features 
a multi-piece frame, a four-
cylinder engine, realistic equip-
ment (including a canvas cover, a 
pillow, stowage boxes, a spare 
tire, and tools), an opening rear 
door, authentic French and American markings, and 
four � gures. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 6" long.          #104408  $54.95

First to Fight
The U.S. Marines in World War I
Gilbert and Cansiere.  The Great War marked a turning 
point for the Marines, as they transformed from a small 
naval security unit to an elite battle� eld force. Learn 
about their 1918 service under the Army command of 
General Pershing – who resented their presence – as they, 
supported by the British and the French, helped defeat 
� ve German divisions in the spring o� ensive. 360 pages, 
B&W photos, 6¼"x 9¼", hardcover. #104499  $29.95

out� tted as a combat ambulance, 
this 1/35 scale plastic kit features 

ment (including a canvas cover, a 

door, authentic French and American markings, and 

Great War 
Helmets
Conversation-
starting addi-
tions to your 
WWI showcase, 
these hand-
painted helmets – 
replicating ones worn 
by American and German 
soldiers – feature a quality liner 
and an adjustable chinstrap.
A: U.S. Brodie Helmet  
“Trench Raider.”  #104281  $139
B: German M1916  
Stormtroopers.  #102113  $129

A

B

                        The Central Powers 
on the Russian Front 1914-1918
Bilton.  This illustrated edition, the de� nitive 
volume on the Eastern Front campaign of 
World War I, retells the vivid history of the 
brutal battles through exciting rare photog-
raphy. Broken into chronologically organized 
yearly chapters, this collection is unique for its Central 
Powers perspective, o� ering a di� erent narrative from 
the typical Allied viewpoint. 208 pages, 299 B&W 
images, 7½"x 9½", softcover.         #M106841  Reg: $29.95  $14.95

SAVE 

50%

German 
Iron Cross 
Flag
Made of rugged 
polyester with 
reinforced edg-
ing and brass 
grommets, this 
colorful � ag 

    replicates the German iron cross � own during 
        World War I. 5'x 3'.                                  #M600115 $16.95

German 
Iron Cross 
Flag
Made of rugged 
polyester with 
reinforced edg-
ing and brass 
grommets, this 
colorful � ag 

    replicates the German iron cross � own during     replicates the German iron cross � own during 

B
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WWI   Aviation / Hindenburg 
Barnstormers Hat
The original � ight "helmet," the barnstormer hat was 
worn during the First World War by pilots like the Red 
Baron, gaining popularity among open-cockpit aviators 
during the 1920s. A reproduction of the vintage design, 
this brown hat features a leather outer shell, a super-
soft lining, and an adjustable chin strap. Available in 
four comfortable sizes. M, L, or XL.
                                                    #701716  $69.95

Aviation / Hindenburg 

The original � ight "helmet," the barnstormer hat was 
worn during the First World War by pilots like the Red 
Baron, gaining popularity among open-cockpit aviators 
during the 1920s. A reproduction of the vintage design, 
this brown hat features a leather outer shell, a super-
soft lining, and an adjustable chin strap. Available in 

69.95

Lafayette 
Escadrille 
Metal Sign
Featuring the colorful profile 
of a SPAD XIII, this metal 
sign is made of 24-gauge 
steel and includes mounting 
holes. 18"x 12".
                 #64355  $19.95

The Fokker 
Scourge     
Stan Stokes.  
The British press 
coined the term 
“Fokker Scourge” 
to describe the 
Fokker Eindecker 
as a new menace 
that was increasing casualties. Here, Max Immelmann executes the aerial 
maneuver that took his name. 16"x 11½" print; signed and num-
bered by the artist. #7304 Reg: $39.95  $24.95

LIMITED EDITION

A beautiful rendition of 
the ground-breaking 
WWI monoplane � own 
by Max Immelmann, 
this kit features laser-cut 
balsa wood, lightweight 
colored tissue, peel-and-
stick decals, FAI-approved 

rubber, a � ve-inch prop, and full-size plans. For display or rubber-powered 
� ight; 17½" wingspan, assembly required.   #83001  $24.95

Fokker Eindecker 
Balsa Wood Kit

                  Hindenburg 
Display Model
This hand-assembled model recreating 
the Hindenburg airship as she appeared shortly 
before her disastrous end in 1937 features a silk-
stretched wood frame, 600 joints, and a surface 
sheen that replicates the appearance of the 
powdered aluminum and varnish � nish of the 
original.  Arrives ready to hang. 
44¼" long.                    #8883  Reg: $425  $349
Larger Hindenburg Model – Same as above 
but with an awe-inspiring 65" length.                    

#8878  Reg: $759  $659

                        Pose your plane  
                        at nearly any angle 
                        with the articulating 
                        display stand!

The Hindenburg
In this 1975 thriller, which follows a conspiracy that leads to the destruction 
of the famous German airship Hindenburg in 1937, George C. Scott stars as a 

Luftwa� e colonel who boards the Zeppelin to protect it during its voyage. 
Winner of Academy Awards for sound and vidual e� ects, this � lm co-stars Anne 

Bancroft, Burgess Meredith and Charles Durning. Widescreen, 
2 hrs. 6 min.                                                                                                         #V9336  $9.95

SAVE
UP TO

$100

                         Spad XIII 
                           Models
Part of our acclaimed Wings of the Great War 
collection, these 1/30 scale resin display models – featur-
                                ing simulated fabric covering, an open-style 
                                      cockpit, authentic markings, and an articulat-
                                           ing display stand – replicate two Spad XIII 
                                             biplanes � own by a pair of Allied aces. 
                                             4½" wingspan.                                                                                                                                                                                           $34.95 each

A: Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker – U.S. Air 
Service, 94th Aero Squadron, 1918.  #70519
B: Lt. Armand de Turenne – French 
Air Service, N48/N18, 1918.                #70540

 Great War Fighter   
     Display Models    

Spad XIII:  #8881  $399

Sopwith Camel   
                   #8888  $339

                       Measuring nearly two-
     and-a-half feet in wingspan, these 
      eye-catching display models – 
                                     reproductions of 
                                 WWI � ghters – are
                         sure to be conversation 
                                     starters! They fea-
                                     ture a colorful 
                      paint scheme, a detailed 
     propeller, a well-equipped cockpit, 
and realistic wing bracing. 
 29" wingspan. 

SAVE 

$15

   Zeppelin  
Hindenburg

An Illustrated 
History of LZ-129

Grossman, Ganz, and 
Russell.  The de� nitive photo-

graphic essay on the Hindenburg, this 
volume features expert testimony from three of the world’s most renowned 
zeppelin historians. Learn about the airship’s 62 successful � ights, its opu-
lent amenities, and its infamous hydrogen gas explosion of May 6, 1937.  

 Includes many rare photos and a fold-out section of the Hindenburg’s 
plans! 192 pages, B&W photos, 10"x 10", hardcover.                           #103361 $54.95

rubber, a � ve-inch prop, and full-size plans. For display or rubber-powered 
� ight; 17½" wingspan, assembly required. 

                         Spad XIII                          Spad XIII 
                           Models                           Models

Wings of the Great WarWings of the Great War
collection, these 1/30 scale resin display models – featur-collection, these 1/30 scale resin display models – featur- Sopwith Camel   Sopwith Camel   

Limited 
Quantities!

LIMITED EDITION

A

B
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Roaring Twenties / Great Depression    Pre-WWII   

      1922-P Peace Silver Dollar 
     Approved in December of 1921, the 
   Peace Dollar memorialized the peace 
following the First World War. 1½" dia-

meter. Uncirculated 
condition.       #M652201  $69.95

      1922-P Peace Silver Dollar 
     
   Peace Dollar memorialized the peace 
following the First World War. 1½" dia-

 1920s U.S. Currency
                      Own a genuine piece of the Roarin’ Twenties 
                              with these collectibles: a 1922 silver 
                                  dollar and 1929 Federal Reserve
                                   bank note!

Authentic Artifacts!

meter. Uncirculated 
condition. 

1929 Series $5 Federal Reserve 
Bank Note – This 1929 $5 bill fea-
tures the signature brown seal on 
the right side – it also represents 
the � rst small-scale Federal Reserve 

bank note ever made! 6¼"x 2½". 
Lightly circulated.
                          #102677  $79.95

Interwar 
Autos

Draped in 
vibrant colors, 
these 1/32 scale, 
die cast models 
are re-creations of 
luxury U.S. cars from 
the interwar period. In addition 
to their faithful attention to authenticity, each one features an opening hood 
and doors, running boards, side-mounted spare tires, and free-rolling wheels.

luxury U.S. cars from 
the interwar period. In addition 
to their faithful attention to authenticity, each one features an opening hood 

1930 Ford Model “A” 
Pickup Kit 
This 1/32 scale plastic kit, a 
quality reproduction of a 1930 
Ford Model A pickup, features an 
open-top design, side-mounted 
spare tires, a full-color decal 
sheet, chrome-plated parts, 
a glazed windshield, a well-
equipped interior, free-rolling tires, and vintage-style 
packaging. Assembly required. 5" long.                                     #403507 $12.95

Ford Model A pickup, features an 

equipped interior, free-rolling tires, and vintage-style 

1932 Presidential 
Bobbleheads
The Great Depression o� ered the backdrop 
for the 1932 presidential election as Herbert 
Hoover, unable to help the nation recover 
from the ’29 crash, was swept out of office 
by newcomer Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
These fun bobbleheads are light-
hearted replicas of the two presi-
dents, each one arriving ready to 
display inside or out of the color-
ful collector’s box. 
8½" tall.                     $24.95 each
Hoover:  #101909
Roosevelt:  #M601941

1931 
Stearman Biplane 
Banks/Models
In 1993, Texaco introduced its 
“Wings of Texaco” series of 
model planes and banks as a pro-
motion at service stations across 
the country. Representing a pair of 1931 
Stearman Biplanes, these 1/32 scale, die cast 
models – rare collectibles available in extremely 
limited quantities – feature 
realistic engine fronts, detailed 
landing gear, and authentic 
Texaco livery. 12" wingspan.
Red
  #96113  Reg: $74.95  $49.95       
Brushed Metal
  #96114  Reg: $84.95  $59.95

realistic engine fronts, detailed 
landing gear, and authentic 
Texaco livery. 12" wingspan.

49.95       

59.95

Stearman Biplane 
Banks/Models
In 1993, Texaco introduced its 
“Wings of Texaco” series of 
model planes and banks as a pro-
motion at service stations across 
the country. Representing a pair of 1931 
Stearman Biplanes, these 1/32 scale, die cast 

1/32 SCALE

Gas up at this Texaco service 
station, a 1/32 scale resin 

model replicating a classic 
roadside stop! It features 
eye-catching advertising, 
vintage fuel pumps (with 

globes and rubber hoses), 
and a service bay and 
station 

                             o�  ce. 6" tall with an 8"x 6" footprint.       #404099 $44.95

Texaco 
Service Station
Gas up at this Texaco service 
station, a 1/32 scale resin 

model replicating a classic 
roadside stop! It features 
eye-catching advertising, 
vintage fuel pumps (with 

globes and rubber hoses), 

                             o�  ce. 6" tall with an 8"x 6" footprint.       

Texaco 
Service Station

Daily Life in the United States
1920-1940
Kyvig.  A time of rapid change, the decades from 1920-1940 
saw rising urbanization, technological innovations, and 
economic collapse. Written by award-winning historian 
David Kyvig, this timeline of the era explores nearly every 
fascinating element of these years – from automobiles and 
electricity through cultural upheaval and the dawning of 
another global war. 350 pages, B&W photos, 
5½"x 8½", softcover. #104197  $21.95

Texaco 
Metal 
Signs
Handsomely 
weathered 
for that 
nostalgic look, 
these metal signs 
recreate old-timey 
Texaco Motor Oil advertisements. 
Includes mounting holes.                                                       $14.95 each

Circular – 11¾" diameter.  #400422
Rectangular – 12½"x 16".  #403168

 each

nostalgic look, 
these metal signs 
recreate old-timey 

Handsomely 

Texaco Motor Oil advertisements. 

nostalgic look, 
these metal signs 
recreate old-timey 

Bank of issue 
will vary.

1/32 SCALE

SAVE 

$25

Made in 
the USA.

A: 1928 Lincoln Dietrich Limo – 5" long.  #K680004
B: NEW! 1938 Cadillac V16 Fleetwood – 6" long.  #404171

$19.95 each

Made in 
the USA.

1/32 SCALE

B

A
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WWII   Nazi Regime  A Note About These Products:  Products covering Nazi Germany 
are o� ered as items of importance for historians and collectors.

Hitler
A Journey Through His World Then and Now
This journey into the past retraces the life of 

 Adolf Hitler, from child to adult. You’ll learn how 
this failed painter enlisted in the Bavarian Army and 
served during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall 
Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of 

Germany in the 1930s, started World War II in 1939, and was � nally 
defeated by Allied forces in 1945. Includes interviews with Hitler’s 

sister, Paula, and other Third Reich figures. 1 hr. 30 min.       
                                                                                                                                              #MV52860  $14.95

German SS Flag
This 3'x 5' polyester � ag 
– which includes rein-
forced edging and brass 
grommets – features the 
recognizable SS runes
and full jaw skull 
symbols.

#101275 $16.95

                                                     Nazi Party               
                                                 Eagle Wall  
                                            Plaque
                                     Cast from the original, this exquisitely   
                                         detailed, polished aluminum 
                                            reproduction of a Nazi Party Eagle 
                                              wall plaque measures 15"x 10". 
                                                                               #M650365  $69.95

 SS Totenkopf Ring
This replica of a rare SS “Death’s Head” 
Honor Ring – which was presented to SS officers 
by Heinrich Himmler with instructions to return 
the ring to the Reichsführer-SS when the recipient 

left the SS or died – is made of silver and features an 
engraved Himmler signature inside the shank. 

Size 9-12.                                                                #100797  $89.95

 SS Totenkopf Ring

left the SS or died – is made of silver and features an 
engraved Himmler signature inside the shank. 

Size 9-12.                                                                

   Secrets of the War
 Shadows of 
the Third Reich
 Using rare archival footage, 
interviews, and re-enact-
ments, this 2-DVD series 

explores the deception and 
sabotage used by the Third

 Reich during World War II. 
From the propaganda of the Nazis 
to the secrets surrounding the 

Holocaust, you’ll learn about the corruption of 
the Nazi Party. Narrated by Charlton 
Heston. 8 hrs. 26 min.             #MV52600  $9.95

Images of War 
Adolf Hitler  
Blundell.  Perhaps the most 
striking thing revealed in this 
            photographic timeline
          – an intimate look at the 
Führer’s rise to power – is just 
how ordinary a life it seemed. 
Track his transformation from 

a chubby kid to the arbiter of global war through 
this selection of rare images, many from Hitler’s 
own archives, that capture the most destructive 
legacy in world history. 128 pages, 150 images, 
7¼"x 9½", softcover.                           #104582  $22.95

Guarding Hitler 
The Secret World 
of the Führer  
Felton.  O� ering a fresh 
perspective of the Führer, this 
book provides insight on both 
his public and private life from 
those who were tasked with 
keeping him alive: his security

                       team. Most excitingly, readers will 
gain unbridled access to the dictator’s intimate 
opinions, observations, and activities as gleaned 
from personal testimonials and memoirs! 
224 pages, B&W photos, 6¼"x 9¼", 
hardcover.        #104422  Reg: $34.95  $17.45

Reinhard Heydrich 
Figure 
Called the “man with an iron heart” 
by Adolf Hitler, Reinhard Heydrich 
– one of the chief architects of the 
Holocaust – was mortally wounded 
on May 27, 1942, by British operatives 
in tandem with exiled Czech o�  cials. 
This 1/6 scale � gure is an articulating 
replica of Heydrich featuring an M38 
uniform, a greatcoat, a white shirt, a 
sword (with scabbard), a P08 pistol (with holster), realistic 
insignia, and more! 12" tall.                                                #104575  $149

                                                                                                                                              

A: G4 (White) – Includes three removable 
soldier � gures!                                                                #M900807  $139
B: 770K (Black)                                                            #92758  $79.95

Replicating a pair of 1938 Mercedes-Benz convertibles favored 
by the Führer – including a 770K parade car and six-wheeled G4 
– these 1/18 scale, die cast models feature opening parts (including 
hood, doors, and trunk), a well-appointed interior, real-working 
steering, and side-mounted spare tires. 11½" long. 

1938 
Mercedes-Benz

A Journey Through His World Then and Now

 Adolf Hitler, from child to adult. You’ll learn how 
this failed painter enlisted in the Bavarian Army and 
served during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall served during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall 
Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of 

Germany in the 1930s, started World War II in 1939, and was � nally 
defeated by Allied forces in 1945. Includes interviews with Hitler’s 

sister, Paula, and other Third Reich figures. 1 hr. 30 min.       
#MV52860  $14.95

German SS FlagGerman SS Flag

                                                     Nazi Party                                                                    Nazi Party               
                                                 Eagle Wall                                                   Eagle Wall  
                                            Plaque                                            Plaqueserved during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall                                             Plaqueserved during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall served during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall                                             Plaqueserved during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall 
                                     Cast from the original, this exquisitely                                        Cast from the original, this exquisitely   

served during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall 
                                     Cast from the original, this exquisitely   

served during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall served during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall 
                                     Cast from the original, this exquisitely   

served during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall 
Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of                                      Cast from the original, this exquisitely   Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of                                      Cast from the original, this exquisitely   Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of 

                                         detailed, polished aluminum                                          detailed, polished aluminum 
Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of 

                                         detailed, polished aluminum 
Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of 

                                         detailed, polished aluminum 
Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of 

                                            reproduction of a Nazi Party Eagle                                             reproduction of a Nazi Party Eagle 
                                              wall plaque measures 15"x                                              wall plaque measures 15"x
                                                                                                                                                              #M650365                                                                                                                                              #MV52860

Hitler
A Journey Through His World Then and Now
This journey into the past retraces the life of 

 Adolf Hitler, from child to adult. You’ll learn how 
this failed painter enlisted in the Bavarian Army and 
served during World War I, entered politics and attempted the Beer Hall 
Putsch in 1923, rose to power with the Nazi Party and gained control of 

Germany in the 1930s, started World War II in 1939, and was � nally 
defeated by Allied forces in 1945. Includes interviews with Hitler’s 

sister, Paula, and other Third Reich figures. 1 hr. 30 min.       

Using rare archival footage, 

SAVE 

50%

Narrated by 
Charlton Heston!

1/18 SCALE

This replica of a rare SS “Death’s Head” 

149

A

B
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World War II Overview / German Homefront    WWII   Military Issue condemns the philoso-
phies, ideals and practices of Nazism.

Triumph of the Will & Olympia
 This collection features two � lms directed by Leni 
Riefenstahl, a pioneer of modern film techniques 
and Hitler’s director of choice. You get Triumph of the 
Will, which, widely regarded as one of the greatest 
achievements in cinema history, is a powerful piece of 
Nazi propaganda that captivated the German people 
and enticed an entire country to fall under Hitler’s 

spell; and Olympia, which documents the 1936 Olympic 
Summer games in Berlin. B&W and color. 
Two DVDs. 5 hrs. 17 min. #MV52464  $12.95Over 5 Hours!

A: Lt. Gen. Omar Bradley                                                                       #104004  
B: Capt. Otto Skorzeny                                                                                           #104005  
C: Brig. Gen. James Gavin                                                                   #104006
D: NEW! Fallschirmjager General Eugen  Meindl                               #104442

 Buy 3 Figures – Get the 4th FREE!                                    #104692  $59.85

1/30 
SCALEWWII Military 

Commanders 
Four of the Second World 
War’s most recognizable 
commanders are replicated 
with these hand-painted, 
1/30 scale metal figures.
2¼" tall.                        $19.95 each

1937 German 1 & 2 
Rentenmark Set
Printed beginning in 1922 to 

help fight inflation in Weimar 
Germany, the Rentenmark 
note continued its production 
through 1937. Representing the 
final year of the Rentenmark 
– and the only two denomina-

tions available in 1937 – this set includes both a 1 and 2 Rentenmark 
note, arriving in circulated condition. 4¾"x 2½".                   #100955  $18.95

1936 Berlin 
Olympic 
Games Medal
Authorized by Hitler 
on July 31, 1936, the 
Berlin Olympic Games 
medal was given to non-
participants, both German and 
otherwise, who helped organize 
the event. This premium replica 
features all of the original details 
including the state eagle and swastika 
on one side, the words meaning “For meritorious 
cooperation in the Olympic Games: 1936” on the 
other, and a red, white, and black 
ribbon. 1½" diameter.           #M651229  $24.95

Hitler’s Olympics
The Story of the 
1936 Nazi Games
Rippon.  Despite knowledge 
of the German police state 
installed by Adolf Hitler, the 
1936 Olympic Games were 
held in Berlin, an opportunity 
the Führer used for political 
purposes. This fascinating book, which features 
numerous rare photos of the event, examines 
how Hitler managed to present his Nazi regime 
as both tolerant and peaceful while under the 
international microscope. 224 pages, 200 B&W 
photos, 6½"x 9¼", hardcover.  

               #100952  $24.95

World War II in Color
 When World War II came to America in December 1941, 

the � lm industry went to war along with the rest of 
the country. You'll enjoy John Ford's 1942 Academy 
Award-winning classic, The Battle of Midway; John 
 Huston's Report from the Aleutians; William Wyler's 
Memphis Belle: A Story of a Flying Fortress; Eyewit-
ness to War; 1944's The Fighting Lady; the Academy 

Award-nominated The 6th Marine Division on Okinawa; 
and 1945's The Last Bomb. Two DVDs. 4 hrs. 50 min. 

    Arrives in a collectible, embossed tin box.
#MV50620  $12.95

World War II in Color

    Arrives in a collectible, embossed tin box.

Hitler’s Girls
Doves Amongst Eagles  
Heath.  The most thoughtful 
publication on the subject, 
this title goes beyond a 
simple examination of Hitler 
Youth and explores the 
speci� c role played by young 
girls in the Third Reich.

                          Indoctrinated from a young age, 
then often exploited and militarized, many girls
played important roles in the Nazi state – 
begging the question of their own complicity in 
the regime. 256 pages, 16 pages of B&W photos, 
6"x 9¼", hardcover. #104583  $29.95

SAVE
OVER

 30%

D
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1/30 
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Hitler Triumphant! 
Alternate Histories of World War II
Tsouras, ed.  An assemblage of top historians discuss 
the most in� uential events of World War II and their 
fascinating insight is featured in this volume which 

centers on a single ominous question: what if? 
The educated speculations in this guide o� er a 
captivating portrait of a frightening alternate 
reality and a look at how easily the Germans    

                           could’ve won the war. 256 pages, 
B&W photos, 6"x 9", softcover.                             #101960  Reg: $14.95  $9.95

SAVE
OVER

 40%

Dictators in Cartoons
Husband.  Through clever wit and satirical artwork, 
cartoonists have always been among dictators’ most 
feared adversaries. This incredible collection features 
an assortment of these biting cartoons – used to 
shed light on the absurd narcissism and bullying
tactics used by Mussolini, Hitler, Stalin, and more, all the 
while lessening the climate of fear through laughter. 
192 pages, illustrated, 7½"x 10", hardcover.
                                            #104430  Reg: $16.95  $9.95

tions available in 1937 – this set includes both a 1 and 2 Rentenmark 

help fight inflation in Weimar 
Germany, the Rentenmark 

tions available in 1937 – this set includes both a 1 and 2 Rentenmark tions available in 1937 – this set includes both a 1 and 2 Rentenmark 

8-Piece “Triumph & Tragedy” 
European Coin Collection
A unique way to remember the major events of WWII, 
this 8-piece coin collection includes currency circulated in various European 
nations – plus a Canadian “V” nickel – during the most influential moments 
of combat. Featuring coins from the German occupation of Czechoslovakia in 
March of 1939 through D-Day, this diverse set arrives in a handsome 
leatherette folder with a certificate of authenticity.              #100289  $49.95

8-Piece “Triumph & Tragedy” 
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Flying Tigers and Buffalos
Stan Stokes.  
This print 
depicts a P-40 
Warhawk 
painted with 
the famous 
shark mouth 
artwork of the 
First AVG 
“Flying 
Tigers” 
next to an 
F2A Bu� alo 
of the RAF 
No. 67 Squadron. Comes signed by the artist and four Flying Tigers: Major 
General Carl Brown, Flight Leader Joe Rospert, Flight Leader Dick Rossi, and 
Vice Squadron Leader Charles Bond. 16"x 11½".
  #700705
                Reg: $169  $99.95

18

WWII   Flying Tigers / Pearl Harbor

LIMITED EDITION

Flying Tigers / Pearl Harbor

Flying Tigers 
Metal Sign
A shark-mouthed P-40 
Warhawk flies right at you 
in this stylish metal sign 
paying tribute to the 
legendary Flying 
Tigers. Includes mounting 
holes. 22"x 12".    #700683 $29.95

A stunning replica of the 
historic USS West Virginia 
– struck and sunk at Pearl 
Harbor, but resurrected 
to serve in the Paci� c in 
the last two years of the 
war – this 1/700 scale kit 
includes an option to build 

the full hull or waterline versions 
and features a � nely rendered deck wood 

pattern, full weapons suite, ship cranes, ship boats, 
three SC-1 plane models, and a nameplate display 

stand. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 10½" long.      #100300  $49.95

A stunning replica of the 
historic USS West Virginia 
– struck and sunk at Pearl 
Harbor, but resurrected 
to serve in the Paci� c in 
the last two years of the 
war – this 1/700 scale kit 
includes an option to build 

the full hull or waterline versions 
and features a � nely rendered deck wood 

pattern, full weapons suite, ship cranes, ship boats, 
three SC-1 plane models, and a nameplate display three SC-1 plane models, and a nameplate display 

stand. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 10½" long.      stand. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 10½" long.      

       Day of Infamy Medal
    Paying tribute to the Americans lost on 
December 7, 1941, and September 11, 
2001, this commemorative coin is meant 
to remind the world that the U.S. will rise up 
against any enemy. Struck in a brass alloy, it features an 
antiqued bronze � nish. Uncirculated. 17/8" diameter.             #M601971 $12.00
against any enemy. Struck in a brass alloy, it features an 

$12.00

to remind the world that the U.S. will rise up 

29.95

Flying Tiger Clock
Larry Grossman.  A Flying Tiger P-40 
cuts through the clouds on this 
handsome wall clock – featuring a 
riveted aluminum case with a clear 
protective cover and a second hand for 
superior accuracy. Requires a single AA 
battery (not included). 
14" diameter.  #64430  $39.95

Flying Tigers 
1941 T-Shirt
Celebrate the 
legendary Flying Tiger 
aviators of World War II 
with this 100% ring-spun 
cotton t-shirt.                                                                                                 #700123

M, L, XL:  $36.95      2XL:  $38.95

P-40 Warhawk Model
This 1/48 scale, die cast model of 
a P-40 Warhawk � own by 18¼-victory 
ace David Lee “Tex” Hill of the 2nd 
Squadron “Panda Bears,” American Volunteer Group Flying 
Tigers, features a glazed canopy, a rotating propeller, shark mouth 
nose art, a P-40 collector’s card, and a display stand. 
9¼". wingspan.                                                                             #95858  $39.95

39.95

P-40 Warhawk Model
This 1/48 scale, die cast model of 
a P-40 Warhawk � own by 18¼-victory 
ace David Lee “Tex” Hill of the 2nd

Squadron “Panda Bears,” American Volunteer Group Flying 
Tigers, features a glazed canopy, a rotating propeller, shark mouth 
nose art, a P-40 collector’s card, and a display stand. 
9¼". wingspan.                                                                             #95858  $39.95

Let’s Go!... “Join The Navy”
Woven Throw

This unique woven throw, made of 
100% polyester, recreates a U.S. Navy 
recruitment poster seen during 
WWII.  58"x 36".        #100453  $49.95

Let’s Go!... “Join The Navy”
Woven Throw

This unique woven throw, made of 
100% polyester, recreates a U.S. Navy 
recruitment poster seen during 
WWII.  58"x 36".  

Aloha Metal Sign
This colorful tin sign features a stunning 
Hawaiian beauty lounging on the beach. 
Includes mounting holes. 11¾"x 16¼".     #M602226  $16.95$16.95

Flying Tigers 

Flying Tigers

   USS West Virginia 
    (BB-48) Kit

Battleship 
Row
Stan Stokes.  
During the 
December 7, 1941, 
attack on Pearl 
Harbor, a Japanese 
B5N2 “Kate” from 
the Akagi launches 
a Kai Model 2 
torpedo at the 
USS West Virginia. 
Hand numbered, 
this print measures 16"x 11½". 

LIMITED EDITION

Signed by a Sailor from the USS West Virginia!

  Standard Edition 
Signed by the artist.
  #7271  Reg: $39.95  $19.95

Signature Edition – Signed by the artist 
and by USS West Virginia Radioman 
Steven Kalina! 
         #M700362  Reg: $99.95  $49.95

Made in 
the USA.

Made in 
the USA.

Signed by Four Flying 
Tigers Members!

SAVE 

40%

SAVE 

50%
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U.S. Homefront    WWII   

 Bob Hope 
 Entertaining  the Troops

Hollywood legend Bob Hope’s 
contribution to the Allied cause 
during WWII did not include 
military service but rather 

entertaining those risking their 
lives on the frontline. Joined by many 
of his famous friends – Bing Crosby, 
Jack Benny, Abbott and Costello, Lena 

Horne, and more – this documentary brings alive Hope’s 
memorable performances and also features bonus footage 
from his 1988 reunion with the celebrities. 
1 hr. 30 min. B&W and color.                    #MV53093  $19.95

1941 Cadillac Series Sixty
Cadillac Motors, one of the industry leaders 
in luxurious and reliable vehicles, began 
producing the Series Sixty in 
1936. Representing a 
classic model from 1941, 
this 1/32 scale, die cast 
collectible features a 
well-equipped interior, 
real-working steering, 
treaded tires, plenty of simulated 
chrome, and an opening hood, doors, 
and trunk. 6" long.                 #400490  $19.95

1941 Cadillac Series Sixty
Cadillac Motors, one of the industry leaders 
in luxurious and reliable vehicles, began 
producing the Series Sixty in 

classic model from 1941, 

treaded tires, plenty of simulated 

   Rosie the Riveter Metal Sign
Salute one of the most iconic images of World War 

II with this Rosie the Riveter steel sign! Includes 
mounting holes. 16"x 23".   #65063  $39.95

The 1930s Fords
This 2-DVD collection features rare � lms, short clips, 
and commercials that examine the fabulous Fords of 
the 1930s!  See the introduction of the Ford V8, tour 
the production facilities, witness the e�  ciency of the 
legendary assembly lines, enjoy an interview with Ford 
about plans for 1935, and more! B&W, 
2 hrs. 39 min.                                            #RV2259 $19.95

In Time of War
Hitler’s Terrorist Attack on America
O’Donnell.  This book traces the June 1942 Nazi 
plot to blow up major buildings and railroad hubs through-
out the United States – recounting how the plot was foiled, 
the military trial that ensued, and the executions of six of 
the eight saboteurs! 444 pages, 6½"x 9¼", 
hardcover.                      #M104296  Reg: $27.95  $13.95

World War II 
Homefront

Hollywood's 
biggest stars 
pitch in for 

World War II 
victory in these fantastic 

DVD collections of patriotic 
shorts!                                                                                   $9.95 each

Volume 1 – Includes Women 
in Defense, A Letter from Bataan, Fellow Americans, 
A Challenge to Democracy, Skirmish on the Homefront, 
What to Do in a Gas Attack, You, John Jones!, and Men 
of Fire and Report from the Front. 2 hours.    #MV51166
Volume 2 – Includes America’s Hidden Weapon, Civilian Defense, 
Community at War, Furlough, Gas Racket, Glamour Girls of 1943, It’s Up to 
You, No Alternative and No Exceptions. 2 hrs. 14 min.                             #V7165

 Buy Both DVDs – Save $5!                                             #103828  $14.90

10-Piece 1943 Gold-
Plated Penny Set
In an attempt to conserve copper 
for the war e� ort, the U.S. Mint in 
1943 released a steel penny coated in 
zinc – though, due to fading and wear, 
they were struck for only one year. This 
commemorative coin collection, a great 
addition to any World War II-era showcase, 
includes ten such pennies, each one plated in 
24-karat gold! Arrives with a story card and certi� cate of authenticity.              #104239  $24.95

Cartoons for Victory
Bernard.  For half a decade in the early 
1940s, the lighthearted cartoon characters so 
beloved by Americans turned their attention 
to a single, noble cause: the war e� ort. This 
incredible portrait features some of the era’s 
most memorable comics, most of which have 
not been seen since their original publication! 
See your old favorites in full color, including 
Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, Superman, and 
more! 240 pages, 10"x 13½", hardcover.      #104431  Reg: $34.95  $17.45

includes ten such pennies, each one plated in 
$

In an attempt to conserve copper 
for the war e� ort, the U.S. Mint in 
1943 released a steel penny coated in 
zinc – though, due to fading and wear, 
they were struck for only one year. This 
commemorative coin collection, a great 
addition to any World War II-era showcase, 
includes ten such pennies, each one plated in 

In an attempt to conserve copper 

1943 released a steel penny coated in 
zinc – though, due to fading and wear, 
they were struck for only one year. This 
commemorative coin collection, a great 
addition to any World War II-era showcase, 
includes ten such pennies, each one plated in 

1940 Ford Pickup
Painted in eye-catching 
cherry red, this 
1/24 scale, die 
cast model 
replicating 
a 1940 Ford 
pickup – as it 
may have appeared 
at Pearl Harbor on 
that fateful 1941 morning – features an opening hood (revealing a multi-
colored engine), opening doors, real-working steering, an open-
style bed, and free-rolling tires. 8" long.                             #403456  $24.95

 Also Available in 1/18 Scale 
 10" long.                        #92773  $39.95

1/24 SCALE

Don’t Forget to Add a 
Selection of 1/24 Scale 
Figures to Your New Car! 
3"tall.                              $9.95 each

A: Soldier #1       #104275
B: Soldier #2       #104277
C: Female #1       #104276
D: Female #2      #104278
 Buy All 4 Figures – 
 Save Over 25%!
            #104279  $28.85

SAVE 

50%

Made in 
the USA.

SAVE 

50%

1/32 SCALE

A B C D
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WWII   North Africa 

DAK M-40 Steel Helmet
This premium-quality replica of a Deutsches 
Afrika Korps M-40 helmet features a heavy steel 
shell with rolled edges, pressed air vents, a 
leather M-31 liner, correct manufacturer 
markings, and authentic DAK insignia.

#M651740  $139

Available Sizes: 
58, 60, 62

DAK M-40 Steel Helmet

Available Sizes: 
Limited Quantity!

This 100% 
cotton, 
olive 
drab, 
German 
M40 
tropical 
� eld 
jacket 
reproduction 
features 
fastening 
epaulets and 
buttons, a collar, 
and four pockets.                    #M652445  $69.95

This 100% 

German 

tropical 

reproduction 
features 
fastening 
epaulets and 
buttons, a collar, 
and four pockets.                    #M652445 $69.95

 Available Sizes: 
38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48

German M40 
Tropical 
Jacket

El Alamein
A critically acclaimed 
1953 movie, 
El Alamein features 
Scott Brady as 
Joe Banning, an 
American tank 
commander leading his 
ragtag group of men to 
a seemingly abandoned 
Egyptian ammunition 
depot. The facility’s lone resident, Salim, appears 
friendly; however, Banning and his men soon 
discover his treachery as Rommel and his tanks 
arrive, spurring on the legendary Battle of 
El Alamein. B&W. 1 hr. 6 min.                                                              #102179  $9.95

Egyptian 
2 Piastres 
Silver Coin
Now you can own 
an authentic piece 
of history from World 
War II’s North Africa Campaign! This 
original, 1942 Egyptian 2 piastres silver coin 
features an image of King Farouk on the obverse, 
measures 3/4" in diameter, and is in 
circulated condition.             #M601274  $19.95

of history from World 
War II’s North Africa Campaign! This 

“Waltzing 
Matilda” 
Metal Sign
Scott Carter.  
Featuring the 
silhouette of a British 
Tank “Matilda,” a 7th 
Armoured Division 
“Desert Rats” insignia, 
this 24-gauge steel
sign includes 
mounting holes. 
12"x 18".
  #M601180 
                   $19.95

“Desert Rats” insignia, 

Made in 
the USA.

Sundown
In this 1941 
adventure, 
Gene Tierney stars as an 
exotic Arabian beauty 
who falls in love with 
a British Army officer 
(Bruce Cabot) stationed 
at an isolated North 
Africa outpost. But when 
the woman is suspected of being in league with 
gunrunners and disappears with a mysterious 
stranger, the officer hunts her down and ignites a 
furious battle. B&W, 1 hr. 28 min.

#MV51176  $9.95

Nominated for 3 
Academy Awards!

Replicating a pair of Italian tanks used in 
North Africa, these 1/35 scale plastic kits feature 
textured surface details, realistic hatches, quality 
tracks, a rotating turret (with 47mm/20mm can-
non), machine guns, and authentic markings. 
Assembly required. Skill level 2.                                                                                $34.95 each

A: M14/M41 − 5½" long.  #104589   
B: L6/40 − 4¼" long.  #104590

Working in close tandem with the 
British, the Australian Army saw its 
� rst World War II combat action in 
Operation Compass – a North African 
campaign waged in December 1940, 
during which they helped recapture 
western Egypt for the Allies. These 
1/30 scale metal � gures replicate a 
number of hard-� ghting Aussies, 
hand-painted and ready to display! 
2½" tall standing figures.

Aussies in 
North Africa

A

B C

E

D

Italian Tank Kits

Field Marshal 
The Life and Death 
of Erwin Rommel
Butler.  The Desert Fox: 
brilliant, courageous, and 
devoted – but also vain, 
egotistical, and naïve. This 
gripping biography of Erwin 
Rommel, ranked among the 
greatest tankers in world 

history, examines every aspect of his nuanced 
personality and follows his story from the 
battle� eld successes in France and Africa to his 
Führer-sanctioned forced suicide. 600 pages, 
16 pages of B&W photos, 6"x 8½", 
softcover.                                       #104587  $19.95

A: Kneeling Ri� eman  #104498  $43
B: Trench & Ri� eman   #104496  $49

C: 2-Piece Trench & Bren Gun Team     #104495  $79
D: 2-Piece Trench & Riflemen            #104494  $79
E: 3-Piece “Defense Under Fire”       #104497  $129

The Battle for 
North Africa 
El Alamein and the 
Turning Point for 
       World War II 
       Harper.  In the opening 
years of World War II, 
Rommel’s experienced forces 
repeatedly tangled with the 

British Eighth Army in North Africa – culminating 
with the Second Battle of El Alamein, referred to 
as the “end of the beginning” by Churchill. This 
title not only pro� les the battle� eld conditions 
but also explores the region’s larger themes: 
coalition warfare, military intelligence, and 
celebrity generals. 294 pages, B&W photos, 
6¼"x 9¼", hardcover.  #104586  $29.95

A

B
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Finnish War / Russian Front    WWII   

   Hitler’s War Machine
 The Finnish 
Front – 
1941-1944

With footage from the 
German Propaganda 

Kompanien’s Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau and trans-
lated into English for the 

� rst time, this program presents the largely 
forgotten � ghting in the north – where both 
the German and Soviet armies carried out a 
long struggle in unforgiving elements – as it 
was originally presented to German movie-
going audiences during World War II. 
B&W, 1 hour.                         #MV52855  $14.95

Hitler’s War Machine 
Stalingrad 
1942-1943
 During the war, the   
  German Propaganda  
 Kompanien (PK)  

       released a weekly 
     celebratory film  

    informing citizens − 
always with the most positive and heroic twist 
– as to the progress of the fighting. Available in 
English for the � rst time, this incredible program 
features newsreels distributed during the 
historically bloody battle for Stalingrad 
in 1942 and 1943. B&W. 1 hour.         

#MV53347  $14.95

The White Sniper
Simo Häyhä
Saarelainen.  Simo Häyhä was 
among the most proli� c snipers 
in history, tallying an incom-
prehensible 542 con� rmed kills 
for his native Finland during 
the 1939-40 Winter War. A complete biography 
of the legendary shooter, this engrossing read 
illustrates why he was so e� ective – including 
his quiet mobility and the painstaking care he 
took with his own M/28-30 ri� e. 192 pages, B&W 
photos, 6"x 9", hardcover. #101658  $32.95

Bu� alo Ace 
Stan Stokes.  The Navy’s first mono-
plane fighter, the F2A Bu� alo – 
which quickly became obsolete 
with American and British forces – 
found its greatest success with the 
Finnish Air Force as they faced the 
less experienced aviators of the 
Soviet Union. Here, Sgt. Eino 
Juutilainen (the top-scoring Finnish 
ace of the war with 94 victories) 
pilots his Bu� alo against the 
invading Russian P-40s. 16"x 11½".
Signature Edition – Signed by the 
artist and Juutilainen.
    #700701  Reg: $109  $69.95
Standard Edition – Save 50%!   
Signed by the artist. 
                     #7854   Reg: $39.95  $19.95

LIMITED EDITION

B-239 Bu� alo 2-in-1 Kit
Featuring parts to build two di� erent B-239 
Bu� alos – the de-navalized version of the 
F2A that was � own by the Finns – this 
limited edition, 1/72 scale dual kit comes 
with a see-through segmented canopy, a 
rotating propeller, a detailed radial engine, 
M2 Browning machine guns, and three sets of authentic markings. Assembly required. 
102 pieces. Skill level 3. 5¾" wingspan.

        #702687  $49.95

19.95

Featuring parts to build two di� erent B-239 

M2 Browning machine guns, and three sets of authentic markings. Assembly required. 

Includes 
Two Kits!

ISU Tank 
Destroyer Models
Take home your own 
World War II-era armor 
with these 1/35 scale, die 
cast models – Hobby Master re-creations 
of the ISU-122 and ISU-152, each one a 
lethal Russian-built tank destroyer. They feature 
a rotating turret, realistic hatches and 
accessories, historic markings, quality tracks, 
and a display base with a removable plastic 
cover. 4" long.

              $31.95 each

Eastern Front 
German 
Commanders
Hand-painted and ready 
to display, these 1/30 
scale metal � gures 
replicate Gerd von 
Runstedt and Friedrich 
Paulus – the German 
commanders during the 
Battle of Kiev and Stalingrad, 
respectively. 2½" tall.    
                                                 

$45 each

Hand-painted and ready 

commanders during the 
Battle of Kiev and Stalingrad, 

A

A: Field Marshal Friedrich Paulus    #M511875  
B: General Gerd Von Rundstedt       #M901910

B

Signed by Sgt. Juutilainen!

M2 Browning machine guns, and three sets of authentic markings. Assembly required. 

49.95

M2 Browning machine guns, and three sets of authentic markings. Assembly required. 

1/48 SCALE

Destroyer Models

cast models – Hobby Master re-creations 
of the ISU-122 and ISU-152, each one a 
lethal Russian-built tank destroyer. They feature 

A

B

A: ISU-152 – Polish Army, 13th Artillery Regiment, Poland, 1945.            #103642 
B: ISU-122S – Soviet Army Poland, 1944.                                                        #980752  

German 
Army on the 
Eastern Front 
The Advance
Baxter.  Operation    
Barbarossa was an 
incredibly ambitious 
undertaking, and, though 

it initially caught the Soviets o�  guard, the brutal 
� ghting became a stalemate and German retreat 
was necessary. With more than 200 battle� eld 
photographs, this captivating guide follows the 
Nazi advance into Russia, the incredible loss of 
lives, and the ultimate backtrack in 1943. 
160 pages, 250 B&W photos, 7½"x 9½", 
softcover.    #M106869  Reg: $24.95  $12.45

SAVE 

50%

SAVE
UP TO

 50%

Fw 190A-4 
Model
This 1/48 scale, Hobby Master, die cast model is a
replica of an Fw 190A-4: “White 8” � own by 258-
victory ace Walter Nowotny on the Eastern Front
in 1943. It features an opening canopy, a well-
appointed cockpit (with a hand-painted pilot
figure), a rotating propeller, optional-position
landing gear, authentic JG 54 markings, and a
                                display stand. 8½" wingspan. 
                                                             #980735  $89.95

LIMITED EDITION
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WWII   European Theater: Air War 

The Luftwa� e
With over 6 hours of archival footage, this 3-DVD collection 
examines the history of the Luftwa� e and its aerial 
exploits. You’ll witness the Luftwa� e’s formation; tour its 
airfields and examine aircraft, including the jet-powered 
Me 262; see it engage Allied forces; watch interviews of 
Erich Hartmann, Adolf Galland, and other aces; 

and more! B&W, 6 hrs. 15 min.                   #V7264 $29.95

Luftwa� e 
Fighter Models
Made by Hobby Master, these 
centerpiece die cast models replicate 
a pair of Luftwa� e � ghters used during 
the � rst few years of the war – 
including a Bf 109 � own by 
Helmut Wick, who tallied an 
impressive 56 aerial victories before 
his death in November 1940. They fea-
ture an opening canopy, a removable 
pilot � gure, optional-position landing 
gear, and a display stand.

A: Bf 109E-4 – 1/48 scale. Helmut Wick, JG 2, Battle 
of Britain, 1940. 8¼" wingspan.                   #980699  $87.95
B: Bf 110E-2 – 1/72 scale. NJG 1, France, 1942. 8¾" wingspan.  #900113  $82.95

centerpiece die cast models replicate 
a pair of Luftwa� e � ghters used during 

impressive 56 aerial victories before 
his death in November 1940. They fea-
ture an opening canopy, a removable 
pilot � gure, optional-position landing 

 1/48 scale. Helmut Wick, JG 2, Battle 
of Britain, 1940. 8¼" wingspan.                   #980699 $87.95

A

B

1/48 SCALE

1/72 SCALE

                                                                   Spitfire FR.IX Model
                                                                                               This 1/48 scale, die cast model – 
                                                                                          a Hobby Master replica of the “X,” a
                                                                                         Spit� re painted in its pale pink paint
                                                                                       scheme as it appeared during 
                                                                                        Operation Market Garden – features 
                                                                           a sliding canopy, a well-equipped cockpit, 
                                                                      a removable hand-painted pilot � gure, a 
                                   rotating propeller, optional-position landing gear, authentic RAF
              markings, and a display stand. 9¼" wingspan.                                                                                 #980638  $89.95

P-47D Thunderbolt Kit
This 1/48 scale plastic kit of a “razorback” 
P-47D Thunderbolt features a well-equipped 
cockpit with a pilot � gure and a glazed, 
optional-position canopy; bombs, rocket 
launchers, and M2 Browning machine guns; a centerline fuel 
tank; a detailed Pratt & Whitney R-2800-59 radial engine with a 
four-blade propeller; intricate landing gear; and a choice of three markings, including 
those of the 78th Fighter Group’s “Okie,” which was � own by 14 1/3-victory ace 
Maj. Quince Brown. 10½" wingspan; 49 parts, skill level 2.                  #83892  $19.95

This 1/48 scale plastic kit of a “razorback” 
P-47D Thunderbolt features a well-equipped 
cockpit with a pilot � gure and a glazed, 
optional-position canopy; bombs, rocket 
launchers, and M2 Browning machine guns; a centerline fuel 
tank; a detailed Pratt & Whitney R-2800-59 radial engine with a 

propeller; intricate landing gear; and a choice of three markings, including 

              markings, and a display stand. 9¼" wingspan.                                                                                               markings, and a display stand. 9¼" wingspan.                                                                                 

This 1/48 scale plastic kit of a “razorback” 
P-47D Thunderbolt features a well-equipped 

optional-position canopy; bombs, rocket 
launchers, and M2 Browning machine guns; a centerline fuel 
tank; a detailed Pratt & Whitney R-2800-59 radial engine with a 

propeller; intricate landing gear; and a choice of three markings, including 

P-38J 
Lightning 
Model
Made by Air Force 1, 
this 1/48 scale, die 
cast model of 
“Pudgy IV” – a P-38J Lightning 
piloted by Major Thomas McGuire, the 
second highest-scoring U.S. ace of the war – 
features signature nose art, drop tanks, optional-
position landing gear, authentic 475th FG markings, 
and an all-metal display stand. 13" wingspan.                    #702183  $99.95

Lightning 

Made by Air Force 1, 
this 1/48 scale, die 

“Pudgy IV” – a P-38J Lightning 
piloted by Major Thomas McGuire, the 
second highest-scoring U.S. ace of the war – 
features signature nose art, drop tanks, optional-

LIMITED EDITION

1/48 SCALEP-38 Belly Tanker 
Racecar Model
In the years following 
World War II, aircraft 
drop tanks – cheaply 
available due to war surplus – 
were cleverly being modi� ed into 
aerodynamic racers, often called 
“lakesters.”  This 1/18 scale, die cast model replicates one built from a P-38 
tank featuring a shark mouth nose, a removable windscreen and engine 
cover, a wired � athead engine, cloth seatbelts, metal wheel covers, 
and free-rolling Firestone tires. 8" long.                                        #404362  $159

P-38 Belly Tanker 

available due to war surplus – 
were cleverly being modi� ed into 
aerodynamic racers, often called 

B-17 and B-24 Clock
 This collector clock features detailed 

frontal views of a B-17 and B-24, two of 
the Allied forces’ most reliable bomb-
ers of WWII, framed in a distinctive 
riveted aluminum case. Quartz 
movement; requires one AA battery 

(not included). 14" diameter.      
#64347

 $34.95

B-17 and B-24 Clock
 This collector clock features detailed 

frontal views of a B-17 and B-24, two of 

B-17G 
Flying 
Fortress Model
Measuring nearly a foot-and-a-half in wingspan, this 1/72 scale, 
die cast model is a premium reproduction of  “Bit O’ Lace” – a famous 
B-17G Flying Fortress of the Mighty Eighth! It features realistic markings 
and artwork, a glazed nose and canopy, opening bomb bays (with 
realistic munitions), optional-position landing gear, and an all-
metal display stand. 17¼" wingspan!                           #900048  $99.95

#64347#64347
$34.9534.95

B-17G B-17G 
Flying 
Fortress Model
Measuring nearly a foot-and-a-half in wingspan, this 1/72 scale, 

1/72 SCALE

Above 
                                                                                                                                                       and Beyond
On his 13th mission over Europe in December 
1943, pilot Bruce Sundlun – a Jewish-
American college student – was shot 
down by German fighters in his B-17 Flying 
 Fortress. This incredible program, narrated 
by Sundlun’s daughter and � lmed on location 
in Belgium, retraces his steps: from his post-
crash capture to his unlikely escape through 
Nazi-occupied territory. 1 hour.                                       #104486  $19.95

                                                                   Spitfire FR.IX Model

                                                                                         Spit� re painted in its pale pink paint

                                                                                        Operation Market Garden – features 

                                   rotating propeller, optional-position landing gear, authentic RAF
              markings, and a display stand. 9¼" wingspan.                                                                                 89.95              markings, and a display stand. 9¼" wingspan.                                                                                 89.95              markings, and a display stand. 9¼" wingspan.                                                                                 

Above 
 and Beyond

Bomber Reclaimed 
Motor Oil Metal Sign

Featuring World War II's famous B-17G 
Flying Fortress "Nine-O-Nine" of the 
91st Bomb Group, 8th Air Force, this 
24-gauge steel sign resembles the 
look of aged metal and paint. 

14" diameter; includes 
mounting holes.        #66049 $16.95

1/48 SCALE

Made in 
the USA.
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Mega Weapons    WWII   
V-2 Rocket 
Vidalwagen 
Hanomag 
SS100 Kit
A conversation-starting 
addition to your World 
War II showcase, this 1/35 
scale plastic kit replicates 
both a V-2 rocket and its 

Vidalwagen transport – used to move the warhead from the rail to its � eld 
stores and � ring locations. It features steerable front wheels, opening doors, 
a detailed rocket and trailer, and a pair of AMMO team markings. 
Assembly required. Skill level 3. 12" long.                                #104594  $79.95

Vidalwagen transport – used to move the warhead from the rail to its � eld 

X-Planes 
German Luftwa� e Prototypes 1930-1945
Griehl.  The most comprehensively researched and 
lavishly illustrated volume of its kind, this pro� le of 
Nazi warplanes examines their experimental and 
often never-produced aircraft. Get insight on the 
conceived chemical weapon-equipped Fw 190, 
high-altitude Junkers EF 61, early prototype WNF 342 
helicopter, and more! 288 pages, illustrated, 
7"x 9¼", softcover.                              #702969  $29.95

To amass the most advanced 
air force on earth, Adolf Hitler tasked his
brightest engineers with developing the world’s 
most cutting-edge aircraft – most of which 
 never made it past the drawing board. 
Exciting releases in the popular 
Luft-X collection replicating 
experimental German planes, these display models 
feature a glazed canopy, realistic engine details, 
authentic markings, a history card, 
and a display stand.                                     $39.95 each

A: Blohm & Voss P.210 – Also never officially 
produced, the Blohm & Voss P.210 was a lightweight, 
tailless jet fighter outfitted with swept wings 
and drooping tips. 6¼" wingspan.                     #82032
B: Focke-Wulf Ta 283 Model – The Focke-Wulf 
Ta 283 was a proposed interceptor meant to repel 
Allied attacks on German cities in 1945. 6½" long.  #82038

Experimental 
Luftwa� e Aircraft 
Models

A

air force on earth, Adolf Hitler tasked hisair force on earth, Adolf Hitler tasked his
brightest engineers with developing the world’s 
most cutting-edge aircraft – most of which 
 never made it past the drawing board. 
Exciting releases in the popular 

experimental German planes, these display models 

LIMITED EDITION

B

Me 262B-1 Kit
Replicating one of two 
Me 262B-1 jets from May 1945, 
this 1/32 scale plastic kit fea-
tures a choice of lowered � aps, 
detailed Jumo 004 engines, 
moveable ailerons and rudder, 
radar antennae, machine guns, 
two auxiliary fuel tanks, and 
authentic markings. 
Assembly required. 
222 pieces. Skill 
level 3. 15½" 
wingspan. 
  #702775  $44.95

Too Little 
Too Late
Stan Stokes.  Fast 
and easily able 
to outrun Allied 
� ghters, the jet-
powered Me 262 – 
unfortunately for 
the Germans – 
arrived too late
and in too few 
numbers to impact 
the outcome of 
the war. Here we see it attacking an American B-24 bomber in 1945. 
16"x 11½" signed and numbered print.  #7771   Reg: $39.95  $24.95

Signed & Numbered
by the Artist! 262B-1 jets from May 1945, 

tures a choice of lowered � aps, 

moveable ailerons and rudder, 
radar antennae, machine guns, 

SAVE 

$15

                                                   Dornier Do 335 Model
                                                                          A replica of a push-pull Dornier Do 335
                                                                         “Pfeil” (Arrow) assembled at the Dornier
                                                                        Factory on April 22, 1945, and is now at 
the Smithsonian’s Udvar-Hazy Center in Virginia, this 1/72 scale, die 
cast model is 7½" long. Includes a display stand.                      #89778  $34.95

1/72 SCALE

Flying Saucer Technology
Rose.  This book examines man-made � ying saucers, 
top-secret black projects and aircraft that could 
be mistaken for UFOs, from the earliest proposals 
through the Cold War and today. You’ll read about 
the unusual American “Flying Flapjack,” attempts 
by World War II German scientists to build a � ying 
disc, the long-range USAF ramjet bomber, lighter-
than-air � ying saucers and airships, and more. 
160 pages, photos and illustrations, 
8¼"x 11", hardcover.                       #49192  $39.95

UFO Secrets of World War II
This program examines UFOs seen during and imme-
diately after World War II as well as Vril Society links 
to Nazi UFOs, the amazing technologies developed 
by Viktor Schauberger, Nazi bases in Antarctica, and 
Nazi/Japanese spacecraft. As a bonus, you’ll also enjoy
         the German documentary, Hitler’s Midnight Secret. 
                      2 hours.                                                                        #V9520  $19.95

Mega Weapons    
                                                Haunebu II 
                                                     Flying Saucer Kits
                                                                                         Known as “Haunebu,” a series of
                                                                                                advanced Nazi spacecraft 
                                                                                                 were conceived – and, 
                                                                                                     according to some, fully 
                                                                                                operational – during WWII. 
                                                     Replicating both a militarized and civilian version, 
                                                                        these 1/72 scale plastic kits feature a 
                                                                        well-equipped interior (with three main
                                                                        operating consoles, nine crew seats, and 
                                                                        a grated � oor), a retractable entrance
                                                                        ramp, a main turret, optional-position
                                                                        landing gear, and four rotating ball 
turrets. Assembly required. 125 pieces. Skill level 3. 14" diameter.

A: Military Version  #701939  $79.95
B: NEW! Civilian Version – Includes an electromagnetic 
conductor and forward bunker housing.                                  #702905 $99.95

A

B
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WWII   Kriegsmarine / North Atlantic 
Kriegsmarine 
Flag
The Kriegsmarine � ag 
is reproduced here on 
quality, full-color poly-
ester, ready to be hung 
inside or out with 
reinforced edging and 
brass grommets. 
5'x 3'.
#M600104  $16.95

Kriegsmarine 
Flag
The Kriegsmarine � ag 
is reproduced here on 
quality, full-color poly-
ester, ready to be hung 
inside or out with 
reinforced edging and 
brass grommets. 
5'x 3'.
#M600104  

German Naval 
Pocket Knife
A unique naval collectible, this German 
pocket knife – a replica of ones used by Nazi 
sailors during WWII – features a three-inch fold-out blade, 
a marlin spike used for “working” rope, a lanyard loop, and 
a stylish black grip. 7½" total length.                                     #M652474  $19.95

A unique naval collectible, this German 
pocket knife – a replica of ones used by Nazi 
sailors during WWII – features a three-inch fold-out blade, 
a marlin spike used for “working” rope, a lanyard loop, and 

Deutsche Kriegsmarine 
Uniforms, Insignia and Equipment 
of the German Navy 1933-1945
Delgado.  The quintessential reference 
guide on the subject, this book chronicles nearly 
everything used and worn by the Kriegsmarine 
from 1933 through the end of World War II. In 
addition to the clear, explanatory text on each 
item, readers will also enjoy more than 2,500 
photographs, most of which have never before 
been published! 504 pages, 2,600 images, 
8½"x 12", hardcover.                                                                   
                                    #102166  Reg: $150  $125

The Grey Wolves
A Definitive Guide to the German U-Boats 
of World War II
The German U-Boat successes in the North Atlantic 
almost brought Britain to its knees. Through archival 

footage, this 3-DVD program examines the battle 
between the hunter and the hunted, from the initial 
U-Boat attacks on merchant shipping through 
America’s entry into the war, the development of the 

one-man Biber sub, and the arrest of 
Adm. Karl Dönitz. B&W and color, 3 hours.                           #MV50792  $29.95

German U-Boat U-47 Kit

                                                                                                                             One of the 
                                                                                                              most successful German
                                                                                               U-Boats of WWII, the U-47 sank 
a total of 31 enemy vessels, among them the British HMS Royal Oak in 1939. 
Re-live the short and celebrated career of the U-47 with this 1/125 scale kit 
featuring a cutaway design revealing a detailed interior (including bulkheads, 
instrument panels, and sleeping quarters), two diesel engines, crew figures, 
torpedoes, and an 88mm deck gun. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 
124 parts. 21" long.                                                                       #M807271  $19.95

                                                                  Graf Zeppelin Kit
                 Measuring nearly two-and-a-half feet long, this premium 1/350 scale 
plastic kit of the Graf Zeppelin – the only aircraft carrier built by the Third 
Reich, which did not become operational during the war – features a two-
piece hull, full weapons suite (a total of 78 individual guns), a ship crane, life 
rafts, 20 aircraft models (� ve each of an Ar 185, Bf 109, Fi 167, and Ju 87), and 
a nameplate display stand. Assembly required. Skill level 4. 

29½" long.                                #702224  $169
NEW! Now Available in 1/700 Scale!  
14¾" long.           #702974  $64.95

Super Drawings in 3D 
The German Aircraft 
Carrier Graf Zeppelin
Cestra.  The latest title in the heralded Super 
Drawings in 3D series, this edition turns its attention 
to the Graf Zeppelin. Readers will enjoy more than 
a hundred quality images while also following a 
detailed timeline on the development of the Nazi 
aircraft carrier during the Third Reich’s 1930s period 
of rearmament. 84 pages, 150 images, 
8"x 11½", softcover.                       #702418  $34.95

German U-Boat 
Captain Figure 
As this Kriegsmarine officer knows, being 
a U-Boat captain is among the most 
dangerous jobs in the German military 
– featuring the nation’s highest casualty 
rate! Grizzled and ready for action, this 

1/6 scale articulating � gure features 
a blue uniform, leather shoes, a hat, a 

sweater, a pistol, a leather belt, a telescope, a 
� ashlight, a map, a sword, and more! 

12" tall.                                                     #104205  $169

                                              German Submarine 
                                     8.8cm Gun Brassin Kit 
                                                         In addition to their prowling torpedoes, German 
                                                        U-Boats also had a secondary armament: an 
                                                             8.8cm deck gun, used to � nish o�  damaged 
                                                            vehicles or sink small ships. Replicating the 
                                                           Nazi surface weapon, this 1/48 scale plastic kit 
features a resin gun barrel, photo-etched parts, a free-standing platform, and 
authentic markings. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 5" long.

#104600  $29.95

                                              German Submarine 
                                     8.8cm Gun Brassin Kit 
                                                         In addition to their prowling torpedoes, German                                                          In addition to their prowling torpedoes, German 
                                                        U-Boats also had a secondary armament: an 
                                                             8.8cm deck gun, used to � nish o�  damaged 
                                                            vehicles or sink small ships. Replicating the 
                                                           Nazi surface weapon, this 1/48 scale plastic kit 
features a resin gun barrel, photo-etched parts, a free-standing platform, and 

SAVE 

$25
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Allied Small Arms    WWII   

S&W .38 Special 
Holster
This custom-made, brown 
leather holster – able to 
house the Smith & Wesson 
Victory revolver and other 
4" barreled models – fea-
tures a closable tab, loops 
for a belt, and includes 
“U.S.” logo and JT&L® 
1943 markings.
                #M652136  $24.95

This custom-made, brown 

house the Smith & Wesson 
Victory revolver and other 

24.95

M1 Garand Rifle
This museum-quality, non-� ring replica of the legendary and 
dependable M1 Garand ri� e – which made a name for itself in the hands of U.S. soldiers 
and Marines across the globe during World War II – has an authentic look and hefty feel, just like the 
original! Made with a hardwood stock and functioning metal parts such as a working slide and trigger, this incredible 
collectible will be a wonderful centerpiece in your WWII memorabilia display. 43" long.                                                  #M600216  $299

Shipping restrictions apply. Call for details.

M1938 M1 Garand Leather Scabbard
This handsome, saddle leather scabbard – designed to house your 
� rearm while traveling at high speeds in Jeeps, motorcycles, etc. – is a perfect � t for the 
M1 Garand and other similarly sized ri� es, and features brass hardware, copper rivets, 
a shoulder strap, tightening loops, and hand stitching. 26" long.                                   #102593  $79.95

� rearm while traveling at high speeds in Jeeps, motorcycles, etc. – is a perfect � t for the 
M1 Garand and other similarly sized ri� es, and features brass hardware, copper rivets, 
a shoulder strap, tightening loops, and hand stitching. 26" long.                                   #102593  $79.95

M1 GARAND

“Kilroy Was Here” Metal Sign
Kilroy was... everywhere! And now he can be in 
your home and o�  ce, too. 24-gauge steel; 
14"x 8"; includes mounting holes.

#66410  $17.95

M3 Victory 
Revolver 
Shoulder 
Holster
Just like ones worn 
by soldiers in World 

War II and Vietnam, 
this brown shoulder 
holster – made of 
top-quality drum-
dyed leather, and 
designed to house 
your Victory revolver 
– comes complete 
with fastening loops, 

brass hardware, an adjustable strap (which even 
includes loops to hold your shells!), 
and JT&L® 1943 marking.         #101534  $44.95

M3 Victory 

War II and Vietnam, 

Mortars in 
World War II
Norris.  First seen in the 
Great War, mortars were 
present in all theaters 
and used by nearly 
every combatant nation 
during World War II. 
Examine these ubiquitous 
weapons using this 
thoroughly researched and well-illustrated guide
which analyzes how mortars were able to
change the course of battles from both the
o� ensive and defensive position. 240 pages, 
50 color and B&W images, 7"x 10", 
hardcover.                                    #100989  $34.95

The Flamethrower
McNab.  One of the most
fascinating and terrifying 
weapons ever manufac-
tured, the � amethrower 
in� icts as much physical 
damage as it does psy-
chological. This illustrated 
guide o� ers readers incred-

ible insight into its develop-
ment, usage from World 
War I through Vietnam, and 
its many dangerous shortcomings – in addition to 
an exciting assortment of rare combat photos. 
80 pages, illustrated, 7¼"x 10", 
softcover.                                  #M101161  $18.95

With these 
little gems on 
your desktop, 
you'll show 
everyone that 
you mean 
business! Each 
non-function-
ing grenade 
replica includes a head, ring, 
and spoon assembly. 
3½" -  4½" tall. $14.95 each14.95 each

B

A
Grenade 
Replicas

A: Pineapple – WWII.                           #M602847
B: Lemon – Korea.                       #M602841

Dark Olive Drab – Marked JT&L®, 1944.                  #M651557  
Khaki – Marked JT&L®, 1942.                                        #M651521  
Light Olive Drab – Marked JT&L®, 1943.                 #M651556

M1 Garand Fleece-Lined 
Canvas Case with Strap 
Available in 
three colors! 
45" long.
  $29.95 each

Khaki                                      #101166  
Light Olive Drab                 #101167
Khaki                                      #101166  
Light Olive Drab 

 M1 Garand Cotton 
 Web Slings
 These premium reproductions 
of canvas slings – used by 

soldiers during WWII to carry 
the M1 Garand – come in two 

classic colors and feature flat-buckle 
hardware. 
1¼" wide.                        $19.95 each
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WWII   Allied Accessories / Uniforms 

WWII HBT Uniform
This dark olive drab uniform 
was in almost all theaters by 
American soldiers late in 
WWII. Initially designed for 
wear during fatigue duties, 
its versatility in extreme 
heat transformed it into 
a combat uniform. Each 
piece is 100% cotton 
twill. The jacket features 
button-up design and two
large front breast pockets; 
pants feature two large cargo 
pockets and two additional 
front pockets.                
Jacket  #M652448
Pants  #M652449

WWII HBT Uniform
This dark olive drab uniform 
was in almost all theaters by 

pants feature two large cargo 
pockets and two additional 

Belt NOT included

M1 Helmet
Standard issue for the United States 
military for over forty years, the M1 
combat helmet was � rst used by 
soldiers during World War II. 
Though replaced in 1985, it 

remains among the most famous military 
headgear of all time. This steel replica is the 

same size as the original and features a canvas 
chin strap and an adjustable plastic liner. 

11" long.                                               #100990  $49.95

M1910 Canteen with Cup
Equip yourself like a real World War II soldier! This replica 
WWII canteen is made of aluminum and features a black 
screw-on cap with connected chain, 
and accompanying cup with 
handle.
                 #M652451  $19.95

Equip yourself like a real World War II soldier! This replica 
WWII canteen is made of aluminum and features a black 

First fielded by 
U.S. troops during World War II, the Ka-Bar 
fixed blade knife has been � lling both close-� ghting and utility roles ever 
since. This full-size replica features a steel blade; a metal butt cap; a hand 
guard; a leather-wrapped handle; and a protective sheath. 
Measures 12" long and arrives ready to display.                 #M652546  $24.95

Ka-Bar 
Field 
Knife 
Replica

WWII-Era 
Knife Sheath
First issued in March of 1943, the M3 trench knife was originally issued to 
soldiers not otherwise equipped with a bayonet. Made of a premium drum-
dyed leather, this brown sheath � ts the M3 trench knife and features a 
closing strap, belt loops, and 1943 JT&L® markings. Measures 
approximately 7" long when closed.                                      #M652144  $24.95

WWII-Era WWII-Era 
Knife SheathKnife Sheath
First issued in March of 1943, the M3 trench knife was originally issued to 

                                                 M37 Wool Field Shirt
                                                                        Terri� c for either display or everyday  
                                                                        wear, and constructed of thick and  
                                                                       durable wool, this M37 � eld shirt – 
                                                                      a dark khaki-colored reproduction of 
one worn by Americans early in the war – features a button-up front 
and two snap-close chest pockets. Tie not included.                     #M652482

Tie not 
included

M, L, XL:  $99.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $102

                                                                                                        Resembling the rugged  
                                                                                        M1936 suspenders worn by the  
                                                                       U.S. Army during World War II, these 
khaki-colored canvas suspenders are marked "U.S. Spec 1942" and include 
straps, snap-hooks, and hardware. #M651528  $29.95

U.S. Marine Corps 
Uniforms and Equipment 
in the Second World War
Moran. Though there have been many 
profiles on the Marines and their 
service during the Second World War, 
few have offered intimate details on 
their uniforms, insignia, and equipment. 
These photographic portraits fill the void 
by examining not only the items used by 
the island-hopping Marines in the Pacific, 
but also the newly formed Women’s Reserve. 
200 pages, 100+ photos, 7"x 9¾", hardcover.

U.S. Marines                         #104510  $44.95
Women’s Reserve                 #104511  $44.95
 Buy Both and Save $10!     #104599  $79.90

U.S. WWII 
M1936 

Suspenders

Old Hickory: The 30th Division 
The Top-Rated American 
Infantry Division in Europe in World War II 
Baumer.  Drawing from primary source material, this 
gripping account explores the World War II combat 
history of the 30th Infantry Division – among the most 
tenacious fighters in Europe, nicknamed “Roosevelt’s SS” 
by the Nazis for their tenacity and skill. Follow their 
campaigns from the Siegfried Line and the Battle of the 
Bulge through their � nal press into Germany! 584 pages, 
B&W photos, 6¼"x 9¼", hardcover.                #104598  Reg: $34.95  $27.95

M, L, XL:  $69.95   
2XL:  $72.95

SAVE 

20%
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The Complete First Season – 32 episodes, including 
the B&W pilot! 13 hrs. 42 min. on five DVDs.                  #V7872
The Complete Second Season – 30 episodes. 12 hrs. 42 min. on � ve DVDs.                                     #V7873
The Complete Third Season – 30 episodes. 12 hrs. 40 min. on � ve DVDs.                      #V7875
The Complete Fourth Season – 26 episodes. 11 hrs. 12 min. on four DVDs.                                #V7876
The Complete Fifth Season – 26 episodes. 11 hrs. 1 min. on four DVDs.                 #V7877
The Sixth and Final Season – 24 episodes. 10 hrs. 4 min. on four DVDs.                       #V7976
 Hogan’s Heroes: The Komplete Series, Komandant’s Kollection – Get all 168 episodes 
 on one 28-disc set! 71 hrs. 21 min. total runtime.                                                                                                                  #V6143  Reg: $119.70  $99.70

These DVD collections include all six sea-
sons of the hit 1965-71 comedy Hogan’s 
Heroes, which stars Robert Crane as Col. 
Hogan, the leader of a resourceful group 
of Allied prisoners of war who, despite 

their confinement to Stalag 13, conduct daring espionage and 
sabotage campaigns right under the nose of the bumbling 
camp commander, Col. Klink (Werner Klemperer), and the 
willfully ignorant Sgt. Schultz (John Banner). Co-stars Richard 
Dawson, Ivan Dixon, Kenneth Washington, Larry Hovis, and 
Robert Clary.                                                                                          $19.95 each
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German M36 Tunic Jacket
Retaining elements of traditional 
Imperial uniforms including the 
“field gray” color, the M36 tunic 
jacket featured four front patch 
pockets with flaps and five 
buttons. Though changed sub-
tly over the years, it remained 
the preferred jacket of 
German soldiers through-
out WWII. This stunningly 
accurate replica features 
all of the original’s details, 
including its tough wool 
construction, and is perfect 
for display or everyday 
use!             #M652466  $199

German M36 Tunic Jacket
Retaining elements of traditional 
Imperial uniforms including the 
“field gray” color, the M36 tunic 
jacket featured four front patch 

buttons. Though changed sub-
tly over the years, it remained 

199

 Available Sizes: 
38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48

Nazi Concentration Camp 
Commandants 1933-1945
Baxter.  The commandants at various Nazi Concen-
tration Camps during the Holocaust are often set 
aside when studying the details of “The Final 
Solution” in favor of Hitler himself. A comprehen-
sive and chilling collection of rare unpublished 
images, this volume uncovers the truth about 
Hitler’s underlings and o� ers incredible insight 
into the minds and personalities of these troubling 

commandants. 160 pages, 7½"x 9½", 250 B&W photos, softcover.                    
#M106831  $24.95

SS Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler 
(LSSAH) at War 1939-1945 
Baxter.  Originally a small force of Führer bodyguards, 
the 1st SS Panzer – or SS Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler – 
ranked among the most e� ective � ghting formations of 
the war. This pictorial title details their battles through 
Poland, tenacious service at Kharkov and Kursk, and 
last-ditch e� orts in the Ardennes. 176 pages, 250 B&W 
photos, 7½"x 9½", softcover.          #100837  $24.95

German 
Infantry Flag
This replica of the 
German Infantry � ag 
used between 1936 
and 1945 features a 
gold wreath

  superimposed over a Nazi cross. Screened polyester; includes 
reinforced edging and brass grommets. 5'x 3'.             #M650613  $16.95

German Helmets
Complete with a quality 
liner and adjustable 
chinstrap, these steel 
helmets are incredible 
reproductions of ones 
worn by German soldiers 
and paratroopers in WWII.

199199

German Helmets
Complete with a quality 

worn by German soldiers 
and paratroopers in WWII.

A
B

A: M1942 Helmet                              #M600261  $99.95
B: M1938 Paratrooper Helmet    #M600204  $79.95The Concentration Camps

With unsettling footage filmed during the liberation 
of concentration camps in 1945 
(and later used as evidence at the 
Nuremberg trials), this program is 

a lasting reminder of the atrocities 
ordered by Adolf Hitler and commit-
ted by the Nazi regime. You’ll see 
inside these notorious camps, in-

cluding Arnsdat, Buchenwald, Nordhausen, and 
Dachau. 1 hour.                                        #MV52857 $14.95

Nazi Communications 
O�  cer “Drud” Figure 
Stationed at his desk with all his 
communication equipment, “Drud” 
is ready to transmit the Führer’s 
latest correspondence! This 1/6 
scale articulating � gure comes 
with interchangeable hands, an 
M40 uniform, a � eld telephone 
switch-board, an FF33 telephone, 
a wooden desk and chair, a tobacco pipe, a co� ee pot 
(with cup and saucer), a PPK pistol (with leather 
holster), and so much more! 12" tall.            #104105  $189

“The Great Escapers”
A 1963 classic based on the 
real-life exploits of World 
War II POWs, The Great Escape 
stars Richard Attenborough, 
Steve McQueen, and James 
Garner as the breakout sol-
diers. This 1/30 scale metal 
� gure set replicates the � lm’s 
primary characters: Big X, the 
Cooler King, and the Scrounger. Each one 
comes hand-painted and ready to display! 
2½" tall.                                                                 #102499  $139

“The Great Escapers”

Cooler King, and the Scrounger. Each one 1/30 SCALE

SAVE
 $20

On the Set!
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Olive Drab   #100524         Black    #100525

G.I. Jeep Caps
These G.I. jeep caps are a quality reproduction 
of those worn by soldiers during World War II 
featuring the hat's signature 
brim. 100% wool.                          $12.95 each

Made in 
the USA.

Jeep Frolics 
Willys, CJ5 Wagoneer, Jeepster Gladiator
Examine an exciting selection of unique 
U.S. military support vehicles – including 
the Jeep Frolics Willys, CJ5 Wagoneer, and 

Jeepster Gladiator Truck – and their in� uence 
   on personal recreation, as told through rare 
vintage footage and classic newsreels. The early-model jeeps are examined 
in this 5-� lm collection, including the vehicles usage for hunting, camping, 
and o� -roading. It also includes old commercials and unique public service 
announcements! B&W and Color. 49 minutes.                                                       #MV52907 $19.95

Quarter-Ton 4x4 Jeep Model
Featuring the recognizable U.S. Army star 
painted on the hood, this 1/18 scale, die cast 
model replicates a quarter-ton jeep 
used by American troops. It 
comes with an opening hood 
(revealing a detailed engine), 
real-working steering, 
a hardtop, a side-mounted 
shovel and axe, and free-
rolling tires. 7¼" long. 
                             #403376  $49.95

1/18 SCALE

M34 Tactical 
Truck & Off-Road 
Vehicle Kit
Get your money’s worth with 
this 1/35 scale plastic kit – a 
dual o� er celebrating World 
War II ground vehicles used 
by the U.S. Army, including 
both an M34 tactical truck 
and o� -road vehicle! They 
feature side-mounted 
accessories, free-rolling 
treaded tires, and a removable tarpaulin 
(for the M34). Assembly required. 
98 pieces. M34: 7¾" long.   
                                       #104567  $19.95

Truck & Off-Road 

Get your money’s worth with 

M40 Gun Motor Carriage and 
M43 Howitzer Motor Carriage 
in WWII and Korea
Doyle.  Though only 100 examples were 
produced, the M12 – America’s � rst heavy self-
propelled artillery gun – became so coveted 
on the battlefield that a successor was quickly 
needed. This illustrated pro� le examines that 
weapon, the M40, and its Howitzer-equipped 

M43 variant, and its usage during the latter stages of World War II and 
throughout the war in Korea. 112 pages, 209 color and B&W photos, 
9"x 9", hardcover.                                                                               #104073  $19.95

German Assault Guns and 
Tank Destroyers 1940-1945
Tucker-Jones.  This photographic history on Nazi assault 
guns and tank destroyers tracks their entire service 
history, dating back to their origins as infantry support 
vehicles built upon obsolete panzers. Get technical 
insight on a number of recognizable weapons – 
including the Jagdpanzer, Panzerjäger, Marder, and 
Hetzer – while also learning about their battles from the Eastern Front 
to Normandy. 144 pages, 160 images, 7½"x 9½", softcover.  #103558 $24.95

Built on a Panther hull, the Bergepanther was developed as a recovery 
vehicle, responsible for extricating badly damaged heavy tanks from the bat-
tle� eld. This array of 1/30 scale, hand-painted collectibles features the rugged 
Bergepanther – as it would’ve appeared in the � nal year of the war – and a 
trio of specialized tank repairmen.

A: 2-Piece Tank Repair Crew – Metal. 2½" tall.                          #103025  $89 
B: Tank Repair Commander – Metal. 2½" tall.                           #103024  $49
C: Bergepanther – Polystone. 9" long.                                        #103023  $249

The Bergepanther

LIMITED EDITION

A

B
C

7.62cm F.K. 39 Field Gun Kit
This 1/35 scale plastic kit replicating the 
lethal 7.62cm � eld gun – utilized by the 
Germans on both the Eastern Front and in 
North Africa – features a detailed gun barrel, 
a realistic shield, four ammo boxes (with 
shells), photo-etched parts, and authentic 
markings. Assembly required. 

266 pieces. Skill level 2. 5½" long.     #104601  $34.95

7.62cm F.K.

266 pieces. Skill level 2. 5½" long.     

Nazi Firepower
Set up your own Wehrmacht battle� eld with these 1/30 scale collectibles – 
hand-painted reproductions of the proli� c 10.5cm light field gun as well as 
a selection of officers and crew � gures. 2½" tall.

A: 10.5cm Light Field Howitzer – Polystone. 5¼" long.  #101929  $119
B: German Artillery O�  cer – Metal.                                         #101932  $49
C: 2-Piece German Gun Crew #1 – Metal.                              #101930  $99
D: 2-Piece German Gun Crew #2 – Metal.                              #101931  $99
E: NEW! 2-Piece German Gun Crew #3 – Metal.                  #102746  $85

A

B

E

E

C

D

D

C
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George S. Patton 
Metal Sign
Celebrate one of America’s 
greatest generals with 
this steel sign featuring one 
of Patton’s most memorable 
quotes. Includes mounting 
holes. 18"x 12"          
        #M602410  $19.95

George S. Patton 

this steel sign featuring one 
of Patton’s most memorable 
quotes. Includes mounting 

19.95

M3 Lee Kits
Entering service in 1941, the
M3 Lee medium tank saw a
number of versatile 
variants built during the 
war – including the M31 
tank recovery vehicle 
with a dummy turret and 
60,000-pound winch. These 
1/35 scale plastic kits 

feature optional-position 
hatches, quality link tracks, 
moveable equipment/
weaponry, and authentic 
markings. Assembly required. 
Skill level 3. 6½" long. 
                             $59.95 each
A: M31 Tank Recovery 
      Vehicle                  #104596
B: M3 Lee Tank         #104597

feature optional-position 

A

B

M4 Sherman 
“Easy Eight” Tank Kit
The M4 Sherman was the most 
common battle tank used 
by the Allies during World 
War II and saw numerous 
variants with a total of 
almost 50,000 units manufactured. 
Replicating an “Easy Eight” M4 Sherman, this 
1/35 scale plastic kit features � nely molded olive drab 
pieces, textured surfaces (including hatches and tools), 
a rotating turret (with 75mm main gun), realistic tracks, 
and authentic colorful decals. Assembly 
required. Skill level 2. 6½" long.       #104072  $26.95

Axis Tanks of the Second 
World War
Green.  When one thinks of Axis armor during the
Second World War, the Germans and their Blitzkrieg
tactics come immediately to mind. This pictorial pro� le, 
however, explores not only the units employed by the 
Third Reich but also those developed by the Japanese 
(who had more tanks than the Nazis in 1938) as well as 
the Italians, Romanians, and Hungarians. 216 pages, 
250 color and B&W photos, 7¼"x 9½", softcover.                     #104517 $19.95

Nazis vs. Soviets
Set up an entire Russian Front battle 
scene with this quartet of models, each one 
a quality re-creation of an armored vehicle 
� elded by the Germans or Soviets. They feature 
moveable weaponry, realistic tracks, and authentic markings. 3"-3½" long.   

A: StuG. III Ausf. F                                                                                    #104611
B: Pz.Kpfw. IV Ausf. G                                                                             #104608
C: Sd.Kfz. 181 Tiger I                                                                               #104609
D: T-34/85 Medium Tank (38th Independent Tank Regiment)     #104612
E: T-34/85 Medium Tank (63rd Guard Tank Brigade)                       #104613

Sd.Kfz.184 
“Elefant” Kit
Produced in limited numbers 
in 1942-43, the Sd.Kfz.184 
“Elefant” was a tank destroy-
er built upon the hull of the 
Tiger I. This 1/35 scale plastic 
kit features vinyl tracks, an 
elevating 88mm gun, option-
al-position turret hatches, 
three crewmen � gures, and 
authentic decals for two di� erent 653rd Heavy Panzerjäger 
Battalion vehicles from 1944 (Italy or Eastern Front). 
Assembly required. 238 pieces. Skill level 3. 9½" long.         #102954  $44.95$44.95

German Soldier Figures
Two of the Nazis' most decorated soldiers are 
recreated with these 1/6 scale articulating 
� gures – including tank ace Otto Carius and 
commander Erich von Manstein, both iconic 
� gures on the Eastern Front. They come with 
a host of realistic accessories including a full 
uniform, interchangeable hands, a visor cap, 
a pistol (with holster), realistic insignia, 
and so much more! 12" tall.
A: Otto Carius   #102486  $169       
B: Erich von Manstein   #103651  $159

Two of the Nazis' most decorated soldiers are 

� gures on the Eastern Front. They come with 

A

B

A

Nazis vs. Soviets
B

D

scene with this quartet of models, each one 
a quality re-creation of an armored vehicle 
� elded by the Germans or Soviets. They feature 
moveable weaponry, realistic tracks, and authentic markings. 3"-3½" long.   

E

C

$3495
Each

Famous Generals 
George S. Patton
Featuring archival footage showing the 
legend himself, this program examines the 
life and military career of George S. Patton, one 
of the great Allied leaders of World War II. Learn about how he 
was destined to become a formidable General, trace his suc-
cesses leading the Third Army in Europe, and more. 
B&W, 1 hr. 44 min.                                        #MV52926  $19.95

U.S. Army General Figure
Equipped with his riding boots and binoculars, General Patton – 
recreated here in 1/30 scale – is, as always, ready 
for war! 2½" tall.                                          #M512001  $29.95

– 

pieces, textured surfaces (including hatches and tools), 
a rotating turret (with 75mm main gun), realistic tracks, 

26.95
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Armoured Trains 
An Illustrated Encyclopedia 
1825-2016
Malmassari.  Almost immediately 
after the advent of the railway, 
governments began using trains 
for militaristic purposes – first as a 
means of transport and then as a 
weapon unto themselves, a mobile 
battleship. Organized by nation, this 
lavishly illustrated guidebook tracks 
the nearly two century-long lifespan of armored trains from the pre-
Civil War days through the 21st century. 528 pages, photos 
and drawings, 10"x 11½", hardcover.                          #402715  $74.95

Armoured Trains
An Illustrated Encyclopedia 
1825-2016
Malmassari.  Almost immediately 

HO SCALE                                                 Missile Force Train Set
Send your train to war with this exciting, HO (1/87) scale set! You get an EMD F2 
diesel locomotive with a powerful motor, a working headlight, eight wheel drive, a 
metal chassis, and an olive drab paint scheme; � ve military freight cars, including a 
� atcar with an M47 tank, a drop-side anti-aircraft gun car, a railway gun car, a boxcar 
that pops apart when hit, and a caboose; a missile launcher with three missiles; 
144 infantry � gures; a 45"x 36" oval of track; a power pack; and a 30-year 
limited warranty. Minor assembly required.                     #R09026   Reg: $269  $229

SAVE $40

Long-Awaited Re-Release!

U.S. Army 
Rolling Stock
Send your troops and 
gear to war via rail with 
these HO scale (1/87) models, reproductions of various train cars 
used by the U.S. Army during WWII. Each replica features molded 
rivets, dynamic moving parts, a detailed undercarriage, authentic 
markings, realistic weaponry (where applicable), 
and knuckle couplers.

A: 50' Flatcar with Tank – 7" long.                 #R10816  $21.95
B: Big Cannon Railcar – 7" long.                     #R98787  $25.95
C: Q-Car (With Hidden Gun) – 7" long.       #R95013  $25.95
D: Bay-Window Caboose – 4" long.              #402353  $17.95
E: Exploding Boxcar – 5" long.                        #404311  $29.95
F: Missile Launcher Car – 6¾" long.              #404312  $29.95
G: Passenger Troop Carrier – 9¼" long.      #R99970  $24.95 

H: Army Hospital/Troop Carrier  
9¼" long.                                                                    #R99455  $24.95

D

E

F

A
B

Includes 3 Missiles!

G

H

C

The World Encyclopedia of Tanks 
& Armoured Fighting Vehicles
Forty and Livesey.  This comprehensive reference guide – 
a must-own for military enthusiasts, bursting with more 
than a thousand dramatic photographs – features a 
thorough A-Z listing of the world’s most in� uential 
AFVs, among them the M1 Abrams, A39 Tortoise, 
2S5 self-propelled gun, and more! 512 pages, 
1,200+ photos, 9"x 11½", hardcover. 
                                                                      #103014  $34.95

A: M21 Half-Track –  3" long.                                                      #R78259  $19.95
B: GMC CCKW 2½-Ton Cargo Truck – 3" long.                  #R77523  $24.95
C: Panzer III 174 – 2½" long.                                                      #R95466  $14.95
D: Dodge 4x4 Truck – 2" long.                                                   #400721  $14.95
E: Krauss-Ma� ei Half-Track Type 8 – 3¼" long.               #R67356  $19.95

Add some lethal armor to your HO scale layout with these impressive models, 
each one a � nely detailed replica of a rugged vehicle serving with the U.S. or Third 
Reich military. They feature authentic armament, a well-equipped interior (where 
applicable), and realistic tracks or tires. 

Mean Military Machines

D

B

A: M21 Half-Track – 

C

$

E

HO SCALE

HO SCALE

A
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           82nd Airborne
               Normandy 1944
Smith and Forty.  Nearly every element of the historic 
82nd Airborne Division, the U.S. Army’s � rst such outfit, 
is detailed in this illustrated title – culminating in its 
heroic action at the beaches of Normandy. Follow 
everything from their August 1942 formation through 
their training with Waco gliders and first operations in 

North Africa and Sicily. 64 pages, color and B&W photos, 7¼"x 9¾", 
softcover.                                                                                             #104505 $16.95

82nd Airborne Caps
Featuring the unit’s famous “AA” 
logo embroidered on the front, 
these black caps – made of 
100% cotton – are hand-
some celebrations of the 
82nd Airborne Division.               $18.95 each

A: Jump Wings Logo  #61064        B: NEW! “All The Way”  #104226

softcover.                                                                                             #104505 

 Airborne Caps
Featuring the unit’s famous “AA” 
logo embroidered on the front, 
these black caps – made of 

 Airborne Division.               $18.95 each

 “All The Way”  #104226

A

B

 82nd Airborne T-Shirt
Made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton, 

this black t-shirt salutes the 82nd 
Airborne Division and features 
a stylishly distressed image of 
the unit's famous 
"AA" emblem.            #702038

M, L, XL:  $19.95    2XL:  $21.95

C-47A 
Skytrain Kit
Replicating a C-47A 
Skytain, this impressively 
sized 1/72 scale plastic 
kit – featuring a wing-
span of nearly a foot and 
a half – comes with 
detailed radial engine 
fronts, rotating propel-
lers, a well-appointed interior (including cockpit and cabin), 
an opening cargo door, and authentic markings. Assembly required. 
Skill level 4. 16" wingspan.                                                            #702973  $64.95

Skytain, this impressively 

span of nearly a foot and 

lers, a well-appointed interior (including cockpit and cabin), 

C-47 
Skytrain 
Models
During the first few 
days of the Normandy 
Invasion, more than 50,000 
Allied troops were 
dropped by the proli� c 
C-47 Skytrain – a transport 
aircraft developed from the 
DC-3. These 1/200 scale, Hobby 
Master, die cast models feature 
simulated cockpit and cabin windows, rotating propellers, 
optional-position landing gear, and a display stand. 5¾" wingspan.
A: USAAF – “Betsy’s Biscuit Bomber,” 302nd Air Transport Wing, 
Germany, 1944.                                                                           #900137  $62.95
B: RAF – No. 194 Squadron, Burma, 1944.                        #900136  $59.95

A

B

1/200 SCALE

U.S. Army Paratroopers
Get six paratroop � lms on one DVD! 
U.S. Army Paratroop Jumping presents the 
history and significance of paratroops, 
Paratroops shows the rigorous training 
through which the men are sent, and D-Day 
Minus One takes you to the battlefields of 
Normandy to see the payo�  from all that work! You also get newsreel 
collections that cover glider troops, more training, and even Nazi 
paratroops! 1 hr. 35 min.                                                            #MV52622  $19.95

D-Day
What We Haven’t Told You
Bauduin and Stasi.  Pull back the curtain on D-Day 
for an insider’s look at many of its fascinating, 
lesser-known stories! Learn about the Allies’ best 
disinformation agent in Germany, the origin of 
Ian Fleming’s James Bond, and the landing’s tragic 
rehearsal in April of 1944 (during which nearly a 
thousand people died). 128 pages, B&W 
photos, 8¼"x 11¾", hardcover.  #104117  $19.95

D-Day Newspaper
This reproduction of the 
Cincinnati Times-Star from 
June 6, 1944, takes you back 
to the day when the Allies hit 
the beaches to begin their 
nearly year-long � ght to 
Berlin. You'll see the � rst 
photograph to be transmit-
ted by Signal Corps radio 

                                                                  from England to Washington and, as if the 
fascinating contemporaneous accounts were not enough, you'll also see 
many other stories of the day – even original radio broadcast 
schedules and comics. 14 pages, 17"x 22½".                              #68153  $10.95

Made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton, 
nd

#702038

D-Day Newspaper
This reproduction of the 
Cincinnati Times-Star

                                                                  from England to Washington and, as if the 

Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower Figure
Before he was President of the United States, Dwight D. 
Eisenhower was the Supreme Commander of Allied forces in 
Europe, orchestrating and leading the D-Day Invasion of 

Normandy. This 1/30 scale metal � gure is a hand- 
painted replica of Eisenhower wearing his standard 

brown leather coat, known a� ectionately as 
the "Ike Jacket." 2¼" tall.                                             #101251  $47 

Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower Figure
Before he was President of the United States, Dwight D. 
Eisenhower was the Supreme Commander of Allied forces in 
Europe, orchestrating and leading the D-Day Invasion of 

brown leather coat, known a� ectionately as 
the "Ike Jacket." 2¼" tall.                                             

1/30 SCALE

“Searching for Private Ryan”
Celebrating one of the greatest war movies 
of all time, these 4-piece � gure sets recreate 
a quartet of heroic D-Day characters from 
Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan. 
Each 1/30 scale metal collectible come 
ready to display with incredible hand-
painted details and authentic 
weaponry. 2½" tall.                           $159 each

A: No. 1 – Captain Millar, 
PFC Reiben, Corporal Upham, 
and Private Jackson.
                                      #104137
B: No. 2 – Sergeant Horvath, 
Private Mellish, Medic Wade, 
and PFC Caparzo.
                                      #104209

“Searching for Private Ryan”

A B
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Killing Hitler

The True Story of 
the Valkyrie Plot
This � lm examines the 
Valkyrie plot and its brave 
conspirators who wanted to 

eliminate Adolf Hitler. You’ll 
meet Claus von Stau� enberg, 
the man behind the plot; The 

White Rose Group, a collection 
of German college students and their professor who 
distributed lea� ets urging people to oppose Hitler’s 
regime; and the Red Orchestra, a counter-intelligence 
network designed to undermine the Nazis. 
1 hr. 1 min.                                               #MV51667  $9.95

Adolph Hitler’s 
Great Escape 
Occult Weapons of War
Though history assures us
that Hitler killed himself 

in his 1945 Berlin bunker, 
new evidence suggests that 
he may in fact have escaped 
to South America – with the 

help of Allied governments! This fascinating volume 
retells a common story with an exciting twist including 
a detailed analysis of the fantastic modern weaponry 
in development to help Hitler remain alive amidst a 
crumbling empire and successfully emigrate across 
the globe. Color and B&W, 90 minutes.
                                                              #MV53094  $19.95

Berlin Viersektorenstadt 
(Four-Sector City) Metal Sign
Depicting the four sectors of Berlin that were separately occupied 
by U.S., British, French, and Soviet forces following World War II, this 
24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged metal and 
paint. 8"x 14"; includes mounting holes.              #M600325  $19.95

Unstoppable
Gareth Hector.  Sensing victory on the horizon, another day dawns for these fearless American 
troops as they optimistically – and cautiously – press forward in April 1945. While the courageous 
tankers cruise past a smoldering Tiger, they feel a little more at ease with the presence of their 
airborne brothers keeping a vigilant watch in their P-47 Thunderbolts. Signed by the artist 

and four WWII veterans! 32"x 20".                                          #104538  $175

Hitler’s Ardennes 
O� ensive
The German View of 
the Battle of the Bulge
Parker, ed.  Filled with 
assessments and firsthand 
accounts from German senior 
o�  cers involved in the Battle of 
the Bulge, this volume gives an 
unparalleled view of Adolf Hitler's 
� nal grand assault against Allied forces. Get a rare look 
into German military strategy, learn the views of the 
major personalities at German army headquarters, 
and more! 264 pages, 6¼"x 9½", softcover.                                                       

#104455  $9.95

American G.I.s 
German forces beware as 
these fearless G.I.s are ready 
to � ght – equipped with 
everything from tommy guns 
to bazookas! A terri� c set of 
hand-painted collectibles, 
these 1/30 scale metal � gures 
are a must-have tribute to 
American courage in the 
Second World War. 2½" tall. 

A: 2-Piece .30-Caliber Machine Gunner Team    #104475  $79
B: BAR Gunner                                                                    #104476  $39
C: Charging Ri� eman                                                    #104473  $39
D: Snap Shooter                                                              #104474  $39
E: Bazooka Man                                                               #104479  $39
F: Tommy Gunner                                                              #104480 $39
G: Standing Ri� eman                                                    #104478  $39
H: Kneeling Ri� eman                                                    #104477  $39

E

F

G

H

1/30 SCALE

Sudetenland 
20 Reichsmark 
Bank Note
This genuine 20 

Reichsmark bank 
note was issued by 
the Deutsche 
Reichsbank Berlin for 
the Reichsverteidi-

gungsbezirke (defense district of the 
Reich) Sudetenland and Lower Silesia shortly before 
the end of the war in Europe in 1945. Measures 5¾"x 3" 
and arrives in circulated condition.                                             

#M651023  $29.95

gungsbezirke (defense district of the 

retells a common story with an exciting twist including 

19.95

1/30 SCALE

20 Reichsmark A

B

C

D

Berlin Viersektorenstadt 
(Four-Sector City) Metal Sign
Depicting the four sectors of Berlin that were separately occupied 
by U.S., British, French, and Soviet forces following World War II, this 
24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged metal and 
paint. 8"x

and four WWII veterans! 32"x 20".                                          

A: Daimler Mk. II – 44th Infantry Brigade. 
     4¼" long.                                                         #102777  $159
B: Comet – 11th Armoured Division. 8½" long.  #102508  $259
C: 4-Piece British Tank Riders                              #102509  $189

British Armor
Add some British armor to 
your showcase with these 
1/30 scale polystone models 
– hand-painted reproduc-

tions of a Daimler Mk. II and Comet tank. Each one comes with 
a weathered olive drab � nish, side-mounted accessories, 
authentic markings, and at least one crew figure.

14"; includes mounting holes.              

A

159
#102508  $259

1/30 scale polystone models 
– hand-painted reproduc-

tions of a Daimler Mk. II and Comet tank. Each one comes with 
a weathered olive drab � nish, side-mounted accessories, 

1/30 scale polystone models 

tions of a Daimler Mk. II and Comet tank. Each one comes with 
AA

B

C

1/30 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION
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Seabees
Activated on March 5, 1942, the U.S. Navy “Seabees” – named for the 
initials “CB,” or Construction Battalions – are responsible for paving roads 
and airstrips, bulldozing debris, and building airbases. More than 325,000 
Americans served as Seabees during the war, and they remain an integral 
part of the Navy with their can-do motto: “We Build. We Fight.”

Used primarily 
by the British,  
Canadians, 
and 
Americans 
during World 
War II, the 
Flower-Class 
was a series 
of corvettes 
of which 267 
were built. 
This 1/144 
scale plastic 
kit, a detailed 
replica of such a ship which served in the 
Atlantic as an anti-submarine escort, features 
Vickers and Lewis twin machine guns, a BL 
Mk. IX single gun, flags, lifeboats, and historic 
decals. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 17" long.                  #101188  $59.95

Flower-Class 
Corvette 
Kit

This 1/144 scale 
plastic kit features 
a two-piece hull; an 
intricate transport 
deck with hatches 
and ramps; six 
20mm Oerlikon can-
nons; M4 Shermans, 
M8 Greyhound scout 
cars, and CCKW 353 
trucks; authentic 

markings; and a display stand. 17½" long; 
428 parts, assembly required.  

                                          #M807259  $59.95

LSM-Class 
Transport 
Kit 

 Victory at Sea
The Legendary World  War II Documentary 
 This 26-episode series was culled from 13,000 hours of 
footage shot by the U.S., British, German, and Japanese 
navies during WWII. Originally broadcast in 1952 and 
narrated by Leonard Graves with a score by Richard 
Rodgers, this series presents every major naval engage-

ment of the war – from German U-boat “wolf packs” to 
the epic battles at Iwo Jima and Okinawa  – through some 

of the most riveting combat footage ever shot. Color and 
B&W, 16 hrs. 37 min. on 3 DVDs. #V9335 $9.95Over 16 Hours!

USN Challenge Coins
Add a conversation-starting collectible to 
your Naval showcase with these full-color 
brass challenge coins! 1½" diameter.
                                                      $14.95 each

Metal Sign
Based on a U.S. Navy recruiting 
poster, this steel sign resembles 
the look of aged metal and paint. 
Includes mounting holes. 
12"x 12".        
                    #M601657  $16.95

the look of aged metal and paint. 

16.95

Dog Tag
This handsome 
dog tag 
features 
the U.S. Navy Seabees emblem 
on the epoxy-coated enamel front and an engravable 
back. O�  cial size, it includes a 25" neck 
chain and a rubber silencer.
                                                                       #61445  $9.95

A

A: "Can Do"   #100719   
B: "Seabee Warfare"    #103052

T-Shirt
Stylishly faded yellow lettering spells 
out “U.S. Navy” on this 100% cotton 

t-shirt, which also features 
the Seabees’ famous logo 
and motto.

#102571

T-Shirt
Stylishly faded yellow lettering spells 
out “U.S. Navy” on this 100% cotton 

M, L, XL:  $19.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

USN Fleet Submarine  
2-DVD Set
This collection includes eight � lms on 
U.S. Navy submarines of World War II. 
You’ll see the Salmon and Sargo classes, 
plenty of Gato-class action, midget subs 
and diving gear, other new tools of under-
water warfare, and over 20 minutes of newsreel footage. 
Color and B&W. 2 hrs. 58 min.                                                 #MV52623  $21.95

Admiral Chester Nimitz Figure
Holding a pair of binoculars, this 1/30 scale metal � gure is a 
hand-painted reproduction of Admiral Chester Nimitz – a tower-
ing � gure of the U.S. Navy and the commander-in-chief of 

the Pacific Fleet during World War II. 2½" tall.    #103331  $45

markings; and a display stand. 17½" long; 
428 parts, assembly required.  

                                          

Admiral Chester Nimitz Figure
Holding a pair of binoculars, this 1/30 scale metal � gure is a 
hand-painted reproduction of Admiral Chester Nimitz – a tower-
ing � gure of the U.S. Navy and the commander-in-chief of 

the Pacific Fleet during World War II. 2½" tall.    

Caps
Each of these 100% cotton
caps is boldly embroidered 
with Seabees’ imagery!         

           $18.95 each

Olive Drab         #61867   
Blue                      #102572

B
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PT-109, immortal-
ized as the boat 
commanded by 
John F. Kennedy, 
was powered by 
three twelve-
cylinder Packard 
engines and 
equipped with 
four torpedo 
tubes, machine 
guns, and an anti-
aircraft gun. This exquisitely detailed, 1/35 scale 
plastic kit of that vessel features a full hull; a well-
equipped deck; 21-inch torpedo tubes, a 20mm 
cannon, 12.7mm machine guns, and a 37mm anti-
aircraft gun (a � eld modi� cation); realistic drive shafts 
and rudders; photo-etched parts; and authentic mark-
ings. 27½" long; 400+ parts, assembly required.                     #M800636  $159

Motor Torpedo 
Boat PT-109 
Kit

USS Indianapolis
After delivering parts for the nuclear bomb 
that would detonate over Hiroshima, the USS 
Indianapolis was attacked and sunk by the 
Japanese in the Philippine Sea. Now, Captain 

Charles McVay (Nicolas Cage) must rally his 
surviving crew and � ght hunger, thirst, delirium, 
and shark attacks as they wait for a rescue mission 

that may or may not be coming. This 2016 film 
captivatingly retells the tale of the worst loss of life at sea in the 
history of the U.S. Navy. 1 hr. 44 min.                                        #102443  $14.95

Battleships of the World
Struggle for Naval Supremacy 1820-1945
Fidler.  Battleships of the early 19th century di� ered little
from their centuries-old predecessors: wooden, sail-
powered vessels with broadside guns. With the intro-
duction of the dreadnought in the early 20th century, 
however, these old-timey warships transformed into 
lethal steel behemoths, and this pictorial guide tracks 
the entire timeline through the end of World War II 
when aircraft carriers reigned supreme. 128 pages, 50 illustrations, 
6½"x 9½", hardcover.                                                                      #102164 $32.95

USS Missouri (BB-63) Kit 
Add a nautical legend to your collection with this 1/700 
scale plastic kit – a replica of the USS Missouri, the 
official surrender site of the Japanese in 1945 – featuring 
optional waterline or full-hull display, anti-aircraft 
batteries, 5-inch gun turrets, photo-etched parts, two 
SC-1 Seahawks (with catapults), authentic markings, and a display 
stand. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 15¼" long.                #103573  $44.95

USS Alaska 
(CB-1) Kit
An impressive 
centerpiece 
in your 
Naval 
showcase, 
this 1/350 scale plastic kit – a replica of the 
USS Alaska, a cruiser that helped provide anti-aircraft support during the 
Iwo Jima and Okinawa campaigns – features a separate hull and deck (with 
molded wood grain), realistic weaponry (including four sizes of guns), chain, 
an SC-1 King� sher � oatplane, aircraft insignia, U.S. � ags, and a nameplate 
display stand. Assembly required. 1,150+ pieces. Skill level 4. 
27¼" long.                                                                                                #103523  $149

USS Alaska 
(CB-1) Kit
An impressive 
centerpiece 

this 1/350 scale plastic kit – a replica of the 

Alaska Class Cruisers 
Wiper.  Learn everything there is to know about 
the Alaska-Class cruisers – the USS Alaska, 
Guam, and the un� nished Hawaii – including 
construction, combat duty, and, in the case of 
the Hawaii, why it was never completed. 
72 pages, 70 images, 11"x 8¼", 
softcover.                                  #100140  $19.95

Fateful Voyage
The USS Indianapolis July 30th, 1945
Marii Chernev.  Steaming along at 17 knots on its way to the Philippines after 
delivering components for an atomic bomb to Tinian Island, the heavy cruiser 
USS Indianapolis will soon enter history as the U.S. Navy’s greatest sea disaster 
of WWII. This 36"x 27," numbered print is signed by the artist and 
by three survivors of that sinking.                  #M701170  Reg: $150  $99.95

LIMITED EDITION

Signed by 3 Survivors of the 
USS Indianapolis Sinking!

SAVE 

$50

Season 1  #MV50774 $44.95
Season 2  #MV50227 $44.95
Season 3  #MV50268 $44.95

Season 4: Join the crew in Italy!  
30 episodes; 12 hrs. 30 min.
                             #MV51341 $39.95

McHale’s Navy
Now, you can follow all of the World War II South 
Paci� c hi-jinks of Lt. Cdr. McHale (Ernest Borgnine), 
Ensign Parker (Tim Conway), Capt. Binghamton (Joe 
Flynn), and the rest of McHale’s Navy with all four 
seasons from the early 1960s. You’ll thrill to the ad-
ventures of the skipper and rule-bending crew of PT 
73, who have their fun but answer the call of duty when 
it’s time to get the job done. 36 episodes each season; 
B&W, 15 hrs. 30 min. on 5 DVDs.
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The Battle for Hell’s Island 
Moore.  Locked in a seeming stalemate with the 
Japanese at Guadalcanal in November 1942, USN 
dive bombers are grounded when their carriers – 
       Yorktown and Lexington – are destroyed. Battling 
            brutal island conditions, these heroic men 
             (with only a handful of Navy and Marine 
             warbirds) assemble the “Cactus Air Force” 
         and begin operations from their jungle airstrip, 

miraculously turning back the Imperial o� ensive! 512 pages, B&W photos, 
6¼"x 9¼", hardcover.                                                                          #702966  Reg: $27.95  $13.95
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Pacific Theater / Carriers / Air War    WWII   

USN “The Fighting Lady”
USS Yorktown CV-5 and CV-10
Filled with rare wartime footage, this 
collection examines the U.S. Navy’s USS 

Yorktown (CV-5) and (CV-10) aircraft 
carriers. You’ll view life aboard the USS 

Yorktown (CV-10) during 1944 and 1945; 
see combat � lm of the USS Yorktown (CV-5), including her sinking at the 
Battle of Midway; watch the USS Yorktown (CV-10) � ght the Japanese at 
Truk Island; and learn about the Navy’s Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) 
program. B&W and color, 1 hr. 39 min.                            #MV52913  $19.95

SBD-5 Dauntless Kit
This 1/48 scale plastic kit of an SBD-5 
Dauntless dive-bomber that fought 
in the Paci� c Theater features a 
well-equipped cockpit with a glazed 
canopy; a detailed engine; accurately 
reproduced perforated dive � aps; a 
bomb load; intricate landing gear; 
and � ve sets of authentic markings. 
10¼" wingspan; assembly required.    
                                                                                                            #96420  $39.95#96420 $39.95

USS Ranger 
(CV-4) Kit
Built in the early 
1930s, the USS 
Ranger (CV-4) 
was America’s 
� rst purpose- 
built aircraft 
carrier. Measuring more than two-feet long, this 1/350 scale plastic kit of 
the U.S. warship features a single-piece hull, full weapons suite (including 
8 AA guns and 40 machine guns), life rafts, 15 aircraft models (SBD-3, 
TBF-1, and F6F-3), an aircraft catapult, and a nameplate display stand.        
Assembly required. Skill level 4. 25" long. #702749  $189

USS Ranger 

Built in the early 

       Yorktown and Lexington – are destroyed. Battling 
            brutal island conditions, these heroic men 
             (with only a handful of Navy and Marine 
             warbirds) assemble the “Cactus Air Force” 
         and begin operations from their jungle airstrip, 

miraculously turning back the Imperial o� ensive! 512 pages, B&W photos, 

SAVE 

50%

                                                                             USS  
                                                                             Yorktown                    
                                                                             (CV-5) Kit 
                                                                                                                   Replicating the  
                                                                                                                   USS Yorktown  
                                                                                           (CV-5) – the lead warship
                                      in her own class of carriers,  destroyed during the Battle 
of Midway – this 1/700 scale plastic kit features a full hull, detailed decks 
and superstructure, full weapons suite, ships boats, a utility crane, aircraft 
models (TBD-1s, SBD-3s, and F4F-4s), an aircraft catapult, and a nameplate. 
Assembly required. Skill level 3. 13¼" long. #702907  $49.95

                                                                             USS  
                                                                             Yorktown                    
                                                                             (CV-5) Kit 
                                                                                                                   Replicating the  
                                                                                                                   USS Yorktown  
                                                                                           (CV-5) – the lead warship
                                      in her own class of carriers,  destroyed during the Battle 
of Midway – this 1/700 scale plastic kit features a full hull, detailed decks 

TBM-3 
Avenger 
Model
Made by Hobby Master, 
this 1/72 scale, die cast 
model replicates a TBM-3 
Avenger torpedo bomber – 
� ying with VT-12 o�  the 
USS Randolph – just prior to the 
Battle of Okinawa. It features a rotating propeller, a glazed canopy, 
a fully equipped gunner station, eight wing-mounted rockets, optional- 
position landing gear, and a display stand. 9" wingspan.  
                                                                                                                     #980663  $79.95

Made by Hobby Master, 
this 1/72 scale, die cast 
model replicates a TBM-3 
Avenger torpedo bomber – 
� ying with VT-12 o�  the 
USS Randolph – just prior to the 
Battle of Okinawa. It features a rotating propeller, a glazed canopy, 

Baa Baa Black Sheep
Take � ight with Maj. Gregory“Pappy” 
Boyington (Robert Conrad) and the 
VMF-214“Black Sheep” in these  
compilations of the 1970s television
        series’ � rst season. You’ll thrill to
          the high-� ying F4U Corsair 
          action and light comedy as Conrad
            and his crack � ghter pilots battle 
             the Japanese over the South Paci� c.   $44.95 each

               Volume 1: Includes the � rst 10 episodes, the 2-hour
              pilot, and interviews with Boyington, who served as the show’s 
         consultant. 9 hrs. 44 min.   #V974
Volume 2: Includes the final 12 episodes of the first season. 
9 hrs. 45 min.   #V9755

Black 
Sheep 
Over 
Rabaul
Stan Stokes.  
Among the 
many dar-
ing duties 
of the VMF-
214 “Black 
Sheep” – 
led by leg-
end Pappy 
Boyington 
– included escorting Allied bombers into the well-fortified Japanese stronghold 
at Rabaul Harbor. This limited edition print captures Col. Boyington’s Corsair in 
the forefront, with wingman Lt. Col. Robert W. McClung and his warbird in close 
formation, as they approach Imperial territory. Signed by the artist and 
McClung! 22"x 18".                                                                                      #701768  $119

LIMITED EDITION

Signed by the Artist and 
Lt. Col. Robert W. McClung!

F4U-1D Corsair Kit
Featuring authentic 
markings for two di� erent 
F4U-1D Corsairs (including 
Pappy Boyington’s bird as it 
appeared in the Solomon Islands in 
December of 1943), this 1/72 scale 
plastic kit also comes with a detailed R2800 radial 
engine, an opening cooling valve manifold, a well-
equipped cockpit (with instrument panel), and two 
auxiliary fuel tanks. Assembly required. 63 pieces. 
Skill level 2. 6¾" wingspan.                 #701798  $19.95

#V9755

F4U-1D Corsair Kit

markings for two di� erent 
F4U-1D Corsairs (including 
Pappy Boyington’s bird as it 
appeared in the Solomon Islands in 
December of 1943), this 1/72 scale 
plastic kit also comes with a detailed R2800 radial 

1/72 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION
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WWII   Japanese Forces 

Marines vs. Japanese Army
Beginning at Guadalcanal and ending with the hard-won 
battles at Iwo Jima and Okinawa, island-hopping U.S. Marines waged 
a number of fierce campaigns against the resilient Imperial Army 
throughout the Pacific War. Recreate one of the many historic clashes 
with this collection of hand-painted, 1/30 scale metal � gures! 2½" tall.
Japanese
A: NEW! Parade Flag Bearer – 4" tall.                            #104060  $49.95
B: Attacking Officer                                                                    #101610  $45
C: Charging Flag Bearer                                                            #101613  $47
D: Soldier with Grenade Discharger                                    #101615  $45
USMC
E: NEW! Reloading                                                                       #104320  $39
F: NEW! Crouching/Firing                                                         #104321  $39
G: NEW! Tommy Gunner Kneeling                                        #104322  $39
H: Firing Garand                                                                           #104134  $39

Marines vs. Japanese Army

A

B

C

E

D

Beginning at Guadalcanal and ending with the hard-won 
battles at Iwo Jima and Okinawa, island-hopping U.S. Marines waged 

F
G

HLIMITED EDITION

1/30 SCALE

Japanese Army 
“Crooked 
Handle” 
Gunner Figure
A great addition to any 
World War II showcase, 
this 1/6 scale articulating 
� gure replicates “Taisho 

Songhu” – a gunner with the Japanese 
Army, equipped with his crooked-
handle Type 11 machine gun! He also 
comes with a full uniform, fur boots, a 
lunchbox, a shovel (with cover), a steel 
helmet, a tent, a backpack, two clamp 
packs, and interchangeable 
hands. 12" tall.            #103705  $199

1/6 SCALE

Attack on Yamamoto!
“Get Yamamoto.” – Franklin D. 
Roosevelt. Filled with breathtaking 
animation, rare footage, and 
interviews with the pilots who flew 
the P-38 Lightning mission in April 
of 1943, this documentary examines 
the “million-to-one” USAAF e� ort to 
shoot down Japanese Admiral Isoroku 
Yamamoto in the longest aerial inter-
cept of WWII. B&W and color, 1 hour.              #V7960  $24.95

Yamamoto’s Last Flight
Stan Stokes.  On 
April 18, 1943, 
the 339th Fighter 
Squadron, � ying 
P-38 Lightnings, 
made a long-
distance � ight 
to intercept 
Admiral Isoroku 
Yamamoto, the 
mastermind 
behind the attack 
on Pearl Harbor. 
Numbered by hand, this print is signed by the artist and by P-38 ace 
Rex T. Barber, who shot down Yamamoto’s Mitsubishi G4M “Betty.” 
16"x 11½".                                                                                                   #73059  $129

Signed by Ace Rex Barber
and the Artist!

LIMITED EDITION

The lead ship of her class 
and the first battleship in 
 the world to mount
16" guns, the Nagato 

                served as the Imperial Japanese Navy Combined Fleet � agship of 
Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto during the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941. 
A replica of the Nagato as she appeared on that day, this amazingly detailed, 
1/350 scale plastic kit features a two-piece hull, rotating main guns with 
elevating barrels and molded-in blast bags, movable range� nder parts, realistic 
searchlights with clear lenses, authentic 1st Squadron Combined Fleet markings, 
a display stand and, as an added bonus, a 1/32 scale, 2¼" tall metal � gure of 
Admiral Yamamoto himself. 25¼" long; 847 parts, 
assembly required.                                                     #M800417  Reg: $299  $279

Japanese Battleship
Nagato
Kit

FREE Yamamoto 
Metal Figure! LIMITED EDITION

SAVE 

$20

5-Piece Japanese 
Invasion Note Collection
As the Japanese Empire spread throughout 
Southeast Asia in the early days of the war, 
the government issued special currency for the 
various nations it conquered. Now you can own 
� ve of those Imperial Japanese Government 
currency notes: a 5 Yen note (China), 10 dollar 
note (Malaya), 10 Rupee note (Myanmar), 5 cent note (Netherlands 
Indies), and a 10 Peso note (Philippines). They arrive lightly 
circulated in an informative presentation folder.   #104576  $29.9529.95

the government issued special currency for the 
various nations it conquered. Now you can own 

Captured Films of Japanese 
Navy Subs & Fleet
Filled with rare wartime footage, this DVD 
includes six � lms on the IJN’s � eet in WWII. 

You’ll join Japanese crews in training, on the 
hunt for Allied convoys in the Indian Ocean, 

  � ring big deck guns, launching seaplanes, 
salvaging and operating a Chinese cruiser, and a newsreel exposing the truth 
behind the “accidental” bombing of the USS Panay. 1 hr. 20 min.                                                                                    

#MV52633  $19.95

Authentic WWII Artifact!
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Japanese Warplanes / Atomic Age    WWII   
Japanese Aircraft of World War II 
1937-1945
Newdick.  Every single Japanese military aircraft, 
from the breakout of hostilities in China in 1937 
through the end of the war, is exhaustingly 
cataloged in this illustrated profile. Fighters, 
bombers, seaplanes, recon aircraft, and torpedo 

bombers are all detailed using both artistic renditions and well-researched 
captions – including the A6M Zero, Ki 27 Nate, D3A1 Val, and 
others. 128 pages, 120 illustrations, 7"x 8½", hardcover.     #702450  $24.95

G3M2/G3M3 
Type 96 
Attack Bomber Kit
Designed as a bomber, the
G3M – � own by the Japanese 
beginning in 1935 – also 
served as a glider tug, para-
troop trainer, and transport plane. Replicating your choice 
of a G3M2 from late 1941 or a G3M3 from the end of the war, this 1/72 scale 
plastic kit features a see-through canopy and gunner station, an aerial 
torpedo, and authentic markings. Assembly required. 94 pieces. 
Skill level 3. 13¾" wingspan.                                                        #702978  $49.95

G3M – � own by the Japanese 

troop trainer, and transport plane. Replicating your choice 

Tora! Tora! Tora!
Winner of the Academy Award for Best Special E� ects, 

this movie meticulously recreates the December 7, 
1941, Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the 
events leading up to it. It is Hollywood’s most 
dazzling re-creation of America's darkest day – and 

some of her � nest hours. This Special Edition DVD 
includes the documentary Day of Infamy, commen-
tary, and more. Widescreen,  

  2 hrs. 24 min.                  #V8158  $14.95
tary, and more. Widescreen,  

2 hrs. 24 min.                  #V8158  $14.95

LIMITED EDITION

1/30 SCALE

The most 
successful aerial 
wing of any 
national navy 
during the early 
years of World War II, the 
Imperial Navy Air Service – 
which had clearly been surpassed 
in superiority by 1943 – 
employed a rigorous 
training program, en-
suring highly capable 
aviators. Representing 
a pair of their most 
prolific warbirds, as 
well as a selection of 
mechanical and Army ground crew sta� , these 1/30 scale collectibles arrive 
hand-painted and ready to display. 2½" tall.

A: Aichi D3A1 "Val" – Polystone. 19" wingspan.                       #701894  $279 
B: Mitsubishi A6M Zero – Polystone. 15¾" wingspan.          #101802  $239
C: Air Mechanic Crew Chief – Metal.                                              #101803  $45
D: 2-Piece Army Ground Crew #1 – Metal.                                  #101804  $89
E: 2-Piece Army Ground Crew #2 – Metal.                                  #101805  $89

The Ultimate Weapon
The Race to Develop the Atomic Bomb
Sullivan.  Franklin Roosevelt, Albert Einstein, and 
J. Robert Oppenheimer are just some of the historic
names that laid the foundation for America’s 
victorious race to harness atomic weaponry. Haunt-
ing period photographs help tell the story of its 
world-changing influence both at the time of its first 
detonation over Japan and the United States’ crucial 
postwar nuclear responsibility. 208 pages, 

B&W photos, 7¾"x 9½", hardcover.                #101961  Reg: $24.95  $12.45

SAVE 50%

The 
Imperial Navy 
Air Service

which had clearly been surpassed 

LIMITED EDITION

Department of Defense 
Fallout Shelter Metal Sign 
This authentic, Cold War-era fallout shelter 
metal sign measures 10"x 14" and includes 
mounting holes.                                          #M651186  $29.95

Authentic 
Issue!

Weapons of 
Mass Destruction 

Specters of the Nuclear Age
Miller.  This visual timeline tracks the entire 
proliferation of the nuclear age – from the initial 
research of the early 20th century through the 
Japanese bomb drops and subsequent buildup. 

Learn the reality of America’s Cold War inventory (which included some 
70,000 nuclear weapons) as well as getting answers to why so many bombs 
were necessary and how the infrastructure was built. 208 pages, 
200 B&W photos, 12"x 9", hardcover.                                         #104642  $44.95

Perhaps the two most 
   recognizable military 
  aircraft in history,  “Enola Gay” 
and “Bockscar” – B-29 Superfortress 
heavy bombers – dropped the atomic 
weapons on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 
respectively. 
These 1/144 scale, 
Air Force 1, die cast models 
of the legendary warbirds 
include “Little Boy” (1/60) 
and “Fat Man” (1/72) bombs 
and also feature signature 
nose art, rotating propellers, optional-
position landing gear, and a display 
stand. 11¾" wingspan.                                                        $79.95 each

Perhaps the two most 
   recognizable military 
  aircraft in history,  “Enola Gay” 

– B-29 Superfortress 
heavy bombers – dropped the atomic 
weapons on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 

Air Force 1, die cast models 
of the legendary warbirds 
include “Little Boy” (1/60) 

Enola Gay
       #900054

LIMITED EDITIONB-29 
Superfortress 
Models

include “Little Boy” (1/60) 
and “Fat Man” (1/72) bombs 
and also feature signature 
nose art, rotating propellers, optional-
position landing gear, and a display 
stand. 11¾" wingspan.                                                        $79.95 each

Air Force 1, die cast models 
of the legendary warbirds 
include “Little Boy” (1/60) 

LIMITED EDITION

Bockscar
    #900056

1/30 SCALE
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      M*A*S*H Chopper 
             T-Shirt 
                          Salute the popular TV 
                          series M*A*S*H with a 
                        100% cotton t-shirt 
                      featuring the program's 
                    recognizable logo and a 
  Korean War-era chopper. #700477

M, L, XL...$21.95     2XL, 3XL...$23.95
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Cold War   Korea
American Experience

The Battle of Chosin
On Thanksgiving Day 1950, American forces pushed 
their communist enemies north, only to end up 
surrounded by an alarming and unforeseen sight: 

85,000 Chinese soldiers. This compelling documen-
tary-style � lm examines the entire legendary a� air, 
known as the Battle of Chosin Reservoir, in which U.S. 

Marines entered the history books for their 
courageous service. 1 hr. 53 min.     #102575  $24.95

M26 Pershing Model
Sporting an eye-catching 
toothy paint scheme, 
this 1/72 scale, metal 
and plastic model 
replicates an M26 during the Korean 
War featuring a rotating turret, a realis-
tic 90mm gun barrel, a Browning machine gun, and 
a display base with a clear protective cover. 3½" long.        #102684  $19.95

M26 Pershing Model

replicates an M26 during the Korean 
War featuring a rotating turret, a realis-
tic 90mm gun barrel, a Browning machine gun, and 
a display base with a clear protective cover. 3½" long.        #102684  $19.95

1/72 SCALE

Willys Jeep Model
This value-priced, 1/32 scale, metal and 
plastic model of the iconic Willys 
Jeep features a well-equipped 
interior with a glazed wind-
shield, separately applied 
tools, a spare tire and a fuel 
canister, free-rolling wheels 
with realistically treaded tires, and 
authentic U.S. Army markings. 4" long.                                        #95869  $19.95

Willys Jeep Model
This value-priced, 1/32 scale, metal and 
plastic model of the iconic Willys 
Jeep features a well-equipped 
interior with a glazed wind-

tools, a spare tire and a fuel 
canister, free-rolling wheels 
with realistically treaded tires, and 

Army markings. 4" long.                                        #95869  $19.95

1/32 SCALE

The Bridges at Toko-Ri
A timeless classic based on the novel by James 

Michener, this 1954 look at the tragedy of the Korean 
War stars William Holden and Grace Kelly. More than 
a great story, this is also a superlative showcase 

for Naval operations – the aerial sequences earned 
an Oscar for special e� ects and Navy cooperation 

assured authenticity in the aircraft carrier 
scenes. 1 hr. 43 min.                                     #V8297  $9.95

  USAF & USN F-86 Sabre
 This collection of six � lms features the F-86 
Sabre, America’s primary adversary to the 
Soviet MiG-15 during the Korean War. Enjoy 
a rare training � lm about using radar to 
detect the enemy, see the U.S. Navy’s tests of 
the Fury (the USN version of the F-86), and witness the 51st going 
toe-to-toe with MiGs. B&W and color, 1 hr. 18 min.                 #V5093  $19.95

Cold Weather N-2B Flight Parka
This 100% nylon reproduction of the USAF N-2B 
parka – developed for � ight crews working in 
temperatures as cold as -60 degrees 
Fahrenheit – features a zipper front with a 
storm flap, a pile-
lined split hood 
with synthetic 
fur, two front 
pockets, a left 
sleeve pocket, 
and elastic rib-
bing at the 
waist and cu� s.

M, L, XL:  $79.95    2XL, 3XL:  $84.95
Black:  #40036    Sage Green:  #40037

Korean War 
Fighter Kits
Featuring simple snap-together assembly 
and a pre-painted design, these 1/72 scale plastic 
kits replicate a pair of recognizable U.S. � ghters 
� own during the Korean War. They come with a clear 
canopy, a well-appointed 
cockpit, a detailed under-
carriage, realistic weaponry, 
and authentic markings. Assembly 
required. $19.95 each

F-86F-30 Sabre – 7" long.  #702563
F4U-1 Corsair – 6¾" wingspan.  #702562

Featuring simple snap-together assembly 
and a pre-painted design, these 1/72 scale plastic 
kits replicate a pair of recognizable U.S. � ghters kits replicate a pair of recognizable U.S. � ghters 
� own during the Korean War. They come with a clear � own during the Korean War. They come with a clear 

Good 
Hunting
Stan Stokes.  Lt. 
Royce Williams – 
in the Navy’s � rst 
jet � ghter to 
see combat, the 
F9F Panther – 
� nds himself 
entangled 
with a swarm 
of MiG-15s over 
Korea on 
November 18, 1952. Credited with downing one MiG that day, many believe 
that Lt. Williams actually had a hand in downing three. This 16"x 11½" print is 
signed and numbered by both the artist and the heroic aviator 
himself.                                                                      #73067   Reg: $99.95  $79.95
 Standard Edition – Signed by the artist.     #7821  Reg: $39.95  $19.95

LIMITED EDITION

F9F-3 Panther Kit
         Replicating an F9F-3 as it  
       appeared with either VF-51 or 
VF-24, this 1/48 scale plastic kit 
features a well-appointed cockpit 
(with a photo-etched instrument 
panel), separately molded speed 
brakes, optional folded wings, 
and external stores. 

Assembly required. Skill level 3. 9½" long.          #703010  $49.95

         Replicating an F9F-3 as it  

Assembly required. Skill level 3. 9½" long.          Assembly required. Skill level 3. 9½" long.          

Signed by F9F Pilot
Lt. Royce Williams!

SAVE 

$20

Sold Out Edition –
Limited Quantity!
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Korean War Homefront / Bombers / Missiles    Cold War

Korean War Veteran Cap
 Boldly embroidered with both the ribbon bar and 
  service medal across the front, this 100% acrylic 
 cap is a stylish celebration of Korean War 
  veterans.                                        #103081  $18.95

Convair Delta Wing Aircraft
Discover the story behind the U.S. Air Force’s 
Convair delta jets. You’ll watch Convair 
Aircraft Co. develop the concept of Delta 

Wing � ight and test the small “7002” delta 
jet aircraft, see the F-102 Delta Dagger in 

action, learn about the strain that high speed  
� ight travel puts on pilots, and more. 1 hr. 27 min. #V5167 $19.95

B-58 Hustler Kit
A replica of a delta-wing Convair 
B-58 Hustler, which was devel-
oped for the USAF Strategic Air 
Command in the late 1950s as 
the first operational jet bomber 
capable of Mach 2 supersonic 
flight, this 1/128 scale plastic kit 
features removable jet engines 
and after burners, movable flight controls, retractable 
landing gear, authentic USAF markings, a pilot figure, and a display 
stand. Assembly required. 9" long; 112 parts, skill level 2.    #96105  $19.95

U.S. Army Missiles
Combining short � lms, documentaries, 
and newsreels, this program features rare 
footage about U.S. Army missiles. You 
get Broken Bridges, which describes NATO 
missile deployment throughout Europe; The 
History of Missile Artillery, an analysis of projec-
tiles through the ages; Missile Men, on how to become a certi� ed missile 
operator; Ballistic Missiles, on the history of U.S. missiles before the establish-
ment of the USAF; and Missile Newsreels, with archival footage of 
V-1 and V-2 rockets. B&W, 1 hr. 51 min.                                       #V5132  $19.95

B-52G 
Stratofortress 
Kit
A massive centerpiece 
replica of the B-52G – an 
improved fuel-capacity 
Stratofortress variant 
conceived while waiting 
on delays in the B-58 

Hustler program – this 1/72 scale 
plastic kit features eight realistic turbofan engines, a 

glazed canopy, a well-equipped cockpit, opening bomb bays (with realistic 
munitions), and four sets of authentic USAF markings. Assembly 
required. 137 pieces. Skill level 4. 30¾" wingspan.                #701936  $84.95

Lacrosse 
Missile Kit
Designed for close sup-
port of ground troops, the 
Lacrosse Missile was intro-
duced in 1959, though, due 
to its many technical hurdles, 
it was withdrawn by 1964. 
A reproduction of the Cold 
War missile equipped to its 
transport, this 1/32 scale plastic kit features moveable front wheels, a detailed 
engine, an authentic weapon design, and � ve crew � gures. Assembly 
required. 139 pieces. Skill level 2. Truck: 10" long.                   #702106  $49.95

port of ground troops, the 
Lacrosse Missile was intro-

Homefront During 
the Korean War

1949 Mercury Custom 
Coupe 2-in-1 Kit
This 1/25 scale plastic kit, 
which includes additional 
parts for you to individual-
ize your coupe, features a 
well-equipped interior with 
glazed windows, two sets of bumpers, three 
di� erent grilles, two hoods, two sets of skirts, optional 
custom sombrero full wheel covers or chrome reverse 
wheels, plenty of simulated chrome, custom graphics, 
and more. Assembly required. 8¼" long; 
140 parts, skill level 3.                   #K710053  $27.95

1949 Mercury Custom 

parts for you to individual-

well-equipped interior with 
glazed windows, two sets of bumpers, three 
di� erent grilles, two hoods, two sets of skirts, optional di� erent grilles, two hoods, two sets of skirts, optional 
custom sombrero full wheel covers or chrome reverse 
wheels, plenty of simulated chrome, custom graphics, 

27.95

di� erent grilles, two hoods, two sets of skirts, optional 

The Way It Was
Tap your feet to the greatest hits of the 
1950s with these nostalgic 3-CD sets 
featuring songs from legends such as 
Elvis Presley! 5+ hours.                                                   $29.95 each

Rock Around the Clock – Little Richard, 
Jerry Lee Lewis, The Platters, Paul Anka, Ray 
Charles, Buddy Holly, Chuck Berry, Sam 
Cooke, The Coasters, and more!                                                                                                                                                                                               #102230
NEW! Prom Night – The Everly Brothers, 
Johnny Mathis, Bobby Darin, Tony Bennett, 
Pat Boone, Dean Martin, Rosemary Clooney, 
Johnny Ray, Patti Page, and more!               #102231

Combining short � lms, documentaries, 
and newsreels, this program features rare 

1950 Porsche 356 Convertible
Porsche’s � rst production automobile, 
the 356 was available as either a 
two-door coupe or convertible 
– each one a favorite among 
pilots for its premium hand-
ling and aerodynamics. These 
1/18 scale, die cast models feature an 
opening rear-side hood (revealing a detailed 
engine), opening doors, a well-appointed interior, 
an opening front-side trunk, real-working 
steering, and a “1950” license plate. 10½" long.
Convertible (Blue) 
  #404399
        $79.95

                                                              Coupe (Silver)           
                                                     #404400  $74.95

Hustler program – this 1/72 scale 
plastic kit features eight realistic turbofan engines, a 

glazed canopy, a well-equipped cockpit, opening bomb bays (with realistic 

A replica of a delta-wing Convair 

flight, this 1/128 scale plastic kit 

and after burners, movable flight controls, retractable 
landing gear, authentic USAF markings, a pilot figure, and a display 

1/18 SCALE

Made in 
the USA.
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Cold War   Vietnam
Dien Bien Phu
Tucker-Jones.  One of the � rst Cold War clashes, 
fought over both communism and colonialism, took place 
between the French and Vietnamese from 1945 to 1954. 
This illustrated pro� le follows the entirety of the failed 
counterinsurgency e� orts of the French military – capped 
o�  with their unexpectedly devastating defeat at 
Dien Bien Phu. 128 pages, 110 color and 
B&W images, 6"x 9", softcover.              #104520 $22.95

The Vietnam War
The De� nitive Illustrated History
Created in association with the Smithsonian 
Institution, this illustrated book covers the entire 
Vietnam War including not only battle� eld events 
but also political maneuvers. Dedicated to those 
who served, it features insight on some of the 
era’s most memorable � gures – Ho Chi Minh, 
Pol Pot, and Henry Kissinger, among others – in 
addition to images of artillery, tanks, and aircraft. 
360 pages, 500+ photos, 10¼"x 12", 
hardcover.                                    #702545  $39.95

Series 641 Vietnam-Era MPC
Created to combat black market activities, the 

Series 641 Military Payment Certi� cate 
(MPC) was issued in Vietnam to American 
servicemen for use only in U.S. military 
establishments between August 31, 1965,
and October 21, 1968. Take home your 
own historic certi� cates with these 

genuine-issue notes, including the scarce $10 
denomination! Circulated condition.

  $1 – 4¼"x 2½".                     #68403  $24.95
  $10 – 6"x 2¾".               #M650990  $49.95

genuine-issue notes, including the scarce 
denomination! Circulated condition.

  
  

Authentic Artifact!

Vietnam-Era 
Combat Knives
Replicas of both a Ka-Bar knife used 
by the Marines and a MAC-SOG 
combat knife, these premium 
reproductions feature a quality rubber handle and black sheath.

A: Ka-Bar – 7" blade.                                                                      #102579  $29.95
B: MAC-SOG – 6¼" blade.                                                        #M401421  $24.95

#M650990  49.95

Vietnam-Era Vietnam-Era Vietnam-Era 

Replicas of both a Ka-Bar knife used 
by the Marines and a MAC-SOG 
combat knife, these premium 
reproductions feature a quality rubber handle and black sheath.

A

B

Vietnam-Style G.I. Windup Watch
 Patterned after the wrist watch worn by many American 
G.I.s during the Vietnam War, this top-quality, water-
resistant (3ATM) watch features a sweep second hand 
and a calendar, a windup mechanical movement, a glow-
ing dial for nighttime use, an olive drab metal casing, and 
a nylon strap. Arrives in a vintage-style 
metal tin.                          #M401443   Reg: $115  $84.95

 Patterned after the wrist watch worn by many American 

and a calendar, a windup mechanical movement, a glow-
ing dial for nighttime use, an olive drab metal casing, and 

84.95 SAVE
OVER

 25%
Vietnam-Era General 
  Purpose First Aid Kit Pouch
  Made of water-resistant nylon, this military 
issue first aid kit pouch was intended for medics 
in Vietnam. It features a heavy duty padlock 
zipper; a short carry strap which doubles as a 
hanging strap when open; and more. Unissued 
condition (first aid contents 
 not included).                      #M651184  $19.95

Vietnam-Era General 
  Purpose First Aid Kit Pouch
  Made of water-resistant nylon, this military 
issue first aid kit pouch was intended for medics 
in Vietnam. It features a heavy duty padlock 
zipper; a short carry strap which doubles as a 
hanging strap when open; and more. Unissued 
condition (first aid contents 
 not included).                      Genuine – Unissued! 

U.S. Marine “Tet O� ensive” Figure
Ripped and ready for action, this 1/6 scale figure is an 
articulating replica of a U.S. Marine as he appeared 
during 1968’s Tet O� ensive. His impressive assortment 
of features includes a � rst aid kit, an M1911A1 pistol (with 
two mags, a pouch, and leather holster), a Ka-bar knife (with 
leather sheath), a gasmask (with bag), a nylon poncho, an 
M60 machine gun (with ammo and ammo belt), and 

more! 12" tall.    #103149  $179

Ripped and ready for action, this 1/6 scale figure is an 

during 1968’s Tet O� ensive. His impressive assortment 
of features includes a � rst aid kit, an M1911A1 pistol (with 
two mags, a pouch, and leather holster), a Ka-bar knife (with 
leather sheath), a gasmask (with bag), a nylon poncho, an 

#103149 

of features includes a � rst aid kit, an M1911A1 pistol (with 
two mags, a pouch, and leather holster), a Ka-bar knife (with 
leather sheath), a gasmask (with bag), a nylon poncho, an 

#103149 $179

M16 Rifle Metal Sign
If you take care of your baby, 
she’ll take care of you! Featuring 
a pin-up reminiscent of the playful girls that 
inspired World War II aircraft nose art, this 
24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged 
metal and paint. 12"x 18"; includes 
mounting holes.                 #M601702  $19.95

more! 12" tall.    

M16 
Assault                                                                                                                                           

  Rifle
This collection of six � lms show you how to 
operate the M16 assault ri� e! You get M16 
Basic Fundamentals, which shows how to 
assemble, disassemble, and operate the M16; Functioning and Cycling the 
M16, which explains how ammo cycles through the ri� e; USMC M16 Marks-
manship, a digitally � lmed M16 instructional; Ri� e Range and M16 Newsreels, 
with footage of � eld combat training; and Aiming the M16, 
a lighthearted short. 1 hr. 53 min.                                          #MV52642  $19.95

“It Won't Hurt 
You...” T-Shirt

Displaying the memora- 
ble quote first used by

decorated Vietnam War
veteran, U.S. Marine Karl

Marlantes, this screen-printed, orange 
t-shirt is made of soft 100% cotton.                           

#M404680

Military Issue
Exclusive!

M, L, XL:  $18.95    2XL, 3XL:  $20.95

        Vietnam 1946-1975
      A Story of Valor, Courage and Sacri� ce
Featuring rare archival footage, this program 
tracks the con� ict in Southeast Asia – from French 
colonial e� orts to the subsequent anti-communist 

war fought by the Americans. More than just a 
documentary, however, this commemorative edition 
set also comes with an illustrated booklet featuring 

pertinent documents (including maps, a presidential 
citation, a soldier’s letter, and more). 1 hr. 44 min.                                                                        #104421  $14.95

Made in 
the USA.
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Vietnam    Cold War   
Vietnam Tiger 
Stripe T-Shirt 
This premium-quality, Vietnam 
“Tiger Stripe” camou� age t-shirt 
features a full-cut body, a double-
needle sport collar to prevent neck 
sagging, and 50% cotton/50% polyester 
colorfast fabric for durability 
and fade resistance.                       #40038

M, L, XL:  $17.95    2XL, 3XL:  $19.95

Camouflage BDU Shirts
  The four front pockets on these 
        camou� age BDU shirts, made 
                  of a durable cotton/poly-
                       ester blend, ensure 
                         you’ll never be without 
                          your tactical gear! In 
                           addition to their tiger 
                             stripe or woodland 
                              design, they also 
                               feature reinforced 
                                 elbows and adjust-
                                   able cu�  sleeves.
                                    Tiger Stripe

                                                 #103979
                                        Woodland

                                                 #103990

Camouflage BDU ShirtsCamouflage BDU Shirts
  The four front pockets on these 
        camou� age BDU shirts, made 
                  of a durable cotton/poly-
                       ester blend, ensure 
                         you’ll never be without 
                          your tactical gear! In 
                           addition to their tiger 
                             stripe or woodland 
                              design, they also 
                               feature reinforced 
                                 elbows and adjust-
                                   able cu�  sleeves.
                                    Tiger Stripe

                                                 #103979
                                        Woodland

                                                 #103990                                                 #103990

Camouflage BDU Shirts
  The four front pockets on these 
        camou� age BDU shirts, made 
                  of a durable cotton/poly-
                       ester blend, ensure 
                         you’ll never be without 
                          your tactical gear! In 
                           addition to their tiger 
                             stripe or woodland 
                              design, they also 
                               feature reinforced 
                                 elbows and adjust-
                                   able cu�  sleeves.

                                                 #103979M, L, XL:  $39.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $41.95

  Vietnam War- 
  Style 6-Pocket 
  Fatigue Pants
  Made of 100% 
  pre-washed cotton 
  rip-stop material, these 
 soft and durable pants 
  feature a zipper � y, six 
  pockets, and drawstring 
bottoms.
A: Tiger Stripe

#M404255
B: Olive Drab

#M404256
C: Woodland    
     Camo         #103597

A

B

C

M, L, XL:  $44.95    2XL, 3XL:  $46.9546.9546.95

Vietnam Jungle Boots 

Great for either everyday use or 
display, these black boots are 
replicas of ones worn by soldiers 
during jungle combat. Made of 
leather, they feature a cotton canvas 
shaft and tongue, nylon webbing trim, a steel shank-reinforced sole for added 
support and durability, and a removable foot bed. $39.95 per pair

Size 8-13 / Regular  #101116       Size 8-13 / Wide  #102236

Battlefield
Vietnam: Tet!
In 1968, Viet Cong guerrillas and North Vietnam Army 
troops launched the massive Tet O� ensive against South 
Vietnam. Filled with rare archival combat footage, this 
3-DVD collection includes three programs – Countdown 
to Tet, The Tet O� ensive and The Fall of Saigon – that 
examine North Vietnam’s all-out bid for victory and the 
campaign’s aftermath, including the � nal attack on Saigon 
and the resulting Operation Frequent Wind (the largest 
helicopter evacuation in history). 3 hours.                               #MV52457  $24.95

Abandoned in Hell
The Fight for Vietnam’s Firebase Kate
Albracht and Wolf.  The youngest Green Beret captain 
in Vietnam, William Albracht and a group of less than 
200 soldiers were attacked by a North Vietnamese force 
of nearly 6,000 in October 1969. This chilling memoir 
explains how Albracht and his men managed to hold out 
for � ve days, miraculously marching through enemy lines 
only when their ammunition and water supplies were 
depleted. 384 pages, B&W photos, 

                               6"x 9", softcover.                        #104444  Reg: $17.95  $9.95

SAVE 45%

The Siege of Firebase Gloria
Set during the Vietnam War’s Tet O� ensive, this 1989 
film stars R. Lee Ermey as a USMC sergeant major who 
must keep his patrol unit alive when they undergo a 
hellish attack by the Viet Cong at Firebase Gloria. 
A gritty, realistic portrayal of the Vietnam 
War! 1 hr. 40 min.                        #MV53241  $19.95

John Wayne Metal Sign
Featuring an image of John Wayne from the movie 
The Green Berets and his famous quote, “A man’s got 
to do what a man’s got to do,” this tin sign has the 
look of aged metal and paint, measures 12½"x 16", 
and includes mounting holes.      #66854  $14.95

#M404255

John Wayne Metal Sign
Featuring an image of John Wayne from the movie 
The Green Berets 
to do what a man’s got to do,” this tin sign has the 
look of aged metal and paint, measures 12½"x
and includes mounting holes.      

North Vietnamese 
Military Currency
These genuine National Liberation Front (Viet Cong) 
military currency notes were printed in China in 
1963, then hidden in an underground bunker with 
propaganda lea� ets for more than twenty 
years before being recovered! 4"x 2".    $9.95 each
A: 1 Mot Dong   #M651024
B: 10 Xu   #M651020

 Buy Both and Save!   #M870252  $14.95

These genuine National Liberation Front (Viet Cong) 

SAVE
25%
On the Set!

Vietnam War “7-Flag” Safe 
Conduct Pass
During the Vietnam War, 
the U.S. and its allies 

dropped more than 50 billion propaganda lea� ets 
over North Vietnam, including safe-conduct passes 
encouraging enemy soldiers to defect. This genuine 
Vietnam War safe-conduct pass from the late 1960s 
features the � ags of the Republic of Vietnam and its 
allies on the front and, on the back, an image of an ARVN 
soldier standing next to a Viet Cong defector. 6"x 3".           #M651005  $24.95

Genuine Artifact!

A

B
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UH-1 Huey Models
Replicating 
a pair of 
Hueys out� tted as either a 
rocket launcher-equipped 
gunship or Medevac 
chopper, these 1/87 
scale, die cast models 
feature see-through 
windows and nose, a rotating 
top and rear rotor, and a display 
stand. 6½" rotor-span.   
                   $24.95 each

UH-1 Huey Models

Hueys out� tted as either a 
rocket launcher-equipped 
gunship or Medevac 
chopper, these 1/87 
scale, die cast models 
feature see-through 
windows and nose, a rotating 

A

B

Models Include 
a  Display Stand!

 M, L, XL:  $19.95
 2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

 1st Cavalry Division Shirts
       Made of 100% cotton, these hand-
          somely faded t-shirts pay homage
           to the 1st Cavalry Division – among
            the most decorated units of the 
              U.S. Army, famously equipped with 

the UH-1 Huey in Vietnam.

Olive Drab:  #103982
Black:  #103983

42

Cold War   Vietnam: Armor / Helicopters 
M60 Main Battle Tank
In Action
Doyle.  In need of an answer to the 
Soviet’s rugged T-54 tank, U.S. forces 
introduced the M60 Patton in 1959, 
complete with a 105mm cannon. This 
visual pro� le comprehensively examines 
the main battle tank – which served as the 
military’s armored backbone through the 

introduction of the M1 Abrams in 1987 – including a look at its A1, A2, and A3 
variants. 80 pages, 224 color and B&W photos, 11"x 8½", softcover.

#104429  $19.95
M47 Patton Kit
Replicating an M47 Patton tank, 
of which more than 8,500 were 
built, this 1/35 scale plastic kit 
features a one-piece engine com-
partment with engine and trans-
mission details, an exquisitely 
detailed M3A1 90mm gun with 
three muzzle brake options, an 
M2HB machine gun, a movable 
short-barrel bow machine gun, realistic vinyl 
tracks, an infantryman � gure, and a choice of four markings. 
9½" long; 275 parts, assembly required.                              #M800281  $34.95

UH-1 Huey In Action
Doyle.  Development on the UH-1 Iroquois 
began in 1952 and, after years of faithful 
service including those in the jungles of 
Southeast Asia, it remains active today. 
This pictorial volume on the versatile 
chopper examines � fteen of its variants, from its original prototype 
through today’s UH-1Y Venom. 80 pages, 
220 photos, 11"x 8½", softcover.       #702567 $19.95

M113 ACAV Kit
In service since the early ’60s, the 
M113 is used as both an armored 
personnel carrier and an armored 
cavalry assault vehicle – it replaced 
the M114 in a variety of roles during 
the Vietnam War. This 1/35 scale 
plastic kit replicates an M113 ACAV and features realistic gun shields 
(with machine guns), a rotating main weapon, an opening personnel hatch, 
quality tracks, and authentic markings. Assembly required. 
Skill level 4. 5½" long.                                                                     #102609  $79.95

cavalry assault vehicle – it replaced 
the M114 in a variety of roles during 

plastic kit replicates an M113 ACAV and features realistic gun shields plastic kit replicates an M113 ACAV and features realistic gun shields 

M113 APC 1960-75 
U.S., ARVN, and Australian Variants in Vietnam
Prenatt.  A complete visual portrait of the world’s 
preeminent “battle� eld taxi,” this title tracks the 
entire half-century lifespan of the proli� c M113. 
More than 80,000 came o�  the assembly lines 
beginning in 1960, serving more than � fty nations 
in dozens of historic wars while performing nearly 
endless functions – fire support, anti-tank defense, 
command and control, and more! 48 pages, illus-

trated, 7¼"x 10", softcover. 
                              #104293  $17.95

M42 Command 
Truck Kit
Used as a command truck in both 
Korea and Vietnam, the M42 was 
among the many variants of the 
proli� c M37 – a 4x4 vehicle made 
by Dodge after World War II. This 
1/35 scale plastic kit replicating an 
M42 as it appeared in the 1970s 
features a multi-piece frame, an 

optional winch, a cargo area (with a textured bed and bench seats), and a 
canvas cover. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 5½" long.  #104428  $64.95
optional winch, a cargo area (with a textured bed and bench seats), and a 

This 1/32 scale plastic kit of a UH-1D 
features two seated crew members, 
separate doors, a rotating 
propeller, mini-guns and 
rockets, and authen-
tic markings. 
Assembly 
required. 
139 pieces. Skill level 2. 
15¾" long.
                #84125  $24.95

chopper examines � fteen of its variants, from its original prototype 
through today’s UH-1Y Venom. 80 pages, 
220 photos, 11"x 8½", softcover.       #702567 $19.95

This 1/32 scale plastic kit of a UH-1D 
features two seated crew members, 
separate doors, a rotating 
propeller, mini-guns and 
rockets, and authen-
tic markings. 
Assembly 

139 pieces. Skill level 2. 
15¾" long.

#84125  $24.95

UH-1D 
Huey 

Gunship 
Kit

1/87 SCALE

A: Gunship
     #M900216     
B: Medevac 

     #702125

Vietnam 
Challenge 
Coins
Pay homage to the 
1st Cavalry Division 
and the courageous 
door gunners of the 
Vietnam War with these brass 
challenge coins featuring unique 
textured imagery. 42mm diameter. 
A: NEW! 1st Cavalry:  #104290      B: UH-1 Huey:  #102596     $14.95 each

and the courageous 
door gunners of the 
Vietnam War with these brass 
challenge coins featuring unique 
textured imagery. 42mm diameter. 

 Cavalry:  #104290      B: UH-1 Huey:  #102596 Cavalry:  #104290      B: UH-1 Huey:  #102596 $14.95 each

A B
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C-123B Provider Kit
Primarily a transport aircraft, the 
C-123 Provider was also famously 
used to spray Agent Orange over 
the Vietnamese jungles during 
the war. Replicating a C-123B 
variant, this 1/72 scale plastic kit 
features a single-piece wind-
screen, see-through windows, a 
well-equipped two-seat cockpit, 
external fuel tanks, an optional cargo bay door, and 
Vietnam-era markings. Assembly required. 
Skill level 3. 18¼" wingspan.                          #702574  $69.95

C-123 Provider was also famously 

EC-121R 
Constellation 
Model
This 1/200 scale, 
Hobby Master, die 
cast model features 
simulated cockpit and cabin windows, rotating propellers, optional-
position landing gear, authentic 553rd RW markings, and a 
display stand. 7½" wingspan.                    #980637  Reg: $99.95  $79.95

LIMITED EDITION

F-4 Phantom II Model
Signature Edition
Only � ve Americans attained 
ace status in Vietnam, and this 
Hobby Master model proud-
ly salutes one of those 
heroes: Capt. Steve 
Ritchie (the war’s 
only USAF 
pilot ace). 
Most 
excitingly, this 1/72 scale, die cast replica comes with a nameplate display 
stand personally signed by the legend himself! It also features an opening 
canopy, wing-mounted weaponry, authentic 1972 markings, and 
optional-position landing gear. 10½" long.      #980622  Reg: $119  $109

F-4 Phantom II Model
Signature Edition
Only � ve Americans attained 
ace status in Vietnam, and this 
Hobby Master model proud-
ly salutes one of those 
heroes: Capt. Steve 
Ritchie (the war’s 
only USAF 

excitingly, this 1/72 scale, die cast replica comes with a nameplate display 

LIMITED EDITION

Cessna L-90/
O-1 Bird Dog Kit
Known as the L-19 in the Army and 
  O-1 with the Marines, the Cessna 
monoplane ful� lled a number of 
duties for the U.S. military in 
Vietnam – including recon, target 
acquisition, and convoy escort. 
This 1/32 scale plastic kit features a separate rudder, a single-
piece propeller, a tricycle wheel undercarriage, injection-molded parts 
(including light, windows, and canopy), and authentic markings. 
Assembly required. Skill level 3. 13½" wingspan.                  #702573  $64.95

Known as the L-19 in the Army and 

This 1/32 scale plastic kit features a separate rudder, a single-

MA-1 Flight Jackets
Based on the MA-1 � ight jacket devel-
oped in the 1950s for pilots of jet air-
craft, these reversible, 100% nylon 
coats have an orange lining, two 
front and two inside pockets, a 
utility pocket, and elastic rib-
bing at the wrists and waist. 
Sage:  #M404259     
Blue:  #M404260

MA-1 Flight Jackets
Based on the MA-1 � ight jacket devel-
oped in the 1950s for pilots of jet air-
craft, these reversible, 100% nylon 
coats have an orange lining, two 
front and two inside pockets, a 
utility pocket, and elastic rib-

M, L, XL:  $44.95 
2XL, 3XL:  $47.95

                             C-130 
                             Hercules 
                             Models
These 1/200 scale, die cast models – 
colorful replicas of C-130 Hercules – 
feature rotating propellers, simulated 
canopy and cabin windows, authentic 
markings, and a display base. 7½" wingspan.                   $29.95 each

           C-130 Hercules
               A History
Bowman.  The most successful military airliner ever 
built, the C-130 Hercules has been active for more 
than six decades! This visual pro� le of the iconic warbird 
examines its many roles – among them, air-to-air refueling, 
gunship, airborne command post, � ying hospital, and 
� re� ghter – as well as its commendable combat service, in 
both Vietnam and the Gulf. 320 pages, 200 color 
and B&W photos, 7"x 10", hardcover.       #702893  $39.95

USAF C-130 Hercules 
Filled with rare archival footage and incredible 
images, this � lm collection examines the C-130 
Hercules. You'll learn about the development of the 
C-130, from the factory � oor to its � rst � ights; its 
role in military airlift transportation, including moving 
equipment, supplies, and manpower, from the Vietnam 
War to the present day; how it supports the American research base 
in the Antarctic; and more. 1 hr. 48 min.                                                #V5124  $19.95

AC-130 Spectre Caps
Made of 100% cotton, these caps 
feature an embroidered image 
paying homage to the lethal 
AC-130 Spectre – a gunship 
variant of the C-130 
Hercules.                       $18.95 each

Olive Drab:  #102600      Black:  #102599

AC-130 Spectre Caps
Made of 100% cotton, these caps 
feature an embroidered image 

18.95 each

AC-130 Spectre Caps
Made of 100% cotton, these caps 

Olive Drab:  #102600      Black:  #102599

 A: Blue Angels 
  “Fat Albert.”            #91214  
 B: U.S. Air Force – 317th 
  Airlift Group.         #91222

                             C-130                              C-130 
                             Hercules                              Hercules 
                             Models                             Models
These 1/200 scale, die cast models – 

.  The most successful military airliner ever 
built, the C-130 Hercules has been active for more 
than six decades! This visual pro� le of the iconic warbird 
examines its many roles – among them, air-to-air refueling, 
gunship, airborne command post, � ying hospital, and 

1/200 SCALE

A

B

1/200 SCALE

1/72 SCALE

SAVE 

$10

SAVE 

$20

Signed by Capt. 
Steve Ritchie!

A-4C Skyhawk Model
While the A-4 Skyhawk saw exten-
sive service in Vietnam, it tallied 
only one air-to-air kill – 
Lt. Cdr. Theodore 
 Swartz, � ying 
    from the 
     USS Bon Homme 
       Richard, downed a MiG-17 on May 1, 1967. A 
       Hobby Master replica of Swartz’s “MiG Killer,” this 
      1/72 scale, die cast model features an opening 
       canopy, wing-mounted missiles and rockets, au-
       thentic VA-76 markings, optional-position landing 
             gear, and a display stand. 6¾" long.             #980714  $79.95

well-equipped two-seat cockpit, 
external fuel tanks, an optional cargo bay door, and 
Vietnam-era markings. Assembly required. 
Skill level 3. 18¼" wingspan.                          #702574  $69.95

external fuel tanks, an optional cargo bay door, and 

A-4C Skyhawk Model
While the A-4 Skyhawk saw exten-
sive service in Vietnam, it tallied 
only one air-to-air kill – 

Cdr. Theodore 
 Swartz, � ying 

     USS Bon Homme 
       Richard, downed a MiG-17 on May 1, 1967. A 

LIMITED EDITION

1/72 SCALE
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  POW/MIA 
Frontier 

Wrist 
Watch
Water resistant up to 50 meters, this 

rugged wrist watch displays the POW/MIA symbol 
on its face and includes a precision quartz move-

ment, luminous hands and hour markers, a durable 
rubber band, a stainless steel metal back, and a two-

year limited warranty.                      #M602597  $34.95

  POW/MIA 
Frontier 

Wrist 
Watch
Water resistant up to 50 meters, this 

rugged wrist watch displays the POW/MIA symbol 
on its face and includes a precision quartz move-

ment, luminous hands and hour markers, a durable 
rubber band, a stainless steel metal back, and a two-

year limited warranty. 

Vietnam Veteran Flag
With the years 1961-1975, this colorful polyester 
� ag pays homage to veterans of the Vietnam 
War with the service ribbon and three soldiers 
silhouette. Includes brass grommets for easy 
hanging. 5'x 3'. #103038  $16.95

Vietnam Veteran Flag
With the years 1961-1975, this colorful polyester 

Since 
World 
War I, 
challenge 
coins have been 
treasured symbols of an un-
breakable bond, reminding 
personnel of their common 
goals, dedication, and allegiance. 
These stunning enameled brass 
challenge coins feature a 3D relief 
design with the U.S. military seal 
on the front and a Vietnam War 
Veteran design with three ser-
vice medallions on the back. 
1¾" diameter.                                             $14.95 each

Army  #M404446        USMC  #M404448
Navy  #M404447         USAF  #M404449

Since Since 
World World 
War I, 
challenge 
coins have been 

challenge coins feature a 3D relief 
design with the U.S. military seal 

14.95 each

goals, dedication, and allegiance. 

challenge coins feature a 3D relief challenge coins feature a 3D relief 

Veteran 
Challenge Coins

Folding Knives 
These folding knives feature comm-
emorative imagery saluting your service in 
Southeast Asia!                                                                         $9.95 each

A: War Eagle  #104606        B: “All Gave Some…”  #104439

1966 Chevy Nova 
Pro Street Kit
This 1/25 scale plastic kit 
features wide slick tires, a hi-rise 
manifold, and a displayable en-
gine block and stand. Assembly 

required. 7" long.
                 #404215  $19.95

“Everyone Remembers...” 
Metal Sign
Featuring a crying eagle on the familiar 
POW/MIA emblem and the phrase 
"Everyone Remembers, No One Forgets," 
this tin sign measures 12½"x 16" and 
includes mounting holes.             
                                   #M601020  $18.95

“Everyone Remembers...” 

"Everyone Remembers, No One Forgets," 

18.95

Each of these 5-piece coin sets – 
featuring a penny, nickel, dime, 
quarter, and half dollar – 
represent currency, both a mint 
and proof collection, struck 
during the height of the 
Vietnam War. 

$19.95 each

  
A: NEW! 1966 Special Mint Set  #101381 
B: 1968 Proof Set                #100745  

Vietnam-Era 
Currency

#101381 
B: 1968 Proof Set                #100745  

 “In Memory”  Displays
Honor the 58,479 Americans who didn’t return from 
Vietnam with a new metal sign or license plate. 
Includes mounting holes.
Metal Sign − 18"x 12".                       #101086  $19.95
License Plate  − 12"x 6".                       #101104  $9.95

Made in 
the USA.

A

B

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at 

features wide slick tires, a hi-rise 
manifold, and a displayable en-
gine block and stand. Assembly 

19.95

                                                                            POW-MIA       
                                                                            T-Shirt 
                                                                                                              A patriotic       
                                                                                                             reminder that 
                                                                                                            those who failed  
                                                                                                           to return from 
                                                                                             Vietnam are “are not 
                                                                                             forgotten,” this 100% 
                                                                                             cotton t-shirt features the 
                                                                                             POW-MIA imagery boldly 
                                                                                            screen-printed on 
                                                                                            the front. #102983

M, L, XL:  $14.95      2XL:  $16.95

1964 Shelby Cobra 
This 1/18 scale, die cast model of a 1964 Shelby Cobra 
roadster features an opening hood (revealing 
a realistic Ford 427 V8 engine), opening 
doors, a well-appointed interior (with 
a stick shift and � re extinguisher), a 
driver’s side roll bar, an opening trunk, 
and real-working steering. 
8¼" long.                     #104643  $39.95

1/18 SCALE
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Vietnam Veteran Dog Tag
This o�  cial size, commemorative dog tag fea-
tures "Vietnam Veteran" and a ribbon bar on the 
epoxy-coated enamel front, an engravable back, 
a rubber silencer, and a neck chain.                                                 
                                                                #61441  $8.95

HONORING OUR VIETNAM VETERANS

Veteran Caps
These 100% polyester caps feature an 
embroidered patch on the front displaying 
the colorful service 
ribbon.                         $18.95 each

These 100% polyester caps feature an 
embroidered patch on the front displaying 

each

These 100% polyester caps feature an 
embroidered patch on the front displaying 

       Digital Camo Backpack 
          Made of quality nylon, this digital  
          camou� age backpack features an 
           embroidered “Vietnam Veteran” patch  
           on the front, a large zipped   
           compartment, a front pocket, and 
          a side water-bottle holder. 

 #104607  $24.95

Vietnam Veteran Dog Tag

       Digital Camo Backpack 
          Made of quality nylon, this digital  
          camou� age backpack features an 
           embroidered “Vietnam Veteran” patch  
           on the front, a large zipped   
           compartment, a front pocket, and 
          a side water-bottle holder. 

       Digital Camo Backpack 
          Made of quality nylon, this digital  
          camou� age backpack features an 
           embroidered “Vietnam Veteran” patch  
           on the front, a large zipped   
           compartment, a front pocket, and 
          a side water-bottle holder. 

 “Served with 
  Pride” 
 T-Shirt
 Made of 100% 
pre-washed cotton, 
this screen-printed, 
olive drab t-shirt 
features "Vietnam Veteran," 
a Vietnam Service Medal, 
and "Served with Pride" 
superimposed over a map 
of that country.                                    #104230

M, L, XL:  $17.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $19.9519.95

Vietnam Old 
Man T-Shirt
Keep youngsters 
on their toes with 
this olive drab t-shirt 
reminding them to “never 
underestimate an old man 
who served in Vietnam.” 
100% cotton.                                   #102345

$24.9524.95
Jersey Pants 
These jersey-style pants, made of a cotton 
and polyester blend, feature the words 
“Vietnam Vet” printed down the leg, a 
drawstring waist, two slash pockets, 
and one rear pocket.                              #104605

Varsity Jacket 
Be the big man on 
campus with this two-
tone varsity jacket 
featuring front, back, and 
sleeve imagery paying tribute 
to veterans of the Vietnam War! It also 
comes with two slash pockets, a snap-
front closure, and an inside breast pocket. 
Made of a leather/
polyester blend. 
                           #104329

Varsity Jacket 

campus with this two-

featuring front, back, and 
sleeve imagery paying tribute 
to veterans of the Vietnam War! It also 
comes with two slash pockets, a snap-comes with two slash pockets, a snap-

Varsity Jacket 

campus with this two-

featuring front, back, and 
sleeve imagery paying tribute 
to veterans of the Vietnam War! It also 
comes with two slash pockets, a snap-

M, L, XL:  $149   
2XL, 3XL:  $165 Back

Watch 
Caps
Stay 
warm 

this 
season with a watch cap 
featuring “Vietnam Veteran” 
embroidery and the

   service ribbon!

     With Pom Pom         #104054  $16.95
Without Pom Pom         #61581  $14.95

Vietnam Wallets
Simple and functional, this wallet fea-
tures the Vietnam service bars with the 
word “Veteran” embroidered on the 
front. 3½"x 5".                                                           #700913  $9.95

Vietnam Wallets
Simple and functional, this wallet fea-
tures the Vietnam service bars with the 

Pocket Watch 
Surrounded in stars and featuring the service 
stripes on the front, this conversation-starting 
pocket watch – a must-own collectible for Vietnam 
veterans, commemorating the years 1958-1975 – also 
comes with its own chain and 
presentation box.                                  #104446  $19.95

M, L, XL:  $21.95    2XL, 3XL:  $24.95

M, L, XL:  $19.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

Navy                            #700639
Air Force                    #700640
Marines                      #700641
Army                            #700642
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World’s Fastest Single-
Engine Jet Aircraft 
The Story of Convair’s F-106 
Delta Dart Interceptor
Barbier.  Enjoy an in-depth exploration of the 
sixth “Century Series” aircraft, the F-106 Delta 
Dart – a� ectionately known as the “Ultimate 
Interceptor.” Easy-to-comprehend text and 
hundreds of era-spanning photos help tell 
the story of the Cold War plane that could 
exceed Mach 2 and excelled in every aspect of the Air Defense 
Command missions. 228 pages, 373 color and B&W photos, 
            10"x 10", hardcover.                                                             #702265  $44.95            10"x 10", hardcover.                                                             #702265

            F-106 Delta Dart Model              
        Designed to be the “Ultimate Interceptor,” the 
                 F-106 Delta Dart was introduced in 1959 
                     with the U.S. Air Force. Made by Hobby 
                                 Master, this 1/72 scale, die cast 
                                         model is a reproduction of 
                                                   an F-106 as it appeared 
                                                           with the 125th FIG 
                                                                      in 1983 fea-
                                                                            turing sig-
nature tail artwork, an opening canopy, a pilot 
figure, drop tanks, optional-position 

landing gear, and a display stand. 11¾" long.                       #980748  $89.95

1/72 SCALE
LIMITED EDITION

Vought F7U-1 Cutlass Kit
This 1/48 scale plastic kit of an F7U-1
Cutlass features a detailed cockpit 
with a glazed canopy and a 
pilot figure, prototypical 
swept wings with 
twin tail fins (a 
design based on 
aerodynamic data captured from the German Arado 
company at the end of World War II), and authentic 
markings. Assembly required. 11" long; 
skill level 2.                                         #83121  $19.95

Vought F7U-1 Cutlass Kit
This 1/48 scale plastic kit of an F7U-1
Cutlass features a detailed cockpit 
with a glazed canopy and a 
pilot figure, prototypical 

aerodynamic data captured from the German Arado 

M1 Abrams Main Battle Tank 
From 1980 (M1, M1A1 and M1A2 Models)
Newsome 
and 
Walton.  
An 
illustrated 
pro� le on 
America’s 
only main 
battle 
tank still 
in service, 
this title tracks the development and combat history of the M1 Abrams. 
Replacing the M60 Patton, the M1 – of which 8,000 remain operational 
around the world, 6,000 in the U.S. – has no successor procured and expects 
to boast a career spanning over � ve decades! 160 pages, color 
photos, 8½"x 11", hardcover.                                                         #103671  $34.95

CWU-45P 
Flight 
Jackets

 
                 Based 
                on the 
       CWU-45P 
� ight jacket that replaced the MA-1, these 
premium-quality nylon jackets – complete with a satin 
nylon shell, soft liner, front zipper, hook-and-loop closure 
on the front pockets, and knit cu� s and waistband – are 
just like the style worn by U.S. pilots during the Cold War!

CWU-45P 
Flight 
Jackets

                 Based 
                on the 
       CWU-45P 
� ight jacket that replaced the MA-1, these � ight jacket that replaced the MA-1, these 
premium-quality nylon jackets – complete with a satin 
nylon shell, soft liner, front zipper, hook-and-loop closure 

� ight jacket that replaced the MA-1, these 

M, L, XL:  $59.95   
2XL:  $64.95

M915 Semi 
Tractor/

Trailer Kit
A commercial-style 
6x4 tractor unit, 
the M915 is used 

in hauling service 
with the U.S. Army, � rst 

delivered in 1978. A top-quality replica 
of an M915 and its trailer, this 1/35 scale plastic kit features 

separately molded pieces, optional-position doors, a gas tank, mud � aps, 
rubber tires (with a racked spare), roof-mounted lights and horn, photo-
etched accents, an M872 � atbed trailer, and authentic U.S. Army 
markings. Assembly required. Skill level 4. 20" long.                 #103603 $149

American Aviation / Ground 
M915 Semi 

Tractor/
Trailer Kit

A commercial-style 
6x4 tractor unit, 
the M915 is used 

in hauling service 
with the U.S. Army, � rst 

delivered in 1978. A top-quality replica 
of an M915 and its trailer, this 1/35 scale plastic kit features 

M548A1 Tracked 
Cargo Carrier Kit
A tracked cargo carrier, the 
M548 is a rugged, light-
weight vehicle � rst intro-
duced with the U.S. Army in 
1960. This 1/35 scale plastic 
kit – a replica of an M548A1, 
an upgraded variant � rst 

seen in the early 1980s – features a rotating Browning 
machine gun, a realistic load (including 155mm and 205mm munitions), vinyl 
track lines, photo-etched parts, and authentic markings. Assembly 
required. 132 pieces. Skill level 2. 5½" long.                            #100577  $44.95

M1A1 Abrams Kit
Since its 1980 introduction into the U.S. Army, the M1 Abrams – with an 
impressive balance of � repower, mobility, and protection – has proven itself 
as the � nest battle tank in the world. This 1/35 scale plastic kit of an M1A1 
features a rotating turret (with 120mm smoothbore gun), two M240 machine 
guns, side-mounted accessories, quality tracks, and authentic markings. 
  Assembly required. 56 pieces. Skill level 2. 9" long.     #104684  $24.95

M1A1 Abrams KitM1A1 Abrams KitM1A1 Abrams KitM1A1 Abrams KitM1A1 Abrams KitM1A1 Abrams KitM1A1 Abrams Kit
Since its 1980 introduction into the U.S. Army, the M1 Abrams – with an Since its 1980 introduction into the U.S. Army, the M1 Abrams – with an 
M1A1 Abrams KitM1A1 Abrams Kit

Sage Green
         #M404269
Black  #101386
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Modern Superpowers / Trump    Cold War
Rippled 
Worn 
U.S. Flag
This weathered 
American � ag is 
made of screened 
polyester and 
features rein-

forced edging and brass lugs. 5'x 3'.
   #101984  $16.95

Rippled 
Worn 

forced edging and brass lugs. 5'x 3'.

Russian 
National Flag
Replicating the o�  cial 
Russian � ag used from 
Tsar Nicholas II's rule in 
1896 until the October 
Revolution in 1917 and 
again since the collapse 
of the Soviet Union in 
1991, this polyester � ag 
includes reinforced edging and brass lugs. 5'x 3'. #M650598 $16.95

Revolution in 1917 and 
again since the collapse 

1991, this polyester � ag 
includes reinforced edging and brass lugs. 5'x 3'. #M650598 $16.95

Vladimir Putin Figure
Serving as either the president 
or prime minister of Russia since 
1999, Vladimir Putin is a former 
KGB o�  cer and one of the most 
powerful leaders in the world. 
Featuring a stunning facial 
likeness, this 1/6 scale � gure – a 
fully articulating replica of Putin 
– includes two pairs of palms, a 

blue suit, a white shirt, a tie, a watch, a ring, a Russian 
Presidential � ag with stand, and more! 
12" tall.                                                        #101100  $11912" tall.                                                        12" tall.                                                        #101100  #101100  119119

1/72 SCALE

Su-35 Flanker 
Models
First � own 
in 2008, 
the 
Su-35 
Flanker is Russia’s newest 4++ Generation � ghter, meant to bridge the gap 
before the PAK FA o�  cially becomes available in 2019. Hobby Master replicas 
of the stealth warplane, these 1/72 scale, die cast models feature a well-
equipped cockpit, detailed thrust-vectoring exhaust ports, 
optional-position landing gear, and a display stand. 
12¼" long.

23rd Fighter Regiment  
Syria, 2016.    #702701  $129

F-35A Lightning II Models

LIMITED EDITION

The most advanced warbird ever 
designed, the F-35 Lightning II 

o�  cially entered service 
with American forces in 

2015. Add the Air 
Force’s “A” variant to 

your showcase 
with these 

1/72 scale, 
die cast 

models featuring 
an opening canopy, a well-appointed cockpit, a remov-
        able pilot � gure, realistic munitions, optional-position 
                landing gear, and a display stand. 8½" long.
                                                           A: 34th Fighter  
                                                                Squadron  
                                                                        Hobby Master.

                                                                     #980750  $94.95
                                                                      B: 33rd Fighter Wing
                                                                       Air Force 1.

                                                                     #900020  $69.95

   Donald/Melania   
   Trump Bobbleheads
      Ready to display inside or out 
      of their colorful collector’s 
   boxes, these lighthearted 
bobbleheads recreate 
President Donald Trump 
and his wife Melania. 
8½" tall.                         $24.95 each
Donald Trump  #101452
    NEW! Melania Trump
                                              #104686

                                                                                                                                          

   Donald/Melania   
   Trump Bobbleheads
      Ready to display inside or out 
      of their colorful collector’s 
   boxes, these lighthearted 
bobbleheads recreate 
President Donald Trump 
and his wife Melania. 
8½" tall.                      
Donald Trump  #101452
    NEW!
                                              #104686

   Donald/Melania   
   Trump Bobbleheads
      Ready to display inside or out 
      of their colorful collector’s 
   boxes, these lighthearted 
bobbleheads recreate 
President Donald Trump 
and his wife Melania. 
8½" tall.                      
Donald Trump  #101452
    NEW!
                                              #104686

Donald Trump Figure
Salute our 45th President 
with this 1/6 scale artic-
ulating � gure featuring 
two head sculpts, two 
pairs of hands, a suit 
(with a U.S. � ag pin), a 
white shirt, two ties (one 

red and one blue), a “Make America Great 
Again” cap, socks, shoes, a microphone 
(with stand), two cardboard podiums, 
and a backdrop. 12" tall. 

    #102713  $139

“America’s First 
Couple” $2 Bill
Pay tribute to America’s 
“First Couple” with this 

         colorized $2 bill featuring an obverse image of both 
        Donald and Melania Trump. Full legal tender, it arrives in 
a handsome blue folder with a certi� cate 
of authenticity.                                           #104688  $16.95

         colorized $2 bill featuring an obverse image of both 
        Donald and Melania Trump. Full legal tender, it arrives in 

      of their colorful collector’s 
   boxes, these lighthearted 

each
Donald Trump  #101452 USA Trump Cap – This colorful cap, made of 100% cotton, features an 

embroidered “USA” on the front, the word “Trump” on the reverse, 
and the number “45” on the side.                                                                                                              #103428  $16.95
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a handsome blue folder with a certi� cate 
$16.95

This colorful cap, made of 100% cotton, features an 
embroidered “USA” on the front, the word “Trump” on the reverse, 

16.95

LIMITED EDITION

Prototype  
2009 Airshow.    #900109  $135

Includes Decals for 
Optional Numbering!

1/72 SCALE

B

A

LIMITED EDITION
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The PX   Roman Empire / The Alamo 

1824 Alamo Flag
The Alamo � ag – the � ag that 
legend says � ew over the Alamo 
during its famous siege – removed 
the eagle from the center of the 
Mexican tri-color and replaced 
it with the year "1824". Includes 
reinforced edging and brass 

grommets. 5'x 3'. #M650965  $16.95grommets. 5'x 3'.

Roman Military Disasters
Dark Days and Lost Legions 
Chrystal.  For obvious reasons, empires are judged 
and evaluated on their successes – it is equally telling, 
however, to examine their setbacks along the way to 
superpower status. Featuring a number of dynamic 
color illustrations, this volume tracks the failures 
su� ered by the Romans, who proved adept at learning
                        from their reversals over more  
 than a millennia. 336 pages,  

  6¼"x 9¼", hardcover.      #104657  $39.95

 Roman Centurion Helmet
 A carbon steel replica of the military head 

armor worn by centurions dating back to the
 reign of Julius Caesar, this weathered helmet 
features brass accents, moveable cheek
 plates, and a decorative red head-
dress. 11½"x 10½". #101495  $159 

                        from their reversals over more  
than a millennia. 336 pages,  

  6¼"x 9¼", hardcover.      

 Roman Centurion Helmet
 A carbon steel replica of the military head 

armor worn by centurions dating back to the
 reign of Julius Caesar, this weathered helmet 
features brass accents, moveable cheek
 plates, and a decorative red head-
dress. 11½"x 10½".

348-356 Constantius II 
Bronze Coin 
When it was time for Constantius II to mint his
own coins, he chose to depict one of his favorite pastimes: gladiator combat. 
This bronze coin, struck more than 1,600 years ago, features a portrait of the 
Roman Emperor on the obverse and a pair of gladiators locked in battle on 
the reverse. Comes displayed in a story-card folder. #104645  $49.95

A: Standing with Sword                                          #104014  $59
B: Kneeling with Sword                                           #104015  $59
C: Marching on Guard Duty                                     #104647  $49
D: Archer Reaching for Arrow                                  #104463  $49 
E: Archer Taking Aim                                                #104465  $49
F: O�  cer Shouting Orders                                         #104466  $49

                 The 
Roman Legion
Composed of roughly 5,000 
soldiers, the Roman Legion was 
the kingdom's elite military 
infantry comprised exclusively 
of Roman citizens – in contrast 
to other army forces, often 
made up of auxiliaries. Set up 
an entire ancient battlefield 
with these 1/30 scale metal 
figures, hand-painted and ready 
to display. 2½" tall.

Texas State Flag 
Woven Throw 
Made of a breathable cotton fabric, 
this woven throw blanket features 
a full-color image of the Texas state 
� ag! 6'x 4'.  #M602969  
                    Reg: $49.95  $39.95

Texas State Flag 
Woven Throw 
Made of a breathable cotton fabric, 
this woven throw blanket features 
a full-color image of the Texas state 
� ag! 6'x 4'. 

A

C

B

When it was time for Constantius II to mint his
own coins, he chose to depict one of his favorite pastimes: gladiator combat. own coins, he chose to depict one of his favorite pastimes: gladiator combat. own coins, he chose to depict one of his favorite pastimes: gladiator combat. 

D

Roman 
Dagger
This iconic dagger, easy to conceal, was very 
common in the Roman Empire, used for both self-
protection and murder. This high-quality replica comes engraved with eagle, 
lion, and wolf figures, and features a metal handle, cast metal 
blade, and beautifully-detailed scabbard. 15" long.         #M651880  $69.95

This iconic dagger, easy to conceal, was very 
common in the Roman Empire, used for both self-

Texian Palm Leaf Hat
Protect yourself from the hot Texas 
sun with this wide-brimmed hat 
resembling the kind worn by Lt. Col. 
William Barrett Travis at the Battle of 
the Alamo in 1836. Made of palm leaves, 
this ready-to-wear Texian hat includes a 
comfortable cloth sweatband.   #101859  $39.95

resembling the kind worn by Lt. Col. 
William Barrett Travis at the Battle of 
the Alamo in 1836. Made of palm leaves, 

Available Sizes:
71/4, 73/8, 71/2, 75/8, 73/4

A: Standing with Sword                                          #104014  
B: Kneeling with Sword                                           #104015  

F

Battle of the Alamo
In defense of the Alamo in 1836, a number of 
brave Americans – including Lt. Col. William Travis, 
captured here “dueling” with his saber – gave their 
lives battling the invading southern force. This 
assortment of 1/30 scale metal � gures depicts the 
tenacious soldiers in addition to a selection of   
                                  their Mexican enemies. 
                                                                 2½" tall.

A: NEW! 2-Piece “The Duelists”                                         #104650  $49
B: NEW! 2-Piece “The Ri� emen”                                     #104651  $49
C: General Santa Anna on Horseback                           #M511481  $119
D: 3-Piece “The Fighting Mexicans”                                               #102621  $69
E: NEW! Mexican O�  cer                                                    #104653  $39

Texas Clock
Made of heavy-gauge steel, this full-
color clock has a cutout image of 
Texas with the state � ag featured 
inside. 18" diameter.

#102617 $59.95

Made of heavy-gauge steel, this full-

Made in 
the USA.

1/30 SCALE

E

A

captured here “dueling” with his saber – gave their 

assortment of 1/30 scale metal � gures depicts the 
B

                                  their Mexican enemies. 
                                                                 2½" tall.

A: NEW! 2-Piece “The Duelists”                                         #104650  

C

 2-Piece “The Duelists”                                         #104650   2-Piece “The Duelists”                                         #104650  

D

 2-Piece “The Duelists”                                         #104650  $49 2-Piece “The Duelists”                                         #104650  

E

1/30 SCALE

SAVE 

$10
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The French Revolution / Napoleon     The PX

French Revolution 
Banknotes 
One of the most in� uential � g-
ures of the French Revolution, 
Maximilien Robespierre ad-
vocated against the death 
penalty and for the abolition 
of slavery; however, he was also 
instrumental during the Reign of Terror, a period 
when anyone who opposed Robespierre’s views risked 
execution. Now you can own an authentic artifact 
from Robespierre’s strict rule. This government-issued 
assignats-certi� cate was used as legal tender from 1789 
to 1796. Circulated condition; arrives in an 
11"x 7½" presentation folder.

#M652302  $39.95

Waterloo Letters 
A Collection of Accounts 
from the Survivors of the 
Campaign of 1815 
Siborne, ed.  In the 1830s, while 
working on his own model 
diorama of the historic Battle 
of Waterloo, English Captain 
William Siborne solicited the help 
of veterans themselves – and 

the response was overwhelming!  This incredible title, 
published by the officer’s son in 1891, features 180 
letters and hand-drawn maps submitted by those who 
halted Napoleon during the 1815 campaign. 415 pages, 
6½"x 9½", hardcover.               

#104424  Reg: $49.95  $24.95

SAVE 

50%

A: Mounted Aide-de-Camp – 4" tall.                                                                                     #104483  $129
B: 2-Piece “Guardsman at Ease”                                                                       #104482  $99
C: The Hussar Hussie Sophie                                                                        #104485  $49
D: The Hussar Hussie Monique                                                               #104484  $49
E: 2-Piece “The Old Guard at Rest”                                                         #104481  $99

Battle of 
Waterloo
Fought in June 1815, 
the Battle of Waterloo 
pitted Napoleon ag-
ainst an Allied coalition 
of nations – who 
roundly defeated the 
French general and 
ended his reign of 
terror. Set up your own 
Napoleonic War with these 1/30 scale metal � gures, re-creations of relaxed 
French soldiers alongside a pair of fetching “camp followers.” 2½" tall. 

British Warships in the 
Age of Sail 1817-1863 
Design, Construction, Careers & Fates 
  Winfield.  Following the Napoleonic Wars, 
  the Royal Navy began a transitional phase,  
rethinking their rating system and reorgan-
izing their � eets until the introduction of
steam. Featuring hundreds of dynamic 
illustrations, this title covers the last period 
of sail (from 1817 to 1863) and organizes the 
complex era by rate, classi� cation, and class. 
352 pages, 200 illustrations, 

                                     10"x 12", hardcover.   #M106736  Reg: $99.95  $79.95                                     10"x 12", hardcover.   

SAVE 

$20

HMS Victory 
              Model

Crafted of 
premium wood, 
this 1/115 scale model is a striking centerpiece replica of the historic HMS 
Victory featuring detailed gun ports cut into the hull, 19 heavy canvas sails, 
quality rigging, realistic accents (including lifeboats, barrels, cannons, and 
more), and a nameplate display stand. 24" long.

#104667  Reg: $249  $149
HMS Victory Kit 
This 1/450 scale plastic kit 
of the Royal Navy legend 
features single-piece masts, 
shrouds, adhesive sails, a 
structured deck, cannons, 
lifeboats, and authentic 
markings. Assembly 
required. 45 pieces. 
Skill level 2. 8¾" long. #103613  $17.951/450 SCALE

The Battle of Trafalgar
Fought on October 21, 1805, as part of the larger Napoleonic Wars, the Battle 
of Trafalgar was a decisive win for British maritime forces – led by Admiral 
Nelson aboard the HMS Victory, spearheading the � ght against their 
French and Spanish enemies.

1/30 SCALE

A

B
C D E

The French Revolution / Napoleon     

SAVE
50%
SAVE
50%
SAVE
50%                                                         Napoleon 1807 Flintlock Rifles

                                                                     These non-firing replicas of a French 1807 flintlock ri� e –
                                       used by Napoleon’s army during his 19th century campaigns across Europe
               – have the same weight and feel as the real thing! Available in brass or gray, they feature   
        fine wood engravings, ornate brass metal details, the Napoleonic 
seal on the stock, and realistic functioning parts. 44½" long.    $159 each
A: Brass   #M600296         B: Gray   #103411

A

B

11"x 7½" presentation folder.
#M652302  $                                                       #104481  $99

HMS Victory HMS Victory 
              Model

Crafted of 
premium wood, 

Fought on October 21, 1805, as part of the larger Napoleonic Wars, the Battle 
of Trafalgar was a decisive win for British maritime forces – led by Admiral 

this 1/115 scale model is a striking centerpiece replica of the historic HMS 

SAVE $100
1/115 SCALE

Royal Marine/ 
Navy Figures 
Hand-painted and ready to 
display, these 1/30 scale metal 
� gures recreate a Marine O�  cer 
and a quartet of Brits being 
“pressed” for service in the 
early 1800s. 2½" tall. 

A: Marine O�  cer                                                                         #104669  $36.95
B: 4-Piece “Pressed for Service”                                                  #104670  $145

display, these 1/30 scale metal 
� gures recreate a Marine O�  cer 
and a quartet of Brits being 

A

A: Marine O�  cer                                                                         #104669  $36.95

B

1/30 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION
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The PX   Collections 

Cavalry of the World
Available in one exciting and diverse collection, these 1/32 scale metal � gures represent the evolution of military attire and weaponry from across the world. 
Each horse-mounted warrior – hand-painted and � nely detailed – comes ready to display individually or as a colorful set of globe-spanning soldiers. 4" tall.

$1995
Each

A: Francesco Gonzaga at Fornovo – 1485.                                       #M519266
B: NEW! Spanish Knight – 1500.                                                               #104618
C: NEW! English Cavalry Yeoman of the Guard – 1520.                 #104621
D: King Gustavus Adolphus at Latzen – 1632.                                   #102394
E: NEW! Marlborough Cavalryman at Blenheim – 1704.              #104017

F: Nicolai Dragoon Trooper – 1730.                                                        #100242
G: NEW! 4th Dragoons Trooper – 1854.                                                  #104620
H: Confederate Soldier – 1863.                                                            #M518246
I: NEW! Bengal Lancer – 1888.                                                                  #104619
J: NEW! German 1st Cavalry Division Trooper – 1941.                   #104016

Images of America
Bursting with not only historical insight but also 
hundreds of dramatic, rare photographs, these 
Images of America books delve into some of the 
nation’s most in� uential facilities – and cities – 
that helped prepare, train, and equip our four 
major U.S. military branches for battle. 128 pages, 
175+ B&W photos, 6½”x 9¼”, softcover.

Sheppard Air Force Base 
Brown.  Though the 
Sheppard Air Force Base 
in Texas was not o�  cially 
christened until 1941, 
the area had served as a 
training center for military 
pilots since World War I.       
                                  #700302

Lowry Air Force Base 
Ballard, Bond & Paxton.  
From 1937-94, Lowry Air 
Force Base, located on the 
eastern edge of Denver, 
graduated more than 1.1 
million recruits.       #18237

NEW! Camp Bullis 
Manguso.  Established in 
1906 to accommodate 
the military’s ever more-
modernized artillery, Camp 
Bullis grew immensely 
during both World Wars 
and helped mobilize tens 
of thousands of 
troops.                    #104625

Fort Dix – Zimmerman.  
Located in central New 
Jersey, Fort Dix has been 
training soldiers since its 
1917 founding as one of the 
original 16 army camps to 
train and mobilize soldiers 
for World War I.
                              #M101942

NEW! Naval Station 
Norfolk – The Naval 
Station in Norfolk, Virginia, 
is the world’s largest such 
facility – opened a century 
ago in 1917 and serving 
the � eet in four ways: 
aviation, recruit training, 
a submarine base, and 
a supply base.         #18248

The Navy in San Diego 
Linder.  The positive and 
inspiring link between the 
U.S. Navy and the city of 
San Diego knows no equal 
across the country, from 
the capture of the city in 
the opening days of the 
Mexican War.     #M101923

Floyd Bennett Field 
Porcelli.  Despite the 
initial need for an air� eld 
in New York in the late 
1920s – and the numerous 
record-breaking � ights it 
showcased – the facility 
was not close enough to 
Manhattan and became a 
commercial failure.  
                                   #700303

Marines Corps 
Air Station El Toro 
O’Hara.  This book examines 
California's Marine Corps 
Air Station (MCAS) El  Toro – 
the home of Marine Corps 
aviation on the West Coast 
until its 1999 decommis-
sion.                               #5315

$2195
Each

$

Cavalry of the World
1/32 
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WORLDWIDE ARMOR
This value-priced assortment of 1/72 scale, metal and plastic models fea-
tures a selection of resilient armored vehicles developed and deployed by 
various nations since World War II. Each of the replicas in this diverse collec-
tion feature dynamic moveable parts (including turrets 
and guns), realistic tracks and tires, historic markings, 
and a removable base with a clear protective cover.

Populate your shelves with an entire collection of a� ordably priced aviation models, each one reproducing 
a recognizable American-� own aircraft! These die cast replicas feature realistic surface details, a see-through 
canopy and full weapons complement (where applicable), and a nameplate display stand.

$1495
Each

canopy and full weapons complement (where applicable), and a nameplate display stand.

L-8 Blimp 
World War II. 
5" long.
     #702123  $24.95

P-40B 
Warhawk 
World War II. 
4¾" wingspan.
            #91253  $19.95

P-38J Lightning 
World War II. 
     5½" wingspan. 
     #93167  
            $24.95

             B-17G Flying
               Fortress 
                World War II. 
               8½" wingspan.  
     #702122  $34.95

     B-24D Liberator 
      World War II. 
8" wingspan.   
        #94825  $29.95

PBY-5 Catalina 
World War II. 
8" wingspan.     #91179  $29.95

          C-47 Skytrain  
World War II. 8" wingspan.

             #701992  $29.95

F-86F 
Sabre 
Korean War. 
4½" long.
    #702124  $24.95

                         F-4B Phantom II 
          Vietnam War. 
5" long.      #702126  $24.95

E-2 Hawkeye  
     1980s. 
               7¾" wingspan.         
                       #94831  
                          $29.95

YF-22 Lightning II  
1990. 5" long.
  #91114
        $9.95

T-55 – Polish Army, 
Czechoslovakia 
Invasion, 
1968. 
3½" long.
  #M901984

Flakpanzer Gepard  
German Army, 
Leipzig, 
1979. 
4" long.
  #M901979

AMX-30 – French 
Army, 501 Régiment, 
1982. 5¼" long.
  #M901969

All Models Include
a Display Stand!

T-55 – Polish Army, 
Czechoslovakia 
Invasion, 

3½" long.
#M901984

Flakpanzer Gepard  
German Army, 

#M901979

French AMX-30 – 
Army, 501 Régiment, 
1982. 5¼" long.
#M901969

French 

and guns), realistic tracks and tires, historic markings, 
and a removable base with a clear protective cover.

Leopard 1A2  
Italian Army, 
4th 
Reggimento, 
   1998. 
   5¼" long.
   #M902602

AMX AU F-1 

Troupe de 
Marine, 
3e Regiment, 1997. 
 3½" long.   #M903084

C1 
Ariete 
Italian Army, 
132 Brigata, 
2002. 
5¼" long.  #M902594

B1 Centauro 
Reggimen 
Italian Army, Iraq, 
2003. 4½" long.  #M903075

Challenger 1 
British Army, U.K. 
Mainland Division, 
1984. 6" long.  #M901965

Type 61  
 JGSDF, 
 10th Division, 
1993. 
3¼" long.
  #M901976

 Type 90 
JGSDF, 71st Tank Regiment, 
7th Division, 1996. 5¼" long.  #100276

Armor Models Include a
Covered Display Base!

Leopard 1A2  
Italian Army, 

th

Reggimento, 
   1998. 
   5¼" long.

#M902602

1/72 SCALE

1/350 SCALE

1/90 SCALE

1/115 SCALE

1/155 SCALE

1/163 SCALE

1/150 SCALE

1/110 SCALE

1/155 SCALE

1/144 SCALE

1/145 SCALE

1/145 SCALE
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Nostalgic Décor    Made in the USA.

Long Playing 
Records 
18"x 12".
    #402757  $19.95

Sinclair
12"x 18".    #402210  $21.95

Camel Cigarettes
9"x 12".           #104019  $19.95

Schaefer Beer
12"x 18".      #404317  $21.95

Grapette Soda
18" diameter.   #404162  $29.95

Moxie 
12½"x 16".                     #66872  $19.95

Bowl
16"x 28".  #402532  $47.95
Bowl

1946 Major League 
Baseball 
12"x 16".            #402528  $19.95

Coca-Cola 
12½"x 16".   #403496  $19.95

Chesterfield Cigarettes 
12"x 12".                      #404378  $21.95

Shell
12"x 12".   
    #401002  $21.95

John Jameson 
& Son’s Whiskey 
12"x 16".
          #402529  $19.95

Yellowstone 
National Park 
12"x 16".      #R77460  $19.95

Travel back to the carefree days of your youth with these metal signs – conversation-
sparking reproductions of classic advertisements from during and just after the war! 
Each made-in-America sign comes ready to hang with mounting holes.
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Colorized $2 Bills
Incredible additions to your patriotic 
showcase, these $2 bills – full legal 
tender and featuring vibrant color images – are celebrations of the United 
States of America! Each one arrives in a handsome blue folder 
with a certi� cate of authenticity.                                                            $16.95 each

A: Founding Fathers  #102381        B: United States of America  #102367

Colorized $2 Bills

A

Made and printed 
in the USA.

B

                           Bald Eagle
                               Challenge
                                  Coins
                                                   Featuring a stoic 
                                                  bald eagle, these 
                                                brass challenge 
                                           coins have the words
                                   “We the People” or “United
States Veteran” stamped on the 
front. 42mm diameter.                     $14.95 each

A: “United States Veteran”  #104467       B: “We The People”  #103433

                           Bald Eagle
                               Challenge
                                  Coins
                                                   Featuring a stoic 
                                                  bald eagle, these                                                   bald eagle, these 
                                                brass challenge 
                                           coins have the words
                                   “We the People” or “United
States Veteran” stamped on the States Veteran” stamped on the 
front. 42mm diameter.                     

A: “United States Veteran”  #104467       B: “We The People”  #103433

A

B

Patriotic Eagle Cap
Made of 100% acrylic, this embroidered, digital 
camou� age cap features a bald eagle superimposed 
over the American � ag on the front, U.S.A on the 
pre-curved visor, and an adjustable strap. 
One size fits most.               
                                              #M403807  $18.95

“Made in the USA” Watch Cap
Made of 100% acrylic, this navy blue watch cap 
features the words “Made in the USA” 
in white letters.                            #104468  $12.95

                                              #M403807  

"We Support Our 
Troops" Flag
Pay homage to the brave men 
and women of our U.S. military! 
Featuring the American flag above 
the declaration "We Support 
Our Troops," this screen-printed, 
polyester flag includes 

                             reinforced edging and brass lugs. 5'x 3'.     #M650599  $16.95
                                           coins have the words
                                   “We the People” or “United

"We Support Our 

                             reinforced edging and brass lugs. 5'x 3'.     

Bald Eagle 
Metal Signs
A towering 
symbol of 
national spirit, 
the bald eagle is 
the star of these 
metal signs which 
remind you to buy 
American and salute 
our “strong and 
free” armed forces. 
Includes mounting 
holes. 12½"x 16".              $14.95 each

A: “Be American, 
      Buy American”  #101775
B: “Armed Forces: 
      Strong and Free”  #101985
C: “The Land of the Free” #101999

Metal Signs

metal signs which 
remind you to buy 
American and salute 

free” armed forces. 
Includes mounting 

A
B

each

C

“Armed 
Forces: 
Strong 
and Free” 
T-Shirt
Boldly screen-printed 
with patriotic imagery, 
this ash gray t-shirt 
– made of 100% pre-
shrunk cotton – pays 
homage to the U.S. 
Armed Forces: 
“Strong and Free.”   
                       #104469

and Free” 

Boldly screen-printed 
with patriotic imagery, 
this ash gray t-shirt 
– made of 100% pre-
shrunk cotton – pays 
homage to the U.S. 

“Strong and Free.”   
#104469

The Stars and Stripes wave proudly on the reverse side of this black
t-shirt and hoodie, stylish reminders of your devotion to the
                                                                        American � ag. 100% cotton.

“Stand for the Flag” Apparel

T-Shirt – “Stand for the � ag, 
kneel for the fallen.”               #104535

Hoodie – “I Stand for the � ag, 
I kneel to pray.”                  #104602

                                                                        American � ag. 100% cotton.

T-Shirt – “Stand for the � ag, 

The Stars and Stripes wave proudly on the reverse side of this black
t-shirt and hoodie, stylish reminders of your devotion to the
                                                                        American � ag. 100% cotton.

“Stand for the Flag” Apparel“Stand for the Flag” Apparel

Hoodie – “I Stand for the � ag, 

                                                                        American � ag. 100% cotton.

M, L, XL:  $24.95   
2XL:  $27.95

M, L, XL:  $34.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $39.95

M, L, XL:  $21.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $23.95

“Land of 
the Free” 
Folding Knife
The words “land of the free, home of the brave” are found on the 
blade of this handy folding knife, which also features the U.S. � ag across 
the grip!                  #104551  $9.95

Front

Bald Eagle 
Dagger
With a handle fashioned to look like 
the head of a � erce bald eagle, this 
metal dagger also features colorful, 
freedom-loving imagery – on both 
the handle itself and the matching sheath!                              #104550  $12.95

“Land of “Land of 
the Free” 
Folding Knife
The words “land of the free, home of the brave” are found on the 
blade of this handy folding knife, which also features the U.S. � ag across blade of this handy folding knife, which also features the U.S. � ag across 
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U.S. Military 
Saluting 
Bronze Statues
These finely detailed 
U.S. military statues stand 
in full uniform, nobly 
saluting. Celebrate the 
immense bravery and 
patriotic dignity of the 
Marines, Army, Navy and 
Air Force with these 12" tall, 
1/6 scale cold cast bronze 
statues. Standing together 
or alone, these pieces would 
make a great addition to 
your collection!
    Reg: $99.95  
                      $49.95 each

A C

A: Army                                           #M602217
B: Marine in Dress Blues       #M602216
C: Navy Chief Petty Officer  #M602225
D: Air Force                                       #702202

D

Limited 
Stock 

Available!

B

SAVE 

50%

U.S. Army $1 Proof Coins
Pay tribute to the enduring legacy of the 
U.S. Army with a new $1 proof coin – 
including a 2002 version featuring a 
running infantryman and a 2010-released 
coin celebrating 200 years of the iconic West 
Point Academy! 90% silver. 1½" diameter.
A: 2012 Infantry Soldier  
                                      #100192  $79.95
B: 2002 West Point 
   Bicentennial     #M652204  $59.95

coin celebrating 200 years of the iconic West coin celebrating 200 years of the iconic West 

A

B

Marine Figures
These 1/30 scale metal � gures are tributes to the 
  USMC, replicating Marines dating back to the War 
  of 1812. Each one comes with striking 
hand-painted details. 2½" tall.               $36.95 each

With Musket                                                   #101949
Green Winter Service Dress                 #M518778
    Dress Blues                                             #M518777

            Old Man Marines T-Shirt
Teach those youngsters some manners with 
this humorous olive drab t-shirt, a reminder 
never to “underestimate an old man who 
                  served in the Marines.” 
                   100% cotton.                   #104656

            Old Man Marines T-Shirt
Teach those youngsters some manners with 
this humorous olive drab t-shirt, a reminder 
never to “underestimate an old man who 

#104656

Marine FiguresMarine Figures

            Old Man Marines T-Shirt
Teach those youngsters some manners with 
this humorous olive drab t-shirt, a reminder 
never to “underestimate an old man who 

#104656
M, L, XL:  $24.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $26.95

 “Hooah” Long-Sleeve
   Shirt
     Made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton, this
      long-sleeve shirt pays homage to the 
       U.S. Army – featuring the word
        “Hooah” screen-printed in yellow
        down the left sleeve.           #104635

            Old Man Marines T-Shirt            Old Man Marines T-Shirt            Old Man Marines T-Shirt

 “Hooah” Long-Sleeve
   Shirt
     Made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton, this
      long-sleeve shirt pays homage to the       long-sleeve shirt pays homage to the 
       U.S. Army – featuring the word
        “Hooah” screen-printed in yellow
        down the left sleeve.                   down the left sleeve.           

            Old Man Marines T-Shirt

 “Hooah” Long-Sleeve
   Shirt
     Made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton, this
      long-sleeve shirt pays homage to the 
       U.S. Army – featuring the word
        “Hooah” screen-printed in yellow
        down the left sleeve.                   down the left sleeve.           

M, L, XL:  $24.95   
2XL:  $26.95

Navy-Type Peacoats
Reminiscent of peacoats worn by 
U.S. Navy sailors during World War II, 
these heavyweight, wool-blended 
coats – complete with a quilted 
nylon liner, a double-breasted front, 
two vertical hand-warming pockets, 
an inner pocket, and a center vent 
– are the perfect choice for those 
cold and damp days!
Navy Blue   #M404251
NEW! Black   #104655

Reminiscent of peacoats worn by 
U.S. Navy sailors during World War II, 
these heavyweight, wool-blended 

nylon liner, a double-breasted front, 
two vertical hand-warming pockets, 
an inner pocket, and a center vent 
– are the perfect choice for those 

M, L, XL:  $99.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $102

    USN Heavyweight Sea Bag
 Just like the ones carried by American sailors for
 years, this khaki-colored sea bag is made of heavy-
  weight canvas and features a drawstring 
     closure. 26"x 36".                        #102271  $24.95

                             USAF Roundel Caps
Made of 100% brushed cotton twill, these stylish caps 
feature a 3D embroidered image of the classic USAF insignia.     $26.95 each

Yellow   #700619             
Navy      #700620

Tactical Aviator
Sunglasses
These aviator sunglasses are 
equipped with their own leather 
     wind-guards! They also feature a
                durable copper-nickel alloy
                         frame and poly-carbonate
                            lenses.  
                                   #702288  $19.95

www.MilitaryIssue.com

#702288 $19.95

USAF Insignia
Hoodie 
The vintage Air Force 
insignia is featured on 
the front of this full-zip 
hoodie which also 
comes with two 
hand-warming 
pockets and a 
drawstring hood. 
50% cotton/
50% polyester.
                           #700115

M, L, XL:  $44.95   
2XL:  $49.95

Both coins struck at West Point Mint!
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“Defending 
Freedom” Flags
Colorfully patriotic, these 
polyester � ags – which 
include brass grommets 
for easy hanging – are 
celebrations of the U.S. 
armed forces, featuring 

a wing-spread bald eagle 
and the words “Defending 
Freedom.” 
5'x 3'.             $14.95 each

“Defending “Defending 

a wing-spread bald eagle 

5'x 3'.             

Navy                   #103460
Air Force           #103461
Army                   #103462

          Military Branch 
License Plate Frames
Take your U.S. Armed Forces pride on 
the road! These metal license plate 
frames display a branch name, have a 
chrome � nish, and include mounting 
holes. 12"x 6".             $14.95 each

NEW! Army               #101448 
Air Force               #M602566    
Marines     #M602564    
Navy           #M602565

     Frontier
     Watches
Both stylish and 
functional, these patriotic 
wristwatches feature a 
striking face with your 
branch’s logo prominently 
displayed! They also come
with a durable poly-
urethane band, precise 
quartz movement, a 
water-resistant design, 
and a stainless steel bezel 
and back.    $39.95 each

Marines              #104629
Army                       #104630
Navy                    #104631
Air Force            #104632

Order Today at 

Challenge Coin Single Display Case 
Proudly display your challenge coin in this handsome 
black felt case.                                                                        #61054  $8.95

800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com

“Veteran” Challenge Coins
Featuring full-color images, these brass challenges coin are 
unique celebrations of the U.S. Armed Forces! 
                            42mm diameter.                             $12.95 each

Marines              #104571
Army                       #104572
Navy                    #104573
Air Force            #104574

Army                   #104578
Air Force            #104579 
Marines                 #104580
Navy                    #104581

Navy                    #102824 
Army                   #102820
Air Force            #102821 
Coast Guard     #102822 
Marines                 #102823

Travel Mugs
A perfect fit for nearly any car’s cup holder, these 
high-gloss travel mugs – on-the-go celebrations 
of the U.S. military – feature double-wall insulation 
and a spill-resistant lid. Can hold 24 ounces and 
are top-rack dishwasher safe.          $14.95 each

Travel Mugs
Made in 
the USA.

each

#103461

Tankard Glasses
Enjoy your next cold brew in these heavyweight tankards, 
complete with eye-popping ceramic decals saluting your 
favorite branch! Holds up to 25 ounces.        $16.95 each

These 3-piece kitchen sets – colorful celebrations of the U.S. 
military – each come with an apron and both a 
heat-resistant oven mitt and pot holder.             $29.95 each

Kitchen Sets

Army                   #104578
Air Force            #104579 
Marines                 #104580
Navy                    #104581

Navy                    #102824 

Army                   #102816 
Marines                 #102817
Air Force            #102818
Navy                    #102819
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DC SUPERHEROES
Established in 1934, DC Comics has generated one 
of the world’s most recognizable rosters of iconic 
heroes and supervillains – among them, Wonder 
Woman and Batman, each making their debut as 
the world was teetering on another global war.

Figurines 
Pay tribute to the DC universe 
with these 1/21 scale, metallic 
resin � gures – each one ready 
to display on a circular base with 
an informational magazine on the 
origin of his or her character! 3"-4" tall.

Metal Signs – Nostalgically weathered, 
these metal signs feature an image of 
Wonder Woman and the Caped Crusader 
– the latter posed on the cover of the � rst-
ever Batman comic! Includes mounting 
holes. 12½"x 16".                                                       $14.95 each

           Wonder Woman  #M601013
           NEW! Batman  #104664

Established in 1934, DC Comics has generated one 
of the world’s most recognizable rosters of iconic 

, Wonder 
Woman and Batman, each making their debut as 
the world was teetering on another global war.

Established in 1934, DC Comics has generated one 
of the world’s most recognizable rosters of iconic 

, Wonder 
Woman and Batman, each making their debut as 

$1995
Each

T-Shirts – These stylish 
t-shirts, made of 100% 
cotton, show o�  your love of 
Batman and Wonder Woman!
Batman  #103439
NEW! Wonder Woman
                                    #104658

www.MilitaryIssue.com

Batman and Wonder Woman!

                                    #104658

www.MilitaryIssue.com

M, L, XL:
$21.95   
2XL, 3XL:
$23.95

56

The PX   Just for Fun
 Tom Cat T-Shirt

This cool cat is ready to take to the 
skies in his supersonic � ghter! 

100% pre-shrunk cotton.        #701081

 M, L, XL:  $21.95  
2XL, 3XL:  $23.95

NEW! Co� ee Mug – Also available 
as a full-color, ceramic co� ee mug! Holds 
15 ounces. Dishwasher and 
microwave safe.              #702980  $14.95

Half Dollars 
Military Baseball 
Legends Series
Accompanied by 
an acrylic coin cap-
sule and display base, 
these Kennedy Half Dollar 
coins – genuine legal 
tender – pay homage 
to heroes of both 
the diamond and 
the battle� eld, from 
Babe Ruth to Jackie 
Robinson. Includes a 
certi� cate of 
authenticity.
A: Babe Ruth
                   #103925
B: Yogi Berra
                   #103926 
C: Jackie Robinson  
                   #103927
D: Willie Mays  
                   #103919
E: Joe DiMaggio  
                    #103920
F: Ted Williams  
                     #103922

an acrylic coin cap-
sule and display base, 
these Kennedy Half Dollar 
coins – genuine legal 
tender – pay homage 

the battle� eld, from 

Robinson. Includes a Robinson. Includes a 

these Kennedy Half Dollar 
coins – genuine legal 
tender – pay homage 

$995
Each

Buy All 6 – Save $15!
#103923  $44.70

A

B

D

F
The Complaint Department
Next time a whiny complainer comes to call, tell them 
to take a number with these whimsical collectibles!                      
                                                                       $18.95 each

Ceramic Mug – Holds 12 ounces. 
Dishwasher and microwave 
safe.                                           #M602101  
Desk/Wall Display – This polyresin 
pineapple grenade is fastened to a 
plastic base and sign back. 
5"x 8½".                                    #M602107

                      

18.95 each

#M602101  

#M602107

Batman          Superman        Wonder Woman       The Joker       Harley Quinn         Penguin           Catwoman  
  #103248              #103249              #103250              #103251              #103252              #103253              #103254

Reverse 

Wonder Woman 
and Batman
The War Years 
Thomas.  These illustrated 
volumes examine how the 
characters Wonder Woman 
and Batman were depicted 
during World War II and 
how their symbolism 
as incorruptible and 
powerful � gures helped 
inspire a weary nation. 
304 pages, 8½"x 11", 
hardcover.                        $19.95 each
Wonder Woman: 
1941-1945        #100826
Batman: 1939-1945  
                              #100825

Made in 
the USA.

1/21
SCALE

Batman          Superman        Wonder Woman       The Joker       Harley Quinn         Penguin           Catwoman  Batman          Superman        Wonder Woman       The Joker       Harley Quinn         Penguin           Catwoman  
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Just for Fun    The PX

TOS USS Enterprise 
Cutaway Kit
This 1/537 scale plastic kit of the 
USS Enterprise features a realistic 
design, engraved panel lines, 
textured surfaces, authentic 
markings, and the choice to build 
as either a full ship or a unique 
cutout! Assembly required. 
Skill level 2. 22" long.         #96122  $39.95

This 1/537 scale plastic kit of the 
USS Enterprise features a realistic 

markings, and the choice to build 

#96122 $39.95

Join the 
Federation! 
This special issue, die cast 
model of the USS Enterprise 
NCC-1701 featured in the 2009 � lm, Star Trek, is 
twice as large as our standard issue Star Trek collect-
ibles. It has the same great features and attention to 
detail as our other starships, but at twice the size (an 
impressive 8½" long), there's much more to see! It even includes a clear 
display arm and a heavy metal base with a felt pad. #97345  $49.95

Top 20 Mindblowing UFO Cases
Aliens and The Biggest Cover-Up in History
Filled with more than three-and-a-half hours of unbe-

lievable testimony, this documentary-style program will 
change the way you think about UFOs and their presence 
in the universe. Learn about all of the credible eyewitness 
accounts of alien life and see our government’s painstak-

ing e� orts to keep this information under wraps. 
A chilling, fascinating watch! 3 hr. 30 min.                                       #102981 $19.95

Alien Invasion Owners’ 
Resistance Manual
Page.   Both lightheartedly silly and fear-inducingly 
real, this illustrated title is � lled with useful tidbits on 
what to do if and when the aliens invade our planet! 
Get rare insight on the Roswell crash and Area 51; 
then, prepare yourself with the latest survival tactics – 
including building a safe room, learning your enemy’s 
tactics, and utilizing tinfoil to maximum e� ect! 
128 pages, 150 color photos, 8½"x 11", 
softcover.                                               #702983  $27.95

TR-3 Triangular UFO Kit
Based on numerous possible sightings over 
the California desert, the TR-3 is said to be a 
triangular surveillance aircraft developed by 
the USAF’s “Black Project.” This 1/72 scale plastic 
kit replicating the triangular UFO – allegedly 
used for recon and surveillance – features its 
      prototypical shape and quality landing 
     gear. Assembly required. 
5¼" diameter.                        #702855  $12.95

Order Today at 

TR-3 Triangular UFO Kit

the California desert, the TR-3 is said to be a 

“Escape From the Aliens in 
Outer Space” Board Game
On a badly damaged research station in the outer 
reaches of the galaxy, an alien plague has crept 
on board – and is slowly transforming every 
crew member into a blood-
thirsty monster! Muster 
your courage and see if 
you can survive the 
secretive rampage! This 
Ultimate Edition board 
game comes with new 
rules and components along 
with eight di� erent game 
maps. 2-8 players.
                #702982  $39.95

“Escape From the Aliens in 
Outer Space” Board Game
On a badly damaged research station in the outer 
reaches of the galaxy, an alien plague has crept 
on board – and is slowly transforming every 
crew member into a blood-
thirsty monster! Muster 
your courage and see if 

secretive rampage! This 
Ultimate Edition board 
game comes with new 
rules and components along 
with eight di� erent game 

39.95

Otherworldly Metal Signs
Stylishly 
weathered 
as though 
they’ve been 
in the desert 
for decades, 
these heavy-
gauge steel 
signs are 
reminders of otherworldly phenomenon! Includes mounting holes.
A: Alien Crossing                                        B: NEW! UFO Crash Site
     18"x 12".     #102982 $19.95             16"x 16".               #65059 $29.95

they’ve been 

reminders of otherworldly phenomenon! Includes mounting holes.reminders of otherworldly phenomenon! Includes mounting holes.reminders of otherworldly phenomenon! Includes mounting holes.

A

B

USS Enterprise 
NCC-1701 Model

800-989-1945 www.MilitaryIssue.com

Based on numerous possible sightings over 
the California desert, the TR-3 is said to be a 
triangular surveillance aircraft developed by 
the USAF’s “Black Project.” This 1/72 scale plastic 
kit replicating the triangular UFO – allegedly 
used for recon and surveillance – features its 
      prototypical shape and quality landing 

12.95

                  “Live Long 
                 & Prosper” 
                T-Shirt
                    This charcoal gray 
                 t-shirt, made of 100% 
cotton, features Spock o� ering 
the Vulcan salute and the 

words, 
“Live Long 
& Prosper.”
        #100162

 M, L, XL:  $24.95
 XXL, XXXL:  $26.95

 XXXXL:  $28.95

Star Trek “Road Trip” 
Board Game
An exciting game of adventure 
and strategy, Star Trek Road 
Trip puts you on the path to 
Starfleet stardom! Begin in the 
Academy as a new recruit and 
accept the “Enterprise Challenge” 
– a competition for only the best 
and brightest! Rise above your 
classmates and earn a position 

aboard the 
USS Enterprise 
under the 
command 
of the 
galaxy’s most 
legendary 
o�  cers, 
from Kirk to 
Spock.             
  #702769    
          $24.95

then, prepare yourself with the latest survival tactics – 
including building a safe room, learning your enemy’s 

27.95

Made in 
the USA.
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The PX   2nd Amendment 
To Be a Military Sniper
Mast and Halberstadt.  Written by a
              military commander, this 
                gripping title answers – in
                great detail, using intense
              photos – the question of what
            it takes to be a sniper. In addition 
to pinpoint marksmanship and steely 
nerves, learn all about the skills required for 
success: among them, adaptability, stalking and 
observation, and camou� age and

                              concealment. 144 pages, color photos, 
                      8¼"x 10¾", softcover.                  #104458 Reg: $22.95  $10.95

SAVE
OVER

 50%

“One Shot – One Kill” Sniper Cap
The crossed ri� es on the front of this embroidered black 
cap pay homage to the snipers of the U.S. Armed Forces 
who only need one shot to complete 
their mission. 100% cotton.        #102378  $18.95

One Kill” Sniper Cap
The crossed ri� es on the front of this embroidered black 
cap pay homage to the snipers of the U.S. Armed Forces 

18.95

 Shooter/
American Sniper
Mark Wahlberg and Bradley 

Cooper deliver monumental 
performances in these action-packed 
blockbusters – each one following the 
exploits of an accomplished American 

sniper as they track down a presidential assassin or 
struggle with their own inner wars of conscience.

Shooter – 2 hrs. 5 min.                                                                 #MV51475  $9.95
NEW! American Sniper – 2 hrs. 12 min.                                #101176  $14.95

  Precious Metals 
T-Shirt

  A clever proponent 
  of the Second 

  Amendment, this 
 black t-shirt 

reminds you to 
“Invest in precious metals... 

buy lead.” 100% cotton.              #102375

  Precious Metals 
T-Shirt

  A clever proponent 
  of the Second 

  Amendment, this 

reminds you to 
“Invest in precious metals... 

buy lead.” 100% cotton.              

M, L, XL:  $19.95   2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

Gun-Loving Metal Signs
These metal signs, ready to hang with mounting holes, proudly display your 
� rearm appreciation.
“Warning Shot” – 18"x 12".                                                     #M601739  $19.95
“If You’re Found Here at Night…” – 16"x 12½".            #M601030  $14.95

nerves, learn all about the skills required for Gun-Loving Metal SignsGun-Loving Metal SignsGun-Loving Metal Signs

                        .223-Caliber 71 Bullet Belt
                                    Strap up! Make a statement with this waist belt 
                              consisting of 71 inert, .223-caliber bullets.  
Made of brass, it measures 33" long.    #M602573  $59.95
25 Brass Bullet Belt Extension  
11½" long.                                     #M602574  $24.95

  Amendment, this 

“Invest in precious metals... 
buy lead.” 100% cotton.              #102375

2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

     Cold War 
Rifles

Centerpiece replicas of ri� es used by American and
 Soviet soldiers throughout the Cold War, these non- 
       � ring weapons – recreating the AK-47 and M16 –
               are the authentic size and weight of the
              original and feature a working mechanism
                                                   and removable magazine.

A

B

A: AK-47 – 34" long.       
                      #M651790  $249 
B: M16A-1 – 38" long.   
                        #M651796  $225

2nd Amendment Skull Knit Cap
Pay homage to “America’s original homeland security” with this black skull 
knit cap featuring an embroidered 2nd Amendment patch!  #104626  $14.95

                        .223-Caliber 71 Bullet Belt
                                    Strap up! Make a statement with this waist belt 
                              consisting of 71 inert, .223-caliber bullets.  

59.95

Pay homage to “America’s original homeland security” with this black skull Pay homage to “America’s original homeland security” with this black skull 
$

Pay homage to “America’s original homeland security” with this black skull 

                                    Strap up! Make a statement with this waist belt 

59.95

Pay homage to “America’s original homeland security” with this black skull 

“2nd Amendment
Support Crew”
Long-Sleeve Shirt
The Gadsden snake 
    brandishes a pistol 
       on this black long- 
        sleeve shirt, a fierce 
        reminder that you’re 
         a member of the 
         “2nd Amendment 
          Support Crew.” 
         100% cotton. 
                 #104627

                                                        Conceal and Carry
                                                           Jackets
                                                                                              Ideal for extreme tempera-
                                                                                            tures with its polyester shell
                                                                           and � eece liner, these tactical jackets
                                                            are also equipped with two conceal and carry
                                                            interior pockets – one on each side! They also
                                                            feature two mag pouches, a zippered collar, 
                                                            a detachable hood, and an impressive selec-
                                                            tion of other sealable pockets!

                                                            interior pockets – one on each side! They also                                                            interior pockets – one on each side! They also
                                                            feature two mag pouches, a zippered collar, 
                                                            a detachable hood, and an impressive selec-
                                                            tion of other sealable pockets!

Olive Drab         #103775
Coyote Brown  #103776
Black                    #103777

M, L, XL:  $125   
2XL, 3XL:  $129

Shipping 
restrictions 
apply. Call 
for details.

www.MilitaryIssue.com

 Amendment
Support Crew”
Long-Sleeve Shirt

        sleeve shirt, a fierce 
        reminder that you’re 

www.MilitaryIssue.com

 Amendment

Long-Sleeve Shirt

        reminder that you’re 

M, L, XL:  $27.95   2XL:  $29.95
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Camouflage Apparel    The PX   
Polar Fleece Adjustable Balaclavas
Lightweight and breathable, these polar � eece 
balaclavas feature an adjustable face 
opening with an elastic drawstring.         $14.95 each

Polar Fleece Adjustable Balaclavas
Lightweight and breathable, these polar � eece 
balaclavas feature an adjustable face 
opening with an elastic drawstring.         

Black       #100181
 Coyote    #100182

Olive Drab           #100183
Digital Camo      #100184

Camo Watch Caps
Stay warm with these camou-
flage watch caps, made of 
100% acrylic. One 
size fits most.        $14.95 each

A: Woodland                #101935
B: Woodland Digital  #101735
C: ACU Digital              #101736
D: Desert Digital         #104633
E: City Digital               #104622

each

A: Woodland                #101935
B: Woodland Digital  #101735
C: ACU Digital              #101736
D: Desert Digital         #104633
E: City Digital               #104622

A B C

ED

Marine 
Caps
Available in 
three distinct 
colors, these Marine caps – made 
of a 55% cotton/45% polyester 
blend – are made to exact govern-
ment specifications. 
M, L, or XL.                   $14.95 each

colors, these Marine caps – made 
three distinct 
colors, these Marine caps – made colors, these Marine caps – made 

Woodland Digital Camo    #101087
Olive                                       #M405048
Black                                      #M405049

M, L, XL:  $47.95     2XL, 3XL:  $49.95

Military Combat Shirts
Perfect for intense workouts at the gym 
or moving through the forest, these
   moisture-wicking, long-sleeve shirts –
    made of a polyester and cotton blend –
       feature camou� age pattern sleeves,
         zippered storage pockets on the 
          upper arms, and anti-abrasion
            padded elbow patches.

               Camo                               #104623

               NEW!  ACU Digital
                 Camo                             #104624

Pants Suspenders
Available in three classic designs, 
these suspenders are 2" wide, 
feature metal hardware, and are 
made of a rugged cotton/
polyester/rubber material. 
                                  $14.95 each

Black                            #100466
Olive Drab                  #100467
Woodland Camo     #100468

M-65 Field Coat
The essential jacket for the 
U.S. Army infantryman, 
this M-65 field coat is 
wind and tear resis-
tant and features a 
water repellent 50% 
cotton/50% nylon 
sateen outer shell; 
a heavy brass zipper 
front; drawstring 
cords at the hood, 
waist and bottom; a 
bi-swing back for a full 
range of movement; a concealed 
hood in the collar; and four outer pockets.
Black   #M403659     Olive Drab   #M403660

SAVE
UP TO

 $20

 M, L, XL:   Reg: $179  $159
 2XL, 3XL: Reg: $179  $169

Special Ops Tactical 
Softshell Jackets
Featuring a moisture-wicking fabric 
and waterproof polyester shell, these 
jackets also come with a lined collar 
with a detachable hood, a fleece 
liner, a vent zipper under each 
arm, a 4"x 4" shoulder patch 
area on each sleeve, a 
drawstring waist, and 
adjustable wrist cu� s.

Black   #M403659     Olive Drab   #M403660

Special Ops Tactical 
Softshell Jackets
Featuring a moisture-wicking fabric 
and waterproof polyester shell, these 
jackets also come with a lined collar 
with a detachable hood, a fleece 
liner, a vent zipper under each 
arm, a 4"x 4" shoulder patch 

jackets also come with a lined collar 

 M, L, XL:  Reg: $130  $99.95
 2XL:          Reg: $140  $110
 3XL:          Reg: $150  $120

 Paratrooper Fatigues
Carry all the gear you’ll ever need in these 
vintage paratrooper fatigue pants featuring 

eight pockets (four leg cargo pockets, two front 
slash pockets, and two back pockets), a zipper � y, 
an adjustable waist tab, and reinforced knees 

and seat. Olive drab. 55% cotton/
45% polyester.                                                 #702011

800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com

 Paratrooper Fatigues
Carry all the gear you’ll ever need in these 
vintage paratrooper fatigue pants featuring 

eight pockets (four leg cargo pockets, two front 
slash pockets, and two back pockets), a zipper � y, 
an adjustable waist tab, and reinforced knees 

and seat. Olive drab. 55% cotton/
45% polyester.                                                 

M, L, XL:  $39.95     2XL:  $41.95

SAVE 

$30

Olive Drab                        #100469 
Black                                   #100470
NEW!  Winter Camo      #104638
Woodland Camo            #100471
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    Air Force – Navy Blue    #102020
 Army – Olive Drab               #102021

   Navy – Navy Blue                     #102023
   Marines – Black                        #102024
   Navy
   Marines

    
 Army

 Beanie Caps
Warm and patriotic, these polyester 
knit beanie caps pay homage to the 
U.S. military.                  $14.95 each

Army          #101894      
Navy           #101895      
Air Force   #101896

Two-Tone 
Military Caps
The branch logo 
of your choice is 
handsomely embroidered on the 
front of these two-tone caps which 
also feature an adjustable buckle 
strap. 100% cotton.                             $18.95 each

Military Caps

handsomely embroidered on the 
Armyfront of these two-tone caps which 

      These ash gray t-shirts, made of 100% 
super-soft cotton, feature your branch’s circular 
emblem screen-printed on the front – along 
with a spirited motto!

Navy                 #104124
Army                 #104125
Marines            #104126
Air Force          #104127
Coast Guard   #104128

Air Force          #100750 
Navy                 #100749
Marines            #M403946 
Army                 #M403947

M, L, XL:  $17.95      2XL, 3XL:  $19.95

#102020

Warm and patriotic, these polyester 
knit beanie caps pay homage to the 

14.95 each

Air Force

Reversible Hats
Wear these � attop hats with their 
embroidered emblem on the front – or 
turn them inside-out and show o�  
a larger, printed emblem on the 
top! Made of 100% cotton, they include 
an adjustable hook-and-loop 
closure for a comfortable fit.       $19.95 each

USCG Reverse

Wear these � attop hats with their 
embroidered emblem on the front – or 
turn them inside-out and show o�  
a larger, printed emblem on the 
top! Made of 100% cotton, they include 

Coast Guard – Navy Blue  #M402045
Air Force – Navy Blue         #M402043
Army – Black                         #M402044
Marines – Navy Blue          #M402046     
Navy – White                         #M402047 USCG Reverse

#102020
#102021
#102023
#102024

      These ash gray t-shirts, made of 100%       These ash gray t-shirts, made of 100% 

#102020

Warm and patriotic, these polyester 
knit beanie caps pay homage to the 

each

Navy                 #104124

Circle 
Emblem 
T-Shirts

      These ash gray t-shirts, made of 100% 
super-soft cotton, feature your branch’s circular 
emblem screen-printed on the front – along 
with a spirited motto!

M, L, XL:  

      These ash gray t-shirts, made of 100% 

Veteran 
“I Served” 
T-Shirts
Show o�  your 
military service with 
a 100% cotton t-shirt, 
screen-printed with 
the branch seal and 
the words, “I Served.”

M, L, XL:   $16.95      
2XL, 3XL:  $18.95

Air Force          #100750 
Navy                 #100749
Marines            #M403946 

a 100% cotton t-shirt, 

the words, “I Served.”

16.95      Congressional Eagle 
Long-Sleeve Shirts
Made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton, 
these long-sleeve shirts feature 
a U.S. military branch name, a 
slogan, and a patriotic Bald Eagle 
clutching the American � ag 
embroidered on the chest.

Military Long-Sleeve Shirts
These light gray shirts, made of a 90/10 cotton 
and polyester blend, feature the U.S. military 
branch emblem on the chest and its name 
running down the left sleeve.

Army                 #M402633
Marines            #M402634
Air Force          #M402635
Navy                 #M402636

Army                 #M405265
Air Force          #M405266
Marines            #M405267
Navy                 #M405268 M, L, XL:  $24.95      2XL:  $26.95

M, L, XL:  $24.95      2XL:  $26.95
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Branch-of-Service Caps
Handsomely embroidered with 
patriotic imagery, these colorful caps – 
featuring a pre-curved visor and adjustable 
strap – are stylish tributes to the U.S. Armed Forces.

A: NEW! Air National Guard – 100% cotton.                    #104644
B: NEW! Marines (“The Few, The Proud”) – 100% cotton.         #104641
C: NEW! Army (Two-Tone) – 100% polyester.                                   #102741
D: Army (Seal Logo) – 100% cotton.                                                    #101833
E: Army (“We Hold the Cards”) – 100% cotton.                                #61524
F: Marines (“Semper Fi”) – 100% cotton.                                          #101344
G: Navy – 100% cotton.                                                                                #61545
H: Coast Guard – 100% acrylic.                                                              #103994
I: Air Force – 100% cotton.                                                                          #61694

Branch-of-Service CapsBranch-of-Service CapsBranch-of-Service CapsBranch-of-Service CapsBranch-of-Service Caps

strap – are stylish tributes to the U.S. Armed Forces.

 100% cotton.                    #104644

$1895
Each

A B C D

E F G H

I

Eagle & Flag Sweatshirts
These premium- 
  quality, screen-
  printed sweat-
  shirts feature 
an eye-
catching 
design with 
a branch
  emblem
  superimposed
  over a Bald Eagle
  and U.S. � ag, are 
made of 100% pre-
shrunk cotton,
  and include
   elastic ribbing
   at the neck,
   waist, and cu� s.

These premium- 
  quality, screen-
  printed sweat-
  shirts feature 

design with 

  superimposed
  over a Bald Eagle
  and U.S. � ag, are 
made of 100% pre-made of 100% pre-

   elastic ribbing

   waist, and cu� s.

  over a Bald Eagle
  and U.S. � ag, are 
made of 100% pre-

Military 
Pullover Hoodies
Keep warm and patriotic at 
the same time with these 
gray pullover hoodies, made 
of 100% cotton, paying 
tribute to the U.S. military. 
Features a drawstring 
hoodie and hand-
warming pocket.

gray pullover hoodies, made 

tribute to the U.S. military. 

Made in 
the USA.

Army                               #M402957
Coast Guard                  #M402960
Navy                                 #M402958 
Air Force                         #M402959
Marines                          #M402956not available

Dog Tags
Show o�  your branch 
pride with these 
commemorative 
dog tags featuring an 
epoxy-coated enamel 
front and an engravable 
back. O�  cial size, they 
include a 25" neck chain 
and a rubber 
silencer.          $9.95 each

Navy                                                  #61431
Army                                         #61432      
Air Force                                #61434    
Coast Guard                         #61435    
Marines                                 #61876

Leather 
Wallets
More than just 
a place to stash 
your cash, a 

wallet can make a statement about 
what you stand for. These refined, 
black leather wallets, which include 
two I.D. holders, a full length bill 
holder, and nine card slots, feature 
an official branch-of-service seal 
embossed on the front.
                                                          $24.95 each

epoxy-coated enamel 
front and an engravable 
back. O�  cial size, they 
include a 25" neck chain 

each

Navy                                                  #61431

www.MilitaryIssue.com

Military Emblem Sweatpants
These 
comfortable, 
50% cotton/50% 
polyester fleece 
pants feature a 
military branch 
name and emblem 
screen-printed 
along the left leg 
and include a 
drawstring waist. 

61

M, L, XL:  $24.95    2XL:  $26.95Army          #M405000
Marines    #M405001
Navy           #M405002
Air Force   #M405003

Navy           #701709
Marines    #701710
Air Force   #701711
Army          #701712

M, L, XL:  $34.95   
2XL:  $36.95

M, L, XL:  $32.95   
2XL:  $34.95

Army          #M402637
Marines    #M402638
Air Force   #M402640
Navy           #M402639
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          Donovan’s Reef
      Directed by John Ford and starring 

John Wayne and Lee Marvin, this 
1963 � lm combining lighthearted 
comedy and social commentary is 
set in the picturesque South Sea 
islands. World War II veteran “Guns” 

Donovan (Wayne) confronts a score of 
moral issues – including racial bigotry and 
corporate greed – as he simultaneously 

attempts to settle down and marry his 
ironwilled sweetheart. 1 hr. 48 min.   
                                                          #MV51516

     Invasion USA
     When a Soviet attack on America, led by 
terrorist Mikhail Rostov, furiously unfolds 
across the nation, there’s only one man who 

can possibly halt its advances: former CIA agent 
and martial arts expert Matt Hunter (Chuck 

Norris). Fueled by a sordid history with his Russian 
rival, Hunter agrees to lead a guerilla war and take 
back his country block by block. 1 hr. 50 min.

#103887

You Know What Sailors Are
A hilarious World War II romp, this 1954 
picture follows the exploits of Lt. Sylvester 
Green – a Royal Navy radar expert who 
drunkenly welds an old pram to the deck of a 
foreign destroyer. The next morning, however, 
proves di�  cult as he digs himself deeper and 
deeper when his superiors demand to know 
what weaponry this bizarre watercraft is, 
nicknamed “998” by the guilty Green. 
1 hr. 29 min.                                                        #104425  Reg: $14.95

Cavalry Command
This 1963 adventure stars John Agar as a U.S. 
Cavalry sergeant who is sent with his brigade to 
a small Filipino village following the Spanish-
American War to educate the natives in the ways 
of Western civilization and quell guerilla factions 
hiding in the surrounding jungle. Can the cavalry 
help the natives while holding o�  the rebels and 
their angry leader? 1 hr. 17 min.                                                                            #MV51186

In Pursuit of Honor
This film stars Don Johnson as a member of a 
U.S. Cavalry detachment that refuses to kill its 
horses after being ordered to do so during the 
transition to a mechanized army in the mid-
1930s. Risking their honor and their lives to save 
hundreds of horses, the cavalrymen drive the 
herd north to evade the slaughter, but the group 
is followed by a light armored unit. Can the men and 
their horses reach safe haven in Canada? 
1 hr. 49 min.                                                      #MV51524

Submarine Alert
What lurks below the waves in this 1943 thriller? 
When offered the chance to work on a top secret radio 
transmitter project, Lewis Deerhold (Richard Arlen) 
jumps at the opportunity, but, soon realizing the 
device was designed to locate Allied ships, he flees 
with the transmitter’s codes. Now pursued by Nazi 
agents while an enemy submarine waits o�  the 
California coast, will Deerhold alert the FBI before 
it’s too late? B&W, 1 hr. 7 min.                                                                        #MV52964

Full Metal Jacket
One of the most celebrated war movies ever, 
Stanley Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket follows 
a platoon of U.S. Marines as they train for 
combat duty during the Vietnam War. Starring 
Matthew Modine, R. Lee Ermey, and the 
legendary performance of Vincent D’Onofrio, 
the � lm examines the horri� c reality of war 
during the infamous 1968 Tet O� ensive. 
1 hr. 56 min.                                                 #MV52727

The Marine/ The Marine 2
John Cena stars as John Triton in The Marine, a 
2006 action film followed-up in 2009 with a 
fresh sequel following another USMC recruit, 
Joe Linwood (Ted DiBiase). This dramatic 
double feature, a 2-DVD set that includes both 
titles, captures all of the thrilling excitement 
from Triton’s hostage rescue in Iraq to Linwood’s 
attempts to save his wife from a group of blood-
thirsty terrorists. 3 hr. 6 min.                                                                             #102697

Shenandoah
In this classic movie, James Stewart portrays 
Mr. Anderson, a southern farmer in the Shenandoah 
Valley who struggles to keep his family and land 
protected from the ravages of Civil War. When 
Union soldiers mistakenly take his youngest son 
prisoner, Mr. Anderson and his family are forced 
to become involved and begin a long search that 
tests their inner strength and faith.  
Widescreen, 1 hr. 46 min.                         #MV51671

Three Came Home
Based on the 1947 bestselling memoir of the same 
name, this 1950 drama tells the true story of 
American-born author Agnes Newton Keith 
(Claudette Colbert), her British husband 
(Patric Knowles), and their young son, who 
are interned after the Japanese invasion of 
British North Borneo in 1942. Held with her son 
in a POW camp for women and children, Colbert 
endures starvation and torture – but receives 
kindness from an unlikely source. B&W, 
1 hr. 46 min.                                                       #V7173

All DVDs 
on this 

page only $995
Each

SAVE 

33%
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McHale’s Navy Double Feature

This double-feature DVD includes both 
McHale’s Navy and its 1965 sequel, McHale’s 

Navy Joins the Air Force – each one based 
on the popular TV sitcom that ran for four 
seasons on ABC. Follow the rogue crew of 

PT-73 (among them, Ernest Borgnine and 
Tim Conway) as they navigate tricky waters in 

the Paci� c, including retrieving gambling debts 
and avoiding a misunderstanding with 
the USAAF. 3 hrs. 3 min.        #102184  $21.95

No Escape
When water engineer Jack Dwyer (Owen 
Wilson) moves to Southeast Asia to head 
up his company’s regional plant, he and 
his family � nd themselves unexpectedly 
in the midst of a violent uprising – with 

all foreigners serving as the mob’s target. 
Stationed at a local hotel, they must now 

risk it all to make their way to the safety of 
           the American embassy. 
         1 hr. 43 min.             #100968  $14.95

Patton
One of the greatest screen biographies ever 
produced, this epic, which follows Gen. George 
Patton from his arrival in North Africa in 1943 
through the days following the German sur-
render in 1945, won seven Academy Awards 
and included the performance of George C.
Scott’s life. This 2-disc special edition also 
includes three Patton documentaries. 
Widescreen, 2 hrs. 50 min.
                                                 #MV50115  $14.95

Sergeant York
Based on the World War I exploits of Alvin C. York, the 
most decorated American soldier of the war, this 
1941 classic stars Gary Cooper as the inspirational 
soldier who turns his life around with the help 
of a pastor (Walter Brennan), declares himself a 
conscientious objector when he is drafted, then 
decides to stay in the Army to aid the war e� ort. 
B&W, 2 hrs. 14 min.                                                       #MV50287  $26.95

The Horse Soldiers
Based on Grierson’s Raid and the Battle of Newton’s 
Station in the Civil War, this 1959 film – directed 
by John Ford – stars John Wayne as a Union 
cavalry officer who leads his brigade several 
hundred miles behind Confederate lines to 
cut the railroad between Newton Station and 
soon-to-be-embattled Vicksburg. Co-stars 
William Holden and Constance Towers. 
Widescreen, 1 hr. 55 min.            #MV51523  $14.95

To Victory!
Spanning an era of Hollywood cinema 
between 1940 and 1987, this value-pack 
3-DVD set includes ten classic WWII epochs 
featuring stars from Van Johnson to Alan Arkin. 
These memorable films include Go For Broke, 
Gung Ho!, Convoy, Commandos, Immortal 
Battalion, They Raid by Night, Spitfire, The 
Steel Claw, Hell in Normandy, and Escape from 
Sobibor. B&W and color. 15 hours.
                                                        #V9942  $14.95

Includes 
10 films!

Strategic Air Command
Jimmy Stewart delivers a powerful performance 
as Lt. Col. “Dutch” Holland, a professional 
baseball player reactivated to Air Force duty, in 
this compelling picture. In addition to tracking 
the � ying exploits of Holland, as he adjusts to 
unpredictable life at SAC, this 1955 � lm is also 
a terri� c exploration of early Cold War aircraft – 
including the B-36 Peacemaker and B-47 
Stratojet. 1 hr. 54 min.                  #702096  $24.95

Heroes of War Collection 
Soldiers’ Stories
Four memorable war � lms are found on this 
quadruple-feature collection: Men of Honor, 
Courage Under Fire, Tigerland, and The Thin 
Red Line. Moving performances are delivered 
by legends such as Robert De Niro, Denzel 
Washington, Colin Farrell, and Sean Penn 
as themes of racial tension, government 
cover-ups, the Vietnam War, and World War II’s 
Guadalcanal Campaign are explored in 
gripping detail. 8 hrs. 36 min.  #103176  $12.95

Heroes of War Movie Collection
This 4-DVD collection is a quadruple feature of 
enticing World War II action! Follow along as 
Marines set to work in the South Pacific, U.S. 
soldiers � ght on the beaches of Normandy, 
and an American intelligence-gathering o�  cer 
interrogates an unreliable German POW. 
Titles include: D Day: The Sixth of June, 
Guadalcanal Diary, Halls of Montezuma, and 
Decision Before Dawn. 
7 hr. 11 min.                         #103175  $19.95

I Was a Spy
In this 1933 espionage thriller, which is based on 
the memoirs of an actual World War I spy, a young 
Belgian woman during the First World War gets 
involved in the “spy game,” even accompanying 
a German Commandant to Brussels to gather 
vital information about the Kaiser. As her mission 
becomes increasingly dangerous, her partner 
sets o�  to rescue her, but will he be able 
to reach her in time? B&W,  
1 hr. 31 min.                                  #MV51624  $14.95
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Vietnam Veteran Cap
Made of a cotton and polyester blend, this black cap 
– with a breathable mesh backing – features an 
embroidered service bar on the front along 
with the words “Vietnam Veteran.” 

#104639  $16.95

Made of a cotton and polyester blend, this black cap 
– with a breathable mesh backing – features an 
Made of a cotton and polyester blend, this black cap 
– with a breathable mesh backing – features an 

16.95

Saint-Chamond Tank
Though su� ering from lack 
of power and poor-quality 
tracks, the Saint-
Chamond tank – 
introduced by 
the French in 1917 – was 
more e�  cient when combat 
moved out of the trenches. This 
1/72 scale resin model, the latest release in our Wings of the Great War: 
Armor Collection, features accurate weaponry, realistic tracks, 
and a removable display base. 4¼" long.                        #701688  $34.95

Saint-Chamond Tank
Though su� ering from lack 
of power and poor-quality 
tracks, the Saint-
Chamond tank – 

the French in 1917 – was 
more e�  cient when combat 
moved out of the trenches. This 

Images of America
Connecticut in World War II
Baker.  Much as it had during the Great War, America 
after Pearl Harbor turned its attention to Connecticut: 
among the leaders in national manufacturing. This 
      pictorial volume explores the region in the 1940s, 
     when they produced munitions, clothing, weapons, 
and more – tallying over $8 billion in total war con-
tracts! 128 pages, 228 B&W photos, 
6½"x 9¼", softcover.                          #104584  $21.95

See Page 12 for More 
WWI Armor Models!1/72 SCALE

American G.I.s

Wielding a 
.30-caliber machine gun or 
a lethal bazooka, these American G.I.s 
are ready for war! Each 1/30 scale metal � gure features an 
incredible attention to historic detail. 2½" tall. 

Wielding a 
.30-caliber machine gun or 

1/30 SCALE

See Page 32 for More
Figures in this Series!

2-Piece Machine 
Gunner Team     #104475  $79

Bazooka Man
               #104479  $39

16.95$16.9516.9516.95#104639  $16.9516.9516.95

            “RED” T-Shirt
                Sporting a striking red 
              color, this 100% cotton 
                 t-shirt also features the 
                   screen-printed acronym 
               RED: “Remember Everyone   
  Deployed.”                                                   #104628

M, L, XL:  $24.95   2XL, 3XL:  $26.95

Fletcher-Class 
Destroyer 
Kit

Featuring markings for 
either the USS Fletcher 
or USS Chevalier, this top-
quality, 1/144 scale plastic 
kit – measuring over two-and-a-half-feet long! – comes with a two-
piece hull, metal gun barrels (that elevate), a detailed main deck, a 
realistic torpedo tube, a radar system, a searchlight, depth charges, 
authentic markings, and a display stand. Assembly required. 
1,300 pieces. Skill level 5. 31½" long.                                      #104438  $199

LIMITED EDITION

2½-Feet Long!

 M109A3 
 Van Shop 
 Truck Kit
Among the many vari-
ants of the proli� c M35 
“Deuce and a Half” was the 
M109A3 – a battle� eld shop 
van. This 1/35 scale plastic kit fea-
tures a choice of hard or soft tops, an optional front winch, 
a well-equipped shop interior (including workbenches, 
chairs, a ladder, and tools), and authentic U.S. Army and 
ROC markings. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 8" long.  #104448  $79.95

after Pearl Harbor turned its attention to Connecticut: 

      pictorial volume explores the region in the 1940s, 
     when they produced munitions, clothing, weapons, 

21.95

      The Vietnam Chronicles
    A harrowing and compelling collection, this program, 
which includes over 32 hours of archival footage, dra-

matic re-enactments, historical � lms, and interviews 
with experts and eyewitnesses, presents the gritty 

realities of the Vietnam War like never before. You’ll 
trace the evolution of this con� ict, from its opening 
stages as a regional military engagement to an ever-

expanding war that spanned three U.S. Presidencies 
and divided a nation. 32 hrs. 42 min. 

on seven DVDs.                 #V9925  Reg: $24.95  $19.95
Over 32 Hours 

on 7 DVDs!

SAVE 

20%

“Deuce and a Half” was the 
M109A3 – a battle� eld shop 
van. This 1/35 scale plastic kit fea-
tures a choice of hard or soft tops, an optional front winch, 
a well-equipped shop interior (including workbenches, 

#104448  $79.95

tures a choice of hard or soft tops, an optional front winch, 

Check Out the Order Form for 
New War Master Models 

and Closeout Kits!
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RETURN POLICY
Books, Models, Unopened Kits and Apparel:  If not completely satisfied, you may 
return items within 30 days of receipt for replacement, exchange, credit or refund. 
Items must be returned in the condition received and in the original packaging.
Prints:  Damaged prints will be replaced at no charge.  Due to the delicate nature of fine art 
prints, we cannot accept returns.
DVDs and Software:  Defective merchandise will be replaced with another of the same title.
Once the tamper-proof seal on the box has been broken, the item is no longer returnable.

PAYMENT
We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, personal check, certified check or 
money order payable in U.S. dollars to Military Issue.  Sorry, we do not accept C.O.D. orders.

DELIVERY
United States Postal Service is standard.  Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
Additional Shipping Options:
United States Postal Service Priority Mail.  Allow 5-7 days for delivery.
UPS 2nd Day Air, UPS Next Day Air.  (UPS shipments cannot be sent to P.O. boxes.)

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS
Payment should be made in U.S. dollars via cashiers check, money order or credit card.
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.  For faster service, ask about expedited shipping rates when
placing your order.  Call 612-206-3200 or e-mail us at info@MilitaryIssue.com.

INQUIRIES ON ORDERS ALREADY PLACED
Write to Customer Relations at Military Issue, 640 Taft Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413-2815
or via e-mail at info@MilitaryIssue.com or call between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. Central Time,
Monday-Friday, or 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., Saturday.  Please include a copy of your packing slip
or have it handy when you call.

MAILING LISTS
Occasionally we make our list available to companies whose products might
be of interest to you.  If you prefer not to receive these mailings, please send
a note to: Military Issue, 640 Taft Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413-2815.

A WORD ABOUT PRICES
All prices in this catalog are subject to change.  This is due to fluctuations in suppliers’ prices 
and foreign exchange rates.  We apologize for any inconvenience.

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome!

ORDERING INFORMATION

 Order Today

800-989-1945800-989-1945
Fax Your Order

612-877-3160612-877-3160

Daytime Phone  (                            )                       –
     E-mail Address
(For order/offer updates)

SHIP TO (If different from your address)

First Name                                 Middle Initial                           Last Name

Street or Box No.                                                                                              Route or Apt. #

City                                                                                               State                          Zip Code

Gift Message  

For Faster Service

Order Toll Fre
e 800-989-1945

PAGE    QTY.                    ITEM #                                                      PRODUCT TITLE / DESCRIPTION                                      UNIT PRICE       TOTAL PRICE

Shipping & Handling – U.S. Mail
(Must include with ALL orders)
Merchandise Total:
Up to $25.00..........................$7.95
$25.01 - $50.00......................$9.95
$50.01 - $75.00....................$12.95
$75.01 - $100.00.................$13.95
$100.01 - $150.00...............$15.95
$150.01 - $250.00...............$17.95
Over $250.00......................$19.95
Additional Shipping & Handling 
(Expedited & International orders)
UPS shipments cannot be sent to P.O. boxes
UPS Ground..................................$3.00
UPS 2nd Day Air...........................$10.00
UPS Next Day Air.......................$20.00
Outside Continental U.S.........$20.00

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

WY residents add sales tax
MN residents add 7.25% sales tax

Merchandise Total

METHOD OF 
PAYMENT
       Check/Money Order 
payable to Military Issue        

Check No.

Card No.

                Exp.
                Date

Cardholder
Signature

Visa                  MasterCard                 Discover                  American Express

FROM 

First Name                                 Middle Initial                           Last Name

Street or Box No.                                                                                              Route or Apt. #

City                                                                                               State                          Zip Code
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